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3 Public Participation
TVA is the largest public power company in the nation. An objective of this IRP was to
understand the needs of the people it serves and how to address those needs in a costeffective, reliable manner. Since the needs of the people vary, some people are more
concerned about the cost of power, some on reliability, while others are concerned about
environmental impacts. Therefore, it is TVks ultimate responsibility to balance these
competing needs as it plans for the future.
A transparent arid participatory approach was utilized in the development of this IW.
Many opportunities were available to the public that influenced the development - and

ultimately the outcome - of this IIIP. For example, public briefings and meetings were held
across the region, and an advisory review group was created. The following key objectives
of public involvement were:
*

0

*

0

Engage numerous stakeholders with differing viewpoints and perspectives
throughout the entire IRP process
Incorporate public opinions and viewpoints into the development of the Hie
including activities and opportunities for stakeholders to review and comment on
various inputs, analyses and options considered
Encourage open and honest communication in order to facilitate a sound
understanding of the process
Provide multiple communication channels to provide several ways for members of
the public to learn about the IRP process and to provide input

TVA involved the public in each critical step of the IRP process. The involvement helped
TVA identify the most effective ways to serve the people of the Tennessee Valley region.
Public participation was actively solicited three times during the IRP process.
1. Public scoping period
2 . Analysis and evaluation period

3. Draft IRP public comment period
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3.1

Public Scopiiig Period

The TVA IRP process began with a
60-day public scoping period June 15, 2009. TVA
announced the start of the process in newspapers
throughout the region via media releases and on
TVA's website.
In addition, the EPA published the official EIS
Notice of Intent in the Federal Register. This
notice is required by the NEPA guidelines which
require federal agencies such as TVA to prepare
an EIS whenever its actions, such as the
development of an IW, have the potential to
affect the environment.
During the scoping period, TVA disseminated a broad range of information to the public,
including the reasons for developing an IRP, what it would focus on, the process for how
an IRP is developed and how the results will be used to guide strategic decision making.
Public scoping provided an early and open process to ensure:
*

Stakeholder issues and concerns were identified early and properly studied
Reasonable alternatives and environmental resources were considered

*

Key uncertainties that could impact costs or performance of certain energy
resources were identilied

0

Input received was properly considered ;tnd would lead to a thorough and
balanced final IRP

TVA also reiterated the need to have a balanced approach when considering the tradeoffs
of one energy resource for another. While developing this IW, TVA sought public input on
a variety of issues and asked the following questions:
*

I-Iow will any changes affect system reliability and the price of electricity?
Should the current power generation mix (e.g., coal, nuclear power, natural gas,
hydro, renewable) change?
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e

Should energy efficiency and tleniand response be considered in planning for
future energy needs?

o

Should renewables be considered in planning for fiiture energy needs?
How can TVA directly affect electricity usage by consumers?

The scoping period helped shape the initial development and framework of this IRP.
TVA used the input received to determine what resource options should be considered
to meet future demand. TVA used two primary techniques, public meetings and written
comments, to collect public input during the scoping period.

3. I. 1 Public Meetings
During the scoping period, TVA held seven public meetings across the Tennessee Valley
between July 20 and Aug. 6 , 2009 (Figure 3-1). The meetings were conducted in an
informal, open house format to give participants an opportunity to express concerns, ask
questions and provide comments. Exhibits, fact sheets and other materials were available
at each public meeting to provide information about the L3raft IRP and the associated EIS.

July 20, 2009

Nashville, Tenn

luly 21. 2009

Chattanooga. Tenn.

July 23, 2009

Knoxville, 'I'enn.

.July 28,

I

Huntsville, Ala.

2009

July 30, 2009

Hopkinsville, JSy.

Aug. 4, 2009

Starkville, Miss.

Aug. 6,2009

I

Memphis, Tenn.

I

Figure 3-1 - Public Scoping Meetings
Attendees included members of the general public, representatives from state agencies
and local governments, TVA's congressional delegation representatives, distributors of
TVA power, non-governmental organizations and other special interest groups.
Approximately 200 attended the public scoping meetings. TVA subject-matter experts
attended each meeting to discuss issues and respond to questions about the IRP planning
process and TVA's power system and programs.
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3.1.2 Written C o m m e n t s

During the scoping period, TVA accepted comments via email, fax, letters, TVA's website,
public scoping meetings arid a scoping questionnaire. At the public scoping meetings,
verbal comments were recorded by court reporters and attendees were able to submit
written comments by logging onto TVA's website using TVA supplied computers.
Overall, TVA received approximately 1,000 comments from the following
communication tools:
0

Scoping questionnaire

*

Email
TVA's website

e

Public meetings

Comments were received from four federal agencies and 20 state agencies representing
six of the seven TVA region states. Some of these responses included specific comments,
while others stated they had no comments, but asked to review the Draft IRP and the
associated EIS. Figure 3-2 shows the distribution of scoping comments by geographic area.
Some agencies, organizations and individuals provided comments specific to TVA's
natural and cultural resource stewardship activities. These comments were not included
in the scoping report because they focused on another planning process - TVA's Natural
Resource Plan (NRP) and associated EIS. The full scoping report on this IRP as well the
NRP can be found on TVA's website.
Unknown
Outside TVA
Rrpinn

2 976

\

\

Alabama
6 3 % Georgia
18%
/ Kenhlckv

I

Figure 3-2 - Distribution of Scoping Comments by Geographic Area
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3.1.3 Scoping Questionnaire
An 1 1-part scoping questionnaire was distributed at public meetings and made available
on TVA's website. The questionnaire was developed to elicit public opinion on TVA's
future generation and efficiency options. At least part of tlie scoping questionnaire was
completed by 845 people, and 640 of the respondents answered the write-in questions
as well as the multiple-choice questions.

Many of those who completed the questionnaire expressed a willingness to take
various measures to reduce their energy use o r pay higher rates for cleaner energy.
The willingness to undertake some nieasures increased with the availability of
financial incentives.
After further analysis, the results of the questionnaire indicated that the findings were
not statistically significant and the survey population was not fully representative of the
entire Tennessee Valley region. Therefore, TVA decided to conduct a phone survey of
approximately 1,000 individuals across the entire region in the summer of 2010.

3.2

Analysis and Evaluation Period

The analysis and evaluation period took key
themes and results identified from the scoping
period and developed the framework for analysis
and evaluation. The findings were considered
when TVA developed the range of strategies for
1RP analysis.
During this phase, TVA used the following three
techniques to collect public input:
1. Stakeholder Review Group

2. Public briefings

3. Phone survey
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3.2.1 Stakeholder Review Group

Early in the IIW process, ‘IVA recognixxi it would be difficult to gct specific and
continuous input from the public beyond the scoping period. To obtain more in-depth,
ongoing input from the public, TVA established an advisory Stakeholder Keview Group
(SRG) in July 2009.
The formation of this diverse 16-member review group (listed on page 42) was the
cornerstone of the public input process. It consisted of representatives from business
and industry, state agencies, government, distributors of TVA power, academia, special
interest groups and civic organizations. In addition to providing their individual
views to TVA, SRG members represented their constituency and reported to them
on the IRP process.
The SRG met approximately every month with TVA. Ten meetings were held prior to the
release of the Draft IRP and the associated EIS at various locations throughout the region.
Five additional meetings were held between the release of the Draft IRP and approval of
the Recommended Planning Direction to facilitate ongoing feedback and guidance for this
1RP. Figure 3-3 shows the dates and locations of all the SKG meetings.

I

July 29, 2009

I

Nashville, Tenn

I

I

Aug. 18,2009

I

ICnoxdle, Tenn

I

Sept 24, 2009

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Oct 22 &23,2009

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Dec. 10 Kc 11, 2009

Nashville, Tenn

Feb. 17, 2010

Knoxl4lle, Tenn.

May 13, 2010

Knoxville, Tenn.

June 29,2010

Murfrrrsboro, Tenn.

July 20 & 21,2010

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Aug. 12,2010

Chattanooga, ’Tenn.

Aug. 26,2010

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Oct. 28, 2010

Knoxville, Tenii.

No\: 18, 2010

Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Dec. 15,2010

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Jan 26,2011

Knoxville, Tenn.

Feb. 24, 2011

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Figure 3-3 - Stakeholder Review Group Meetings
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The meetings were designed to encourage dialogue on all facets of the IRP process, and to
facilitate information sharing, collaboration and expectations for this IRl? Topics included
energy efficiency best practices, TVA's power delivery structure, load antl commodity
forecasts and supply resource options.
The individual views of SRG members were collected on the entire range of assumptions,
analytical techniques and proposed energy resource options and strategies. Given the
diverse makeup of the SRG, there were a wide range of views on specific issues, such as
the value of energy efficiency programs, environmental concerns and the appropriateness
of sonie new technologies. Open discussions supported by the best available data
facilitated better comprehension of the specific issues.
To increase public access and transparency to the IIW process, all non-confidential SRG
meeting inaterial (Le., presentations, agenda and minutes) was posted on W A S website
In addition, TVA developed an internal website specifically for SRG members to post
information on and to request data from TVA staff.
3.2.2 Public Briefings

In addition to the public scopiilg and SRG meetings, 'ITA held four public briefings
(Figure 3-4). The public briefings informed the general public of the IRP process.

O c t 23, 2009

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Nov 16.2009

Chattanooga, Erin.

Feb. 17, 2010

Knoxville, Tenn.

Mav 13. 2010

Knoxville, Tenn.

~

Figure 3-4 - Public Briefings
Participants had the option to attend in person or by webinar. The format of the
public briefings included a brief presentation followed by a moderated Q&A session
with the audience.
Topics discussed at the public briefings included an overview of the integrated resource
planning process, resource options, development of scenarios and strategies arid
evaluation metrics.
The public briefings attendance averaged 15 t o 20 in-person participants and
approximately 30 to 40 participants by wehinar. Vidcos of the briefings antl presentation
materials were posted on the IRP project website.
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TVA also briefed the public on the IRP process through presentations given at
local organizations, clubs and associations including the following:
0

Association of Energy Engineers
Tennessee Renewabk Energy and Economic Lkvelopment Council

0

Chattanooga Engineers Club

0

City of Chattanooga

0

Chattanooga Green Spaces

*

EPlU Environmental Aspects of Renewable Energy Interest Group Workshop

0

Clean Energy Speakers Series at Georgia Tech

0

Howard 13. Raker, Jr" Center for Public Policy

0

Technical Society of Kiioxville

3.2.3 Phone Survey
To ensure an even wider representation of opinions on IRY choices were considered,
TVA partnered with Harris Interactive to develop a statistically representative phone
survey of approximately 1,000 Tennessee Valley residents. The customer phone survey
was conducted during June and July 20 10 for the following reasons:
0

*

0

0

0

L3eterniine primary power generation concerns among the Tennessee Valley
residents (Le., cost, reliability, use of renewables, etc.)
Determine market potential for voluntary and financially incentivized
energy efficiency programs
Determine market potential of renewable programs, including Green
Power Switch@and other existing or planned energy efficiency and
demand response programs
Estimate potential market pricing for reiiewable power programs, including the
additional amounts Tennessee Valley residents are willing to pay each month for
energy from renewable sources
Assess Tennessee Valley residcnts' attitudes of and satisfaction with TVA, including
analysis of the services that it provides to the Tennessee Valley

Survey results indicated that the Tennessee Valley residents have a favorable attitude of
TVA, consider system reliability a critical component of utility services and want to see
TVA focused on keeping prices affordable.
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Key findings included:
TVA quality of service

* 94 percent of respondents agreed that providing
a reliable supply of electricity is very important in
assessing TVKs quality of service
* 92 percent indicated that lteeping electricity rates
affordable is important

Meeting future energy
needs

* 70 percent of respondents also tleemed it
very important for TVA to reduce air pollutants
and emissions

Renewable energy

* 42 percent of respondents believed that adding

different energy sources, such as solar and wind, into
TVA resource portfolio should be emphasized the most
to meet future energy needs
* 42 percent of respondents indicated they likely
would pay more for renewable energy, with the
following breakdown:
* Those indicating they would definitely pay more

would pay an average of $12.60 per month to
ensure that 10 percent of their energy comes from
renewable sources
* This same group would pay an average of $26.91

more per month to ensure that all of their energy
is renewable
0

Tennessee Valley residents indicating they would
definitely or probably pay inore were willing to pay
$11 to $20 per month to reduce CO? emissions

* Opportunities exist for additional Green Power
Switch@awareness among Tennessee Valley residents

Cost and billing

Biggest concerns related
to electricity production
0

Environmental impact

* Quality of power supply
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Draft IRP Public Comment Period

3.3

After the Draft IKP was completed in the fall of
2010, TVA provided an opportunity for the public
to provide comments and give input. Following
the Sept. 15, 2010 publication of the Lkaft IRE’ with
EPA, a 52-day Comment period wds provided to
solicit input about the Draft IRP from the public.
Originally set to close Nov. 8, 2010, the 45-day
comment period was extended an additional
seven days to accommodate several external
stakeholders’ requests. For this phase of the IRP
process, TVA presented the results to both internal
TVA stakeholders and the general public in the
Draft IRP and the associated EIS.
TVA used the following three techniques to collect input during the Draft IRP:
1. Public meetings
2. Webinars

3. Written comments
3.3.1

Public Meetings

TVA had five meetings with the public across the Tennessee Valley region in October 2010

(Figure 3-5). These meetings gave the public an opportunity to present their views on the
Draft IRP to TVA leadership and subject-matter experts.

Oct. 5, 2010

Bowling Green, Ky“

Oct 6.2010

Nashville. l’enn.

Oct 7,2010

Olive Branch, Miss

Oct 13. 2010

Knoxville, ‘I’enn

Oct. 14, 2010

Huntsville, Ala

~

Figure 3-5 - Public Comment Period Meetings
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TVA publicized the meetings and webinars by placing advertisements in major newspapers
and issuing news releases prior to each meeting that many local newspapers carried.
Before each of the meetings, TVA met with local reporters in each location who frequently
write about TVA and the IRI? process so that they, in turn, could write articles to help the
public understand the IRP process and draft document.
Online advertising (i.e., announcements on TVA's Faceboolc page) was used to reach
an even wider audience. TVA's website was also regularly updated with the latest news
regarding the IRP process and logistics for each public meeting.
At each of these meetings, TVA presented an overview of the Draft IIiP followed by a
moderated Q&A session supported by a panel of TVA subject-matter experts. Attendees
were able to address comments or questions to the panel. Attendees also had the
option to submit written and verbal comments to a court reporter before or after the
presentations. A transcript and video of each meeting was recorded. The presentation
slides and video of the meeting in Bowling Green, Ky., and videos of each Q&A session
were posted on the TVA's website.

TVA encouraged comments from the public on the Draft IRP and the associated EIS.
Comments received enabled TVA staff to identify public concerns and recornniendations
concerning the future operation of the TVA power system. The public comments and TVA's
responses are included in the associated EIS.

3.3.2 Webinars
To encourage as much participation as possible, members of the public who were not able
to attend public meetings were able to participate by webinar. Attendees registered in
advance and were able to access the presentation and participate in the Q&A session from
personal computers.

3.3.3 Written C o m m e n t s
During the 52-day public comnient period, comments were submitted via TVA's website,
email, U.S. mail and fax. Comments and questions recorded at each of the public meetings
were also considered.
In all, TVA received approximately 500 responses from a multitude of individuals,
organizations and agencies. These responses contained 748 comments o f which 372 were
unique and addressed in the associated EIS. A general summary of unique comments
received during the public comment period on the Draft IRP can be seen in Figure 3-6.
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Online comment form

104

Webinar comment/question from IRP meetings

16

Oral comment/question from IIW meetings

30

Letters

I...,

'

!,

,

.-

::'

.I

16

Form Letters (preprinted post cards)

297

Total

50 1

Figure 3-6 - Type of Responses Submitted

The following organizations and agencies submitted comments:
* Environment a1 Protect ion Agency

Natural Iiesource Defense Council
* Southern Alliance for
Clean Energy
* Sierra Club
* Earth Justice

3.4

Distributors of 'ITA power
State agencies
* Tennessee Valley
Public Power Association
0

0

Industry groups (Le,, solar energy,
natural gas, etc.)

Public Input Received During the IRP Process

Public input received during the IRP process covered a wide spectrum of subjects. From
public scoping to the comments received on the Draft IRK the ongoing feedback assisted
"VA in identifying the relevant concerns of the public with respect to resource planning.
Input received during the IKP process also provided beneficial insight to common public
perceptions of TVA programs and willingness to invest in certain resource options. For
example, the SRG and public input encouraged TVA to consider larger renewable portfolio
targets beyond current resource plans, resulting in coiisideration of portfolios of 2,500
and 3,500 MW
Moreover, public input helped develop the framework for analysis and addressed a
wide range of issues, including the cost of power, recommended resource options, the
environmental impacts of different resource options and the integraced resource planning
process. The following sections briefly summarize the issues raised with additional detail
provided in the associated EIS.
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Costs of New Capacity, Financing Requirements and Rate Implications
Concerns about the ability of TVA to design, build and deliver major new capacity on
time and within budget were expressed. Questions about the validity of construction cost
estimates for new nuclear capacity were raised.
The public also expressed concerns ahout TVA's ability to fund future resource additions
clue to the $30 billion limit on TViYs statutory borrowing authority. TWs financing options
to cover the costs of construction for major capital investments are limited to borrowing,
increasing rates or other less traditional forms of financing. There were also concerns
about potential impacts on short-term rates. However, some believed that higher rates
may promote energy efficiency investments.
While a large number of people were opposed to any future price increases, a number
of those who completed the scoping questionnaire expressed a willingness to pay
Sir 1 4 2 0 more per month for TVA to increase generation from non-greenhouse gas
emitting sources.

Recommended Energy Resource Options
The public made recommendations about TVA's future supply- and demand-side resource
options. TVA's future resource portfolio should:
0

*

Avoid or minimize rate increases
Minimize or reduce pollution and other environmental impacts

0

Maximize reliability

0

Contain a diversity of fuel sources
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The following resources options were mentioned:
Nuclear expansion

0

Supported nuclear additions if implcmented in a cost-effective,
responsible way

0

Concerned with rising costs and nuclear waste issues
related t o additions to the nuclear portfolio

EEDR initiatives

e

Pleased with the contribution of EEDR in the planning
strategies retained in the Draft IRP

0

Comments regarding the target level of EEDR being studied
and the potential for larger amounts of EE to displace new
nuclear capacity

0

Uncertainty about cost, lost revenue impacts and program
effectiveness; and questioned measureinent and verification
of benefits

Renewable additions

0

0

Supported increased renewable generation (including wind,
solar, locally-sourced biomass and low-impact hydro) as long
as costs are competitive
Stated the need for a stronger cominitnient to developing
renewables within the Tennessee Valley region, particularly
solar, as opposed to imported wind power

0

Questioned system operational impacts caused by intermittent

or off-peak resources ( i x , wind and solar)
Idling coal-fired
capacity

0

Commended TVA on the strategy for coal-fired capacity idling
and to consider larger quantities of idled capacity

0

Concerned with the economic and environmental implications

of idling certain coal-fired units
e

Concerned about TWs risk exposure for pending carbon
legislation and issues related to lead-time for positioning coalfired assets for idling, retirement and/or return to service

56

Energy storage

* Recomniended an increase in energy storage capability

Natural gas

0

Supported additional natural gas-fired generation

I N 'TE G R AT E D R E S 0iJ R C E P L A N

Environmental Impacts of Power System Operations
A general concern about pollution was a frequently mentioned issue in regards to the

TVA power system. Additionally, much of the public felt the issues with air pollutants,
greenhouse gas emissions, climate change, spent nuclear fuel and coal combustion byproducts were of high importance.
Many comments encouraged TVA to decrease its emissions of greenhouse gases while
others questioned the liuman influence on climate change. The issue was also raised of
the impacts of buying coal from surface mines, particularly mountaintop removal mines,
and recommended that TVA stop this practice. The Kingston Fossil Plant ash spill in
December 2008 was frequently mentioned.

The Integrated Resource Planning Process
Several people addressed the IRP process. Their comments recommended that TVA
continue to foilow industi-y standard practices; enter the process without preconceptions
about the adequacy of various resource options; be open and transparent throughout the
planning process; treat energy efficiency and renewable energy as priority resources and
address the total societal costs and benefits.

3.5

Response to Public Input and Comments

Input received from the general public and stakeholders was a key part of the IRP process.
Listening to different stakeholders’ perspectives, viewpoints and sometimes competing
objectives played a prominent role in choosing a Recommended Planning Direction for
TVA. Appendix F - Stakeholder Input Considered and Incorporated provides examples on
how key themes were incorporated into the IlW analysis.
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Need for Power Analysis

The need for power analysis determines the ability of TVA's existing energy resources
to nieet projected electricity demand. It tlefines the capacity gap which is the difference
between supply and demand over tlie IKP study period. These needs will continue to vary
from season to season, day to day and even minute to minute. For tlie purposes of this
IN; the need for power was analyzed through 2 0 2 9 .
The execution of this analysis included the following four steps:
1. Estimate demand
2 . Determine reserve capacity needs

3. Estimate supply
4 . Estimate capacity gap
4.1

Estimate Demand

Determination of a need for power begins with long-term forecasts of the growth in
demand for electricity, both in terms of electricity sales to the end-user and tlie peak
demands those end-users place on the TVA system. These forecasts were developed from
individual, detailed forecasts of residential, commercial and industrial sales, which served
as the basis for all resource and financial planning activities. Historical forecast accuracy
was monitored to ensure errors in data or iiietliodology were quickly identified and fixed.
A range of forecasts (high, expected and low) were also generated to ensure that TVA's
plans were not too dependent on the accuracy of a single forecast. The following sections
provide more detail o n the processes used to develop the forecasted demand.
4.1.1 Load Forecasting Methodology

TVA's load forecasting is a complex process that starts with the best available data and
is carried out using both econometric (statistical economic) and end-use models. TVA's
econometric models link electricity sales to several key economic factors in the market,
such as the price of electricity, the price of competing energy source options and the
growth in overall economic activity. Specific values for key variables were used to develop
forecasts of sales growth in the residential and commercial sectors, as well as in each
inclustrial sector. Underlying trends within each sector, such as the us6 of various types
of equipment or processes, played a major role in forecasting sales.
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To capture these trends, along with expected changes in the stock and efficiency
of equipment and appliances, TVA used a variety of end-use forecasting models.
For example, in the residential sector, sales were forecasted for space heating, air
conditioning, water heating and several other uses after accounting for important factors
(ix., changes in efficiency over time, appliance saturation and replacement rates and
growth in the average size of the American home) In the commercial sector, a number
of categories, including lighting, cooling, refrigeration and space heating, were examined
with a similar attention to changes in important variables such as efficiency and saturation.
Since forecasting is inherently uncertain, TVA supplemented its modeling with industry
analyses and studies of specific major issues that may have the potential to impact those
forecasts. TVA also produced alternative regional forecasts based on different outcomes
for key drivers (Le., economic growth, population growth and economic behaviors) of
some of TVA‘s largest wholesale customers. Two of these alternative forecasts, referred to
as the “high-load” and “low-load” forecasts, defined a range of possible future outcomes
with a high lc~velof confidence that the true outcome will fall within this range. ‘l’his
ensured that TVA’s resource planning took into account the variability that is the hallmark
of year-to-year peak demand and energy sales.
Several key inputs were used as drivers of the longterm forecasts of residential,
commercial and industrial demand. The most important of these were economic activity,
the price of electricity, customer retention and the price of other sources of energy such as
natural gas. These key inputs are described in the following sections.

Economic Activity
Periodically, but at least annually, TVA produces a forecast of regional economic activity
for budgeting, long-range planning and economic development purposes. These forecasts
are based on national forecasts developed by internationally recognized economic
forecasting services.
The economy of the TVA service territory has historically been more dependent on
manufacturing than the United States o n average. Industries such as pulp and payer,
aluminum, steel and chemicals have been drawn to the region because of the wide
availability of natural resources, access to a skilled workforce and the supply of reliable
and affordable electricity. In recent years, regional growth has outpaced national
growth as manufacturing activities have grown at a faster pace than noti-manufacturing
activities. However, this can also mean that in periods of recession, regional growth will
contract faster and more sharply given this relatively higher degree of dependence on
manufacturing. As evidenced by the ongoing recovery from the most recent recession, the
regional economy tends to recover more quickly and robustly.
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Future growth is expected to be lower than historical averages as a result of the impacts
of the recent recession and ongoing recovery as well as the trend of declining L J S .
manufacturing intensity. As markets for manufacturing industries have become global
in reach, production capacity has moved overseas from the TVA region for many of the
same industries. The decline in demand associated with these off-shore industries has
been offset to some degree by the continued growth of the automobile industiy in the
Southeast over the last 20 years. The TVA region is expected to retain its comparative
advantage in tlie automotive industry, as exeniplified by the new Volkswagen auto plant
under construction in Chattanooga, Tenn. However, reduced long-term prospects for the
U.S. automotive industry will also have an impact o n the regional industry.
Other impacts from the recent recession such as increased financial market regulation
and tighter credit conditions may also work toward restraining economic growth. These
impacts could continue in the long-term resulting in a slowdown in future economic
growth for the TVA region and nation.
Despite the impacts of a slowed economy, population growth in the Tennessee Valley
region continues to be strong. Most movement into the region is still primarily driven
by economic opportunities in tlie contracting sectors and other expanding sectors in
the region. Part of this growth is to serve the existing population (i.e",retail and other
services), but, inore importantly, a large part of this growth is related to export services
that are sold to areas outside the region. Notable examples are corporate headquarters
such as Nissan (automobile manufacturing) in Franklin, Tenn., Hospital Corporation of
America (the largest private operator of hospitals in the world) in Nashville, Tenn. and
FedEx, AutoZone, International Paper and Service Master in Memphis, Tenn.
In addition, the Tennessee Valley has become an attractive region for the growing ranks
of America's retirees looking for a moderate climate and a more affordable region than
traditional retirement locations and is increasingly fueled as Baby Boomers exit the
workforce. The increase in the retiree population has a multiplier effect in the service
sector, increasing the need for employees to meet growing demand.

Customer Retention
In the last 20 years, the electric utility industry has undergone a fundamental change in
most parts o f the nation. In many states, an environment of regulated monopoly has been
replaced with vaiying degrees of competition.
While TVA has contracts with the 155 distributors of TVA power, it is not immune to
competitive pressures. The contracts allow distributors to give TVA notice of contract
cancellation, after which they may procure power from other sources. Many of TVA's large
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‘The spring 20 10 forecast expected TVA’s average price of electricity to remain competitive
with the rates of other utilities. As a result, the net impact of competition in the medium
forecast is that TVA will retain the majority of its current customer base.

Price of Electricity
Forecasts of the retail price for electricity are based on long-term estimates of WA’s total
costs to operate and maintain the power system and are adjusted to include an estimate
of the historical markrips charged by distributors of TVA power. These costs, known in the
industry as revenue requirements, are based on estimates of the key costs of generating
and delivering electricity, including fuel, variable operations and maintenance costs,
capital investment and interest. High and low electricity price forecasts are also derived
using high and low values for these same factors after accounting for any relationships
that may exist between variables.

Price of Substitute Fuels
Considering electricity is a source of energy, the service derived from consuming
electricity can also be obtained, where applications allow, using other sources of energy.
If the price of electricity is not competitive with the price of other fuels that can provide
the same energy services as electricity, such as water and space heating, customers may
move away from electricity in the long-term and substitute cheaper sources of energy. The
potential for this type of substitution will depend on the relative prices of other fuels,
the ability of the fuel to provide a comparable service and the physical capability to make
the change. For example, while consumers can take action to change out electric water
heaters and replace electric heat pumps with natural gas furnaces, the ability to utilize
another form of energy to power consumer electronics, lighting and many appliances is
far more limited by current technology.
Changes in the price of TVA’s electricity compared to the price of natural gas and other
fuels will influence consumers’ choices o f appliances-either electric, gas or other fuels
‘While other substitutions are possible, natural gas prices serve as the benchmark for
determining substitution impacts in the load forecasts.
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directly served customers have the option to shift production from plants in
the TVA service area to plants in other utilities’ service territories if TVKs rates become
non-competitive.
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Farecast Accuracy

Forecast accuracy is generally measured in part by error in the forecasts, whether day
ahead, year ahead, or multiple years ahead. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show annual forecasts
from 2000 through 2010 for peak load requirements and net system requirements.
Figure 4-1 is a comparison of actual and forecasted summer peak demand in MW Figure
4-2 is a comparison of actual and forecasted net system requirements in GWh. Note that
the “Norm.Actua1”line represents the normalized value of the annual energy, meaning
abnormal weather impacts have been removed.
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Figure 4-1 - Coniparison of Actual and Forecasted Summer Peak Demand (MW)
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Figure 4-2 - Comparison of Actual and Forecasted Net System Requirements (GWh)
The mean annual percent error (M.APE)l of TVA's forecast o f net system e n e r g and
peak load requirements for the 2000 to 2009 period was 1.9 percent and 2.8 percent,
respectively. These include large errors in 2009 as the ramifications o f the 2008 financial
crisis and resulting economic slowdown impacted the economy. In the TVA service
area, the most significant reductions were in the industrial sector, but it has already
begun to show signs of recovery. The 2000 to 2008 MAPE was 1.1percent for net system
requirements and 2.2 percent for peak load, which is more representative of the accuracy
of TVA year-in and year-out load forecasts. From informal conversations with peer utilities,
TVA's MAPE of approximately 1 to 2 percent is in alignment with that of other utilities.
As mentioned previously in Section 4.1.1,while the economy in the 'Tennessee Valley
region may be slightly stimulated by the creation of export services sold t o areas outside
the TVA region, future growth is expected to be lower than historical averages.

'MAPli is the average absolute value of the error each year; it does not allow over-predictions and
under-predictions to cancel each other out
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This is a result of a number of factors, which include the impacts of the recent recession
and subsequent recovery, the trend of declining U.S. manufacturing and the projected loss
of some TVA customer load.
Figures 4 . 1 and 4-2 show the magnitude of the downturn of 'ITA net system requirements
and summer peak loads due in part to the recession in the region. These trends are the
result o f a decline in energy usage by TVA customers due to a combination of factors
including changes in the regional economy, improved enerby efficiency and rising
electricity prices.

4.1.3 Forecasts of Peak Load and Energy Requirements
To deal with the inherent uncertainty in forecasting, TVA developed a range of forecasts.
Each forecast corresponds to different load scenarios. Scenarios are described in more
detail in Chapter 6 - Resource Plan Development and Analysis. Forecasts of net system
peak load and energy requirements for the IRP reference case and the highest and lowest
scenarios are respectively sliown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4. Peak load grew at an average
annual rate of 1.3 percent in the Reference Case: Spring 2010, vaiying from 0 percent in
the lowest scenario to 2 percent in the highest scenario. Net system energy requirements
grew at an average annual rate of 1 percent in the IIiP reference case, varying from 0
percent in the lowest scenario to 1.9 percent in the highest scenario.
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Figure 4-3 - Peak Load Forecast (MW)
The use of ranges ensured that TVA considered a wide spectrum of electricity demand in
its service territory and reduced the likelihood that its plans are too dependent on the
achievement of single-point estimates of demand growth that make u p the midpoints of
the forecasts. These ranges are used to inform planning decisions beyond pure least-cost
considerations given a specific demand in each year.
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Figure 4-4 - Energy Forecast (GWh)

4.2

Determine Reserve Capacity Needs

To ensure that enough capacity is available to meet peak demand, including contingency
for unforeseen events, additional generating capacity beyond which is needed to meet
expected peak demand is maintained. This additional generating capacity (reserve
capacity) must be large enough to cover the loss of the largest single operating unit
(contingency reserves), be able to respond to rnoment-by moment changes in system load
(regulating reserves) and replace contingency resources should they fail (replacement
reserves). Total reserves must also be sufficient to cover uncertainties such as unplanned
unit outages, undelivered purchased capacity and load forecasting error.
TVA identified a planning reserve margin based on minimizing overall cost of. reliability to

the customer. This reserve margin was based on a stochastic analysis that considered the
uncertainty of unit availability, transmission capability, economic growth and weather to
compute expected reliability costs. From this analysis a target reserve margin was selected
such that the cost of additional reserves plus the cost of reliability events to the customer
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Estimate Supply

4.3.1 Baseload, Intermediate, Peaking and Storage Resources
Figure 4-5 illustrates the uses of baseload, intermediate and peaking resources. Although
these categories are useful, the distinction between them is not always clear. For example,
a peaking unit, which is typically used to serve only intermittent but short-lived spikes in
demand, may from time to time be called on to run continuously for an amount of time
even though it may be less economical to do so. This indy be due to transmission or other
constraints. Similarly, many baseload units are capable of operating at different power
levels, which gives them some characteristics o f an intermediate or peaking unit. This IRP
considered strategies that take advantage of this range of operations.

INTEGRATED R E S O U R C E PLAN
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Next, the current supply- and demand-side resoiirces available to meet this demand were
identified. TVA’s generation supply consists of a combination of existing TVA-owned
resources, budgeted and approved projects - such as new plant additions and updates to
existing assets - and PPAs. Each type of generation can be categorized based on its degree
of utilization in serving electricity demand. Generation can also be categorized by capacity,
energy type and how it is measured.
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was minimized. This target or optimal reserve margin was adjusted based on TVA’s risk
tolerance in producing the reserve margin used for planning studies. Based on this
methodology, TVA’s current planning resei-ve margin is 15 percent and is applied during
both the summer and winter seasoiis.
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Figure 4-5 - Illustration of Raseload, Intermediate and Pealting Resources (MW)

Baseload Resources
Baseload generators are primarily used to meet energy needs during most hours of
the year due to their lower operating costs and high availability. Even though baseload
resources typically have higher construction costs than other alternatives, they have
much lower fuel and variable costs, especially when fixcd costs are expressed on a unit
basis. An example of a baseload resource that provides continuous, reliable power over
long periods of uniform demand is a nuclear power plant. Some energy providers may
also consider natural gas-fired combined cycle plants for use as incremental baseloact
generators. However, given the historical tendency for natural gas prices to be higher than
coal and nuclear fuel prices when expressed on a. unit basis, a combined cycle unit may be
a more expensive option for larger continuous generation needs As the fundamentals of
fuel supply and demand continue to change and if access to shale gas continues to grow,
this relationship may change in the future.
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Intermediate Resources
Intermediate rcsourccs are primarily used to fill the gap in generation between Iiaseload
and peaking needs. These units are required to produce more or less output as the
energy demand increases and decreases over time, both during the course of a day and
seasonally. Given current fuel prices and relative generating efficiencies, intermediate
units are more costly to operate than baseload units, but cheaper than peaking units.
This type of generation typically comes from natural gas-fired combined cycle plants and
smaller coal-fired plants. Corresponding back-up balancing supply needed for intermittent
renewable generation, such as wind or solar, also comes from intermediate resources. It
is possible to use the energy generated from a solar or wind project as an intermediate
resource with the use of energy storage technologies.

Peaking Resources
Peaking units are expected to operate infrequently during shorter duration, high demand
periods. They are essential for maintaining system reliability requirements, as they can
ramp u p quickly to meet sudden changes in either supply or demand. Typical peaking
resources include natural gas-fired combustion turbines (CTs), conventional hydroelectric
generation and pumped-storage generation.

Storage Resources
Storage units usually serve the same power supply function as peaking units but use
low-cost off-peak electricity to store energy for generation at peak times. An example of
a storage unit is a pumped-storage plant that pumps water to a reservoir during periods
of low demand and releases it to generate electricity during periods of high demand.
Consequently, a storage unit is both a power supply source and an electricity user.

4.3.2 Capacity and Energy
Peaks in a power system are measured in terms of capacity ( e g , MW), which is the
instantaneous maximum amount of energy that can be supplied by a generating plant
or system. For long-term planning purposes, capacity can be specified in many forms
such as nameplate (the maximum design generation) , dependable (the maximum that
can typically be expected in normal operation), seasonal (the maximum that can be
expected during different seasons of the year) and firm (dependable capacity less all
known adjustments).
Overall power system usage is measured in terms of energy (e.g., MWh or GWh). Energy is
the total amount of power that an asset delivers in a specified time frame.
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For example, 1 MW of power delivered for 1 hour equals 1 MWh of energy and 1,000
MWh is equal to 1 GWh. Capacity factor is a measure of the actual energy delivered by a
generator compared to the maximum amount it could have produced. Assets that are run
constantly, such as nuclear or coal-fired plants, provide a significant aniount of enerpjy
with capacity factors of more than 90 percent. Assets that are used infrequently, such as
combustion turbines, provide relatively little energy with low capacity factors of less than
five percent. However, the energy they do produce is crucial because it is often delivered
at peak times.
Energy efficiency can also be measured in terms of capacity and energy" Even though
energy efficiency does not input power into the system, the effect is similar as it
represents power that is not required from another resource. Demand reduction is
also measured in capacity and energy, but unlike energy efficiency, it is not a significant
reduction in total energy used.

4.3.3 'I"s Generation M i x
TVA's power generation system employs a wide range of technologies to produce
electricity and meet the needs of the Tennessee Valley residents, businesses and industries.
Figure 4-6 shows a breakdown of firm capacity by technology for TVA's Reference Case:
Spring 2010. Figure 4-7 shows a breakdown of energy by technology for TVA's Reference
Case: Spring 2010.
I'llmpcdstongc
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Figure 4-6 - Reference Case: Spring 2010 - Firm Capacity (MW)
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Figure 4-7 - Reference Case: Spring 2010 - Energy (GWh)
In 2010, approximately 56 percent of WA's electricity was produced from coal-fired and
natural gas-fired plants. Nuclear plants produced about 32 percent and hydroelectric
plants produced approximately 12 percent. Other generation came from renewable and
avoided generation sources such as EEDR.
Figure 1-8illustrates the changing composition of existing generating resources that are
assumed in planning or currently anticipated to be operated through 2029. Figure 4-8
includes only those resources that currently exist or are under contract, such as PPAs and
EEDK programs, and changes to existing resources that are planned and approved, such
as projects approved by TVA Board of Directors.
The total capacity of existing resources decreases through 2029 primarily because of
the potential to idle coal-fired capacity. Total capacity also decreases as PPAs expire
and are not extended or replaced. The renewable energy component of the existing
portfolio is primarily composed of wind PPAs, which are discussed in the associated
EIS. The current EEDR programs are 0.8 percent of the capacity and are also explained
in further detail in associated EIS. All IRP strategies included additional renewable
resources and EEDR programs beyond those depicted in Figure 4-8, as described in
Chapter 7 - Draft Study Results.
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The variety of resource types and the different ways they can be used provides TVA with
a diverse portfolio of coal, nuclear, hydroelectric, natural gas and oil, market purchases
and renewable resources. Used together, they are designed to provide reliable, lowcost power, while minimizing the risk of disproportionate reliance on any one type of
resource.
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4.4

Estimate the Capacity Gap

The need for power can be expressed by either the capacity or energy gap. Capacity gap
is the difference, specified in MY between the existing firm supply (Figure 4.8) and the
expected firm requirements, which are the load forecasts (Figure 4 3) adjusted for any
interruptible customer loads plus reserve requirements. In other words, the capacity gap
is the difference between total supply and total net demand This chapter’s key reference
illustrates the supply, demand and resulting capacity gap.
Energy gap is the amount of energy, specified in GWh, provided by existing resources
and the new resources added in the reference case minus the energy required to meet
net system requirements. Net system requirement is the required energy needed to serve
the load over the entire year. It includes the energy consumed by the end-users plus
distribution and transmission losses.
Figure 4-9 shows the resulting capacity gaps based on the spring 2010 peak load forecast
as represented in the IRP Reference Case: Spring 2010 scenario, as well as the range
corresponding to the highest and lowest capacity gap scenarios.
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Figure 4-9 - Capacity Gap (MW)
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Figure 4-10 shows the same comparison for the energy gaps.
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Figure 4-10 - Enerbry Gap (GWh)
In most scenarios and years, TVA requires additional capacity and energy of 9,600 MW and
29,000 GWh in 2019, increasing to 1'5,500 MW and 45,000 GWh by 2029. The alternative
strategies considered by TVA to meet this gap are detailed in Chapter 7 - Draft Study
Results - with the Recommended Planning Direction described in Chapter 8 - Final Study
Results and Recommended Planning Direction.
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5 Energy Resource Options
Maintaining the diversity of TVA's energy resource options is fundamental to the ability
of providing low-cost, reliable power. In order to fill the forecasted capacity gap defined
in Chapter 4 - Need for Power Analysis, TVA considered the addition of a wide range
of supply-side generating resources as well as energy efficiency and other demand-side
resource options.
TVA's future portfolio of generating assets consists of various fuel sources and diverse
technologies that support varying power demand and the other services required for
reliable operation of the power system. TVKs resource portfolio also includes power
purchases through both short- and long-term contracts, as well as increasing the use of
renewable resources and demand-side options (Le., EEDR programs).

5.1

Selection Criteria

During the scoping process, llrA identified a broad range o f resource oprions. The
criteria, listed in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, were applied to these options to narrow down
and establish a more manageable portfolio. A complete list of resource options considered
is in the associated EIS.
5.1.1 Criteria for Considering Resource Options
The following criteria were applied to determine what resource options should be
considered as viable for the IRP analysis:
*

The resource option must utilize a developed and proven technolog, or one that
has reasonable prospect of becoming commercially available before 2029

0

The resource option must be avaiIabIe to TVA, either within the 1VA region or
importable through market purchases

0

The resource option must be economical and contribute to the reduction of air
pollutants, including greenhouse gases, from the TVA power supply portfolio in
alignment with overall TVA objectives
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5 . 1 . 2 Criteria for Not Considering Resource Options

The following criteria were applied to determine what resource options should not be
considered for further analysis in this llW:
0

0

The technology is still i n very early stages in ternis of maturity, in the
research phase or under development and not widely available during the
I W planning period
The resource option was previously considered by TVA and f0unct to be
uneconomic or not technically feasible
The resource option is considered part of what private developers or individuals
could elect to d o as part of their participation in EEDR programs or their
development of renewable resource purchase options for TVA's consideration,
but is not a resource option TVA would implement on its own

5.2

Options Included i n IRP Evaluation

Resource options that TVA considered in the 1W evaluation included existing assets
in TVA's current generation portfolio from TVA-owned facilities and power purchases.
Options for new generation also included TVA-owned assets and power purchases as
well as repowering of current assets. The primary resource options are nuclear, fossil
and renewable generation, energy storage and EEDR. A comprehensive description of
all resource options, components, characteristics and technologies is included in the
associated EIS.
5.2.1 Nuclear Generation
Nuclear - Existing Generation

The capacity of TVA's existing nuclear units is approximately 4,900 MY which includes
three reactors at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, two reactors at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant and
one at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. On Aug. 1, 2007, the TVA Board of Directors approved the
completion of the 1,150 MW Unit 2 reactor at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. This project
is included as a current resource in TVA's generating portfolio and is scheduled for
completion in 2013.
Nuclear - N e w Generation

TVA included Bellefonte IJnits 1 and 2 at the Bellefonte brownfield site as options in this
IW. I n addition to the Bellefonte units, non-site specific options based on the Advanced
Passive 1000 reactor design were also considered.
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5.2.2 Fossil-Fueled Generation

Coal - Existing Generation
'IYA currently operates 11 coal-fired power plants consisting of 56 active coal.fired
generating units and three idled units with a total capacity of 14,500 MW While some
strategies assumed the continued operation of all the remaining coal-fired assets, others
assumed placing varying amounts of coal-fired generating capacity into long-term idle
status. Three of TVA's coal-fired units were idled in fall 2010. The goal of long-term
idling is to preserve the asset, so that with modifications and enviroilmental additions
it could be reintroduced into TVA's generating portfolio in the k t u r e if power system
conditions warrant.
In addition to its owned coal-fired assets, TVA also has access to the output from a coalfired power plant (of approximately 430 MW) through a long-term PPA.

Coal - New Generation
TVA included supercritical pulverized coal (SCPC) plants with carbon capture and
sequestration (CCS) technology as well as integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC)
plants with CCS technoloq as resource options in the IRP evaluation.

Natural Gas
Natural Gas

- Existing Generation

TVA has 87 combustion turbines (CT) at nine power plants, with a combined generating
capacity of approximately 6,000 MW In addition, TVA has the capacity to generate u p to
890 MW from its distributor partnership with the Southaven Combined Cycle (CC) Plant
and 540 MW at the Lagoon Creek CC Plant, which came online in summer 2010. TVA is
also in the process of completing the construction of an 880 MW combined cycle plant at
John Sevier that is expected to be operational in 20 12.
Power purchases from natural gas-fired units owned by inclependerit power producers
are also part of the current resource portfolio. TVA is currently a party to a long-term lease
of a 900 MW CC plant and has PPAs of more than 1,000 MW related to natural
gas-fired combined cycle plants.
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Natural Gas - New Generation
The IlZP evaluation includes both combustion turbine and combined cycle natural gas
fueled options. Resource options evaluated in this IRP included procurement of power
from existing merchant conibined cycle plants along with self-built TVA or customerowned combined cycle plants of up to 1,730 MW without specific site locations. The
refurbishment of the natural gas-fired Gleason plant, consisting of three natural gas-fired
combustion turbines, was evaluated as a resource option in this IW, which increases the
avaikdbk capacity from 360 to 530 MW

Petroleum Fuels
Petroleum Fuels - Existing Generation
Currently, TVA contracts for a number o f diesel fuel generated power purchases, totaling
120 MW

Petroleum Fuels - New Generation
Petroleum power purchases are expected to be phased out by 2029. There are no
diesel fuels or other petroleum based resource options as a priniary fuel source under
consideration in this 1RP because of emissions from these facilities.

5.2.3 Renewable Generation
TVA defines renewable energy as energy production that is sustainable and often naturally

replenished (e+,., solar, wind, methane, biomass, geothermal and hydro) TVA presently
provides renewable energy from TVA facilities and from energy acquired by PPAs. For
purposes of the IRP analysis, planning strategies were developed to test a broad range
of renewable additions. Therefore, renewable additions incorporated into this IRP were
scheduled based on two given renewable portfolio amounts-2,500 MW and 3,500 MW:
These targets are beyond TVA's current renewable resource plan (represented as the 1,500
MW portfolio), but would be in addition to TVA's existing clean energy generation sources,
which include existing hydro and nuclear. As described below, renewable energy from
these resources is also considered in this lRl? Additional detail can be found in Appendix
D - Development of Renewable Energy Portfolios.
I

Conventional Hydroelectric
Hydroelectric - Existing Generation
TVA operates 109 conventional hydroelectric generating facilities at 29 of its dams. These
facilities have the capacity to generate 3,538 MW of electriciv. TVA is also systematically

updating aging turbines and other equipment in its hydro plants.
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Hydroelectric

- N e w Generation

TVA included additional as-yet-unapproved modernization projects (a total of 90 MW by
2029) as a resource option for its IRP evaluation as well as up to 144 MW of small hydro
by 2029. TVA also included small- and low-head hydropower as an IRP resource option.

Energy Storage
Energy Storage - Existing Generation
TVA operates one large energy storage facility, the 1,615 MW Raccoon Mountain PumpedStorage Plant, which provides critical flexibility to the TVA system by storing power at offpeak times for use when demand is high.

Energy Storage

- N e w Generation

An additional pumped-storage resource option of 850 MW was included in all cases going
forward. In addition, a compressed air energy storage (CAES) option is evaluated in this
IIU? TVA did not evaluate any electric battery storage options because of operational
limitations.
Wind

Wind - Existing Facilities
W A currently purchases the output from the Southeast’s largest wind farm, consisting

of 15 turbines on Buffalo Mountain near Oak Ridge, Tenn. In addition, TVA owns a n
additional three turbines at that location.
TVA has also entered into contracts with other third-party developers for the long-term

purchase of wind power. Requests for proposals were issued in December 2008 for
additional wind power. By the end of 2010, TVA had contracted to receive power from
approximately 1,600 MW of wind power. Iberdrola Renewatdes began supplying 300 MW
from the Streator Cayuga Ridge Wind Farm in Livingston County, Ill. Additional wind
power agreements exist with Horizon Wind Energy LLC (115 MW which started in fall
2010), CPV Renewable Energy Company (365 MW starting 2012) and Invenergy LLC (600
MW starting in 2012). All contracts are contingent on meeting applicable environmental
requirements and obtaining firm transmission paths to TVA.
All wind contracts selected were competitive with forecasted market electricity prices at
the time those contracts were evaluated. In Lkcember 2008, when TVA issued the request
for proposals, no economically feasible in-Valley proposals were received.
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Wind - New Generation
TVA cannot take direct advantage of the current investment incentives offered to
wind power developers. These incentives help make wind power more economically
competitive with other generation resources. As such, the option of constructing its
own wind power facilities in the TVA region was not included. Instead, TVA has taken
the approach of procuring wind power resources through PPAs and included this as a
resource option in this IRP The procurement of wind resources, whether in or imported
to the TVA region, through a request for proposal process ensures lower costs to TVA
customers. This approach could change to a self-build option in the future if investment
incentives and/or future federal or state renewable mandates change.

Solar

Solar - Existing Generation
TVA owns 14 photovoltaic (PV) installations with a combined capacity of about 280 kW

of capaciw" TVA also purchases power from PV installations through TVA's Generation
Partners"' program.
Solar - New Generation
For reasons similar to new wind generation, TVA cannot take advantage of the current
investment incentives offered to solar power developers that help make solar power more
economically competitive with other resource options. As a result, TVA has taken the
approach of procuring solar power resources through PPAs and included i t as a resource
option in this IIU? This approach could change to a self-build option in the future if
investment incentives and/or federal or state renewable mandates change.

Biomass

-

Biomass Existing Generation
TVA generates electricity by co-firing methane from a nearby sewage treatment plant at
Allen Fossil Plant and by co-firing wood waste at Colbert Fossil Plant. In addition, TVA
currently purchases about 9 1 MW of biomass-fueled generation. These purchases include
9.6 MW of landfill gas generation, 70 MW of wood waste generation and 11 MW of corn
milling residue generation.

Biomass

- New Generation

TVA included u p to 490 MW of biomass generation and Iandfill gas generation as resource
options t o be evaluated in this IRP Most of this biomass is generated through PPAs, while
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some of it is not. 'ITA also iricluded the conversion of existing coal-fired units to biomassfired units and co-firing biomass with coal at existing coal-fired units as IRP resource
options to be evaluated. TVA is currently performing biomass fuel availability surveys in
the region, and a comprehensive study is underway to assess the feasibility of converting
one or more coal-fired units to biomass fuel.

5.2.4 Enerjgg Efficiency and Demand Response
EEDR - Existing Program
TVA has an existing portfolio of programs focused on EEDR. As currently implemented,
TVA's EEDR portfolio focuses on reduction in peak demand and has an avoided peak
capacity in excess of 300 MY as of FY10.
EEDR

- New Program

This IRP reflects 'NA's increased focus on EEDR. These reductions are in addition to
energy savings from laws, policies and independent programs of distributors of TVA
power. The IRP reference strategy includes an EEDK program that reduces required
energy and capacity needs by approxiniately 14,000 GWh and 4,700 M Y respectively,
by 2029.
A list of proposed EEDR programs for TVA implementation is listed in the associated EIS.

5.2.5 Power Purchases
Power purchases refer to the procurement of energy and/or capacity from other suppliers
for use o n the TVA system in lieu of TVA constructing and operating its own resources.
Power purchases provide additional diversity for TVA's portfolio. TVA is currently a party
to numerous short- and long-term WAS. PPA options are included in the IRP evaluation.
For all PPAs, it is assumed that the supplier will either interconnect with TVA transmission
or obtain a transmission path to TVA if outside the TVA region.

5.2.6 Repowering Resources
Repowering electrical generating plants is the process by which utilities update and
change the fuel source or technolohy of existing plants to realize gains in efficiency or
output that was not possible at the time the plant was constructed. TVA has included
approved repowering projects in its forecast for existing resources and included other
as-yet-unapproved repowering options in the IRP evaluation.
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6 Resource Plan Development and Analysis
’I’VA employed a scenario planning approach in the dcvelopmcnt of the Draft ant1 the final

I l E This approach is commonly used in the utility industry. The goal of this approach was

to develop a “no.regrets” strategy that was relatively insensitive to uncertainty. In other
words, once strategic decisions were made, the strategy would perform well regardless of
how the future unfolds. The processes used in the scenario planning approach, including
evaluation methods and strategy selection, are outlined in this chapter.
This chapter describes the following six steps of the Draft IRP process:
1. Development of the scenarios and strategies used to conduct the scenario
planning analysis
2 . Resource portfolios optimization modeling

3. Development of scenario planning scorecards to measure the performance
of the portfolios and strategies developed in the scenario planning analysis

4 . Identification of preferred planning strategies for publication in the Draft IliP
5 . Incorporation of public input and performance of additional scenario
planning analyses

6. Identification of the Recommended Planning Direction
6.1

Development of Scenarios and Strategies

Scenario planning is useful for determining how various business decisions will perform
in an uncertain future. Multiple strategies, which represented business decisions that
TVA can control, were modeled against multiple scenarios, which represented uncertain
futures chat TVA cannot control. The intersection of a single strategy and a single scenario
resulted in a resource portfolio.’ A portfolio is a 20-year capacity expansion plan that is
unique to that strategy and scenario combination.
Modeling multiple strategies within multiple scenarios resulted in a large number of
portfolios. Proper analysis of these portfolios was a challenge. Accordingly, during early
stages of the analysis, it was more important to observe trends or common characteristics
that strategies exhibited over mtiltiple scenarios rather than focusing on specific outcomes
in individual portfolios. If a strategy behaved in a similar manner in most scenarios, the
modelers could be confident of its robustness. Characteristics of robustness included
increased flexibility, less risk over the long term and the ability to mitigate the impacts of
‘Portfolios are also referred to as capacity expansion plans or iesource portfolios
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uncertainty. Conversely, a strategy that behaved differently or poorly in each scenario that
it was modeled within was considered more risky and indicated
a higher probability for disappointment and future regret.

6.1.X Development of Scenarios
Most quantitative models focus on what is statistically likely based on history, market
data and projected h t u r e patterns. The scenarios developed for the planning approach
operated differently by utilizing assumptions that the future evolves along paths not
suggested by history. They were not assigned a probability that one particular future is
more likely to occur than another. tJsing this approach, scenarios identified and framed
plausible futures that were studied in the development of the long-range resource plan.
The following three-step process was used to develop scenarios used in this IRP:
1. Identification of key uncertainties

2. Development of scenarios

3. Determination of scenario
uncertainty values

Identification of K e y Uncertainties
TVA, with input from the SKG, identified uncertainties that were used as building blocks
to develop scenarios for this IW.The key uncertainties are listed in Figure 6-1.
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Greenhouse
gas (GHG)
requirements
Environmental
outlook

0

Changes in regulations addressing:
iiir emissions (exclusive of GliG)
* Land
8 Water
* Waste
0

Reflects mandates for minimum generation from renewables and the viability of
renewable generation sources
* It includes the percentage of the 1113s standard that can be met with energy efficiency

0

Energy efficiency
and RES

* Reflects variance of actual load to what is forecast

Total load

Capital expansion
viability C)i costs

Reflects level olemission rcductions ((:02
and other GHG) mandated by federal
legislation plus the cost of carbon allow,d l l C e S

* Accounts for benefits of EBDR penetration

For nuclear, fossil, other generation and transmission, includes risks associated with:
Licensing
* Permitting
* Project schctiule
~

~

Financing

0

Financial cost (interest rate) of securing capital
Includes natural gas, coal, oil, uranium and spot price of electricity

Commodity prices
~

Contract purchase
power cost
Change in load
shape

Reflects demand cost, availability of power and transmission constraints
Includes effects of factors such as:
0 Time-of-use rates
I’lug-in Ilybrid Electric Vehicles (transportation)
* Distributed generation
Economics changing customer base
0

Construction cost
escalation

Enerby storage
Energy efficiency
* Smart grid /
demand response

Includes the following for nuclear, fossil and other generation:
* Commodity cost escalation
Labor and equipment cost escalation
0

Figure 6-1 - Key Uncertainties

Development of Scenarios
Scenarios were constructed by utilizing various combinations of the key uncertainties in
Figure 6-1 They were tlieii further refined to ensure that the following characteristics for
each scenario:
e

0

0

Represented a plausible, meaningful fiiture “world” (e.g., uncertainties related
to cost, regulation and environment)
Were unique among the scenarios being considered for study
Reflected a fiiture that TVA could find itself in during the timeframe studied i n
this IRP
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*

Placed sufficient stress on the resource selection process

*

Provided a foundation for analyzing the robustness, flexibility anti adaptability
of each combination of various supply- and demand-side options
Captured relevant key stakeholder interests

A summary of the scenarios selected for the IRP analysis is shown in Figure 6-2. Iluring the
scoping phase in summer 2009, Scenarios 1 through 6 were developed for use in the Llraft
IRP analysis. Scenario 7 was also developed as a reference case in the Draft IRI? It closely
resembled TVA's long-term planning outlook at the time the original scenarios were
developed. Another reference case, Scenario 8 was added after the publication of the Draft
IN? It captured the impacts of the recent recession and was used in subsequent analysis.

Econoniy Recovers
I>ramatic;illy

9

Mitigation olcliniate change effects and development of :i "green economy" is a priority
The cost o l O Lallowances. gas and electricity increase significantly
Industry focus turns to nuclear, renewables, conservation and gas to meet demand

Environmental Focus
is a National Priority

Prolonged. stagnant economy results in low to negative load growth and delayed
expansion of new generation
Federal cliinate chmge legislation is delayed due 10 concerns 01 adding fiirthcr pressure to the economy
Strong economy with high dernand f o r electricity and commodities
* High price levels and concerns about the environment incentivize conservation
Gnine-changing technology results in an a b ~ ~decrease
pt
in load served aticr
strong growth
The li S focuses on reducing its dependence o n non-North American fuel sources
Supply 01 natural gas is constrained and prices for gas and electricity rise
linerg elficiency and rene\mble energy move to the forefront as an objective 01 achieving
energy independence

Prolonged Economic
Malaise

Game-changing
Technolog

Energy Independence

Carbon Regulation
Creates Economic
L3ownturn

Federal climate change legislation is passed and implemented quickly
High prices for gas and CO, allowances increase electricity prices significantly
* U S based energy-intensive industry is non-competitive in glob;il markets and leads
to an economic dowmturn

Reference Case:
Spring 2010

Economic growth lower than historical averages
Carbon legislation is passed and implemented by 2013
* Natural gas and electricity prices are moderate

Reference Case:
Great Recession
Impacts Recoverp
_

Economy recovers stronger than expected ;ind creates high demand for electricity
Carhon legislation and renewable electricity standards are passed
Demand lbr commodity and construction resources increases
Electricity prices are moderated by increased gas supply

I

.

.

.

Economic outlook includes economic recovery, but growth is at a slighdy lower rate
than Scenario 7 due to lingering recession impacts
Natural g;is prices are lower to reflect recent market trcnds

*

~

~

-

.--

Figure 6-2 - Scenarios Key Characteristics
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Determination of Scenario Uiicertainty Values
Once each o f the key uncertainties were dcfinecl, specific numerical values for each aspect
of the scenarios were developed utilizing the following assumptions:
*

Climate change uncertainty will be based upon stringency of requirements and
timeline required for compliance and cost of CO, allowances

e

An aggressive EPA regulatory schedule is expected to create additional compliance
requirements (e.g., Hazardous Air Pollutants Maximum Achievable Control
Technology [HAPS MACT], revised ambient air standards, etc.)

*

Command and control regulations for ItAPs MACT will likely drive plant-by-plant
compliance

*

RES will help accomplish GIIG reduction required at the federal level

*

The spot price of electricity will be correlated with the price of natural gas and coal

*

Deniand, primarily driven by economic conditions, will be affected by energy
efficiency, demand response and other factors

*

Schedule risk will be related to demand as well as the uncertainty of permitting
and licensing generation and transmission projects

*

Economic conditions and associated inflationaiy pressures will become the
primary drivers for changes in financing costs
Construction costs will be driven by demand as well as availability of labor,
equipment, design and raw materials

0

*

Economic conditions will become the primary driver, but the legislati.rre/regulatoiy
environment will apply additional pressure by introducing uncertainty related to
potential schedule impacts
Cost and availability of contract power purchases will he primarily driven hy
economic conditions and local area demand (ix., load growth)
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A detailed description of each scenario's uncertainty values is shown in Figure 6-3.

Environrncntnl
ourlook

S l m e .Is sccnrrio 7

Cnpicxl espansion

LOW

viability 8. costs

rchedulc risk

Financing

Conrmcr purchase
po,vr.rr

('05:

Coristriirtion co51

csctiktrion

Figure 6-3 - Scenario Descriptions
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6.1.2 Development of Planning Strategies
After cJevelopmeiit of the scenarios, planning strategies were designed to test the various
business decisions and portfolio choices that TVA has control over and might consider.
Strategies are very different from the scenarios. Whereas, scenarios describe plausible
futures and include factors that TVA cannot control, strategies describe business decisions
over which TVA has full control. In the end, a well-designed strategy would perform well
in many possible scenarios whereas a poorly designed strategy would frequently not
perform well.
The following three-step process was used to design the strategies in this IRP:
1. Identification of key components
2. Development of strategies using
key components

3. Definition of strategy
Identification of Key Components
' l b define the planning strategies, nine distinct categories of components were identified.
The choice of components was influenced by comments received during the public
scoping period and input from the SRG. Comments stated that TVA should challenge its
targets for EEDR and renewables beyond the current portfolios. Accordingly, the ranges
for both components were significantly expancietl. The components for the planning
strategies are described in Figure 4-4.

EEDR portfolio
"-,,"--

--_,

The level of EEDR included in each strategy
.,._
~ . " _ _ _ _...-,."
--,.-,.

.....___."..-.

Defined Model lnput
~

1

1

.

1

~

"

"

"

.

.

-

-

Renewable additions

The :imount o f renewable resources added in e : ~ hStrateby

Defined Model Input

C;oal-fired
capacity idling

A proposed schcdule of coal-fired unit idling that will be tcstcd in each strategy

Defined Model lnput

~~

Option to"-_.__include
a pumped-storage unit in selected strategies
-"
_
l.-__
_
l.

Defined Model Input

Nuclear

Constraints related to the addition of new nuclcar capacity

Constraint

Coal

1 imitations o n tcchnology and timing for new coal-fired plants

-.Energy storage

.
.
I

p
l_
_
_
p
l
_
_
_
l

Gas-fired supply
(self-build)
Market purchases

I

Limitations o n gas-fired unit expansion

Constraint

I

<;onstmint

l.cvel of market reliance ;illowed in each strategy

Constraint

Type and level of transmission infrastructure required to support resource
options in each strategy

Constraint

I

-"..___lr___.l.--

Yransrnission

Figure 6-4 - Components of Planning Strategies
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As noted in Figure 6-4, there were two types of components, used in the model.

These components were scheduled or
predetermined. This applied to both the timing and
the quantity o f specific asset decisions

Defined model inputs

These components constrained the optimization
of asset choices such as minimum build times,
technology limitations and other strategic constraints
including limits on market purchases. The capacity
optimization model selected resources that were
consistent with these constraints

Constraints in the model
optimization

Development of Strategies Using Key Components
llrA combined these nine components and created five distinct planning strategies

for the Draft IliP analysis. Figure 6-5 lists the five distinct planning strategies and their
l e y characteristics.

Limited Change in Current
Resource Portfolio

Retain and maintain existing generating fleet (no additions beyond Watts Bar
Ilnit 2 )

* Rely on the market to meet future resource needs

Allows lor nuclear expansion alter 20 18 and new gas-fired capacity as needed
Assumes idling of approximately 2,000 MW of coal,-fired capacity
* Includes EEDR portfolios and wind ITAS

Baseline Plan
Resource Portfolio

0

Diversity Focused
Resource Portfolio

* Allows for nuclear expansion after 2018 and new gas-fired capacity as needed
* Increases the contribution from EEI)R portfolio and new renewablcs
Adds a pumped-storage unit
* Assumes idling of approximately 3,000 MW of coal-fired capacily

Nuclear Focused
Resource Portfolio

Allows for nuclear expansion ,her 2018 and new gas-fired capacity as needed
* Includes an increased EEDR portfolio compared to otlier strategies
Assumes idling of approximately 7,000 MW of coal-fired capacity
* Includes new renewables (same as Strategy C )
* Includes a pumpcti-storage unit

EEDR and Renewables
Focused Resource Portfolio

* Assumes greatest reliance on EEDR portfolio of any strategy and includes
largest new renewable portfolio
0 Assumes idling of approximately 5,000 MW of coal-fired capacity
* Lklays nuclear expansion until 2022

Figure 6-5 - Planning Strategies Key Characteristics
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Definition of Strategy

Once each strategy's key characteristics were dcfinctl, specific numerical values for each
component of each strategy were defined as shown in Figure 6-6

3,600 LW
CL
11,400 annual GWT
reductions by 2020

5,100 M\\'.8

2,500 M W & 8,600

3,500 MW
CL 12 000

2,400 M\V total

1.1.-100 .innuellG\\'li

fleet reductions

lleet reductions hy
2017

Same as Strategy A

Nuclear

N o new additions
afrer WBN2

First unit online no
earlier than 2018

First unit online no
cailier than 2018
Units iit least 2
years apart

Same as Strategy B

Units at least 2
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resource timing
and availability

Defined model inputs

Figure 6-6 - Strategy Descriptions
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Strategy components were utilized in the modeling in several different ways. For example,
Strategy A has specific defined constraints, such as including no new coal additions and
1,300 MW of renewable resource additions. Other components specified timing, such as
adding nuclear resources no earlier than 2018 and no new coal additions in Strategy B.
Reactive constraints were also identified, such as the need to build additional transmission
capacity if imports from renewables exceed a certain limit.

6.2

Resource Portfolios Optimization Modeling

The generation of resource portfolios was a two-step process. First, an optimized
capacity expansion plan was generated, which was then followed by a financial analysis.
This process was repeated for each strategy/ scenario combination and for additional
sensitivity runs.

6.2.1 Development of Optimized Capacity Expansion Plan
TVA utilized a capacity optimization model, System Optimizer, which is an industry
standard software model developed by Ventyx. This model utilized an optimization
technique where an “objective function” (i.e., total resource plan cost) was minimized and

subject to a number of constraints by using niixed integer linear programming.
Resources were selected by adding or subtracting assets based on minimizing the present
value of revenue requirements (PVRR). PVRR represents the cumulative present value of
total revenue requirements for the study period based on an eight percent discount rate.
In other words, it is the today’s value of all future costs for the study period discounted to
reflect the time value of money and other factors, such as investment risk.
In addition, the following constraints were observed:
0

Balance of supply and demand

0

Energy balance

0

1Zeset-w margin

0

Generation and transmission operating limits

0

Fuel purchase anti utilization liniits

0

Environmental stewardship

System Optimizer uses a simplified dispatch algorithm to compute production costs. The
model used a “representative hours” approach in which average generation and load

‘I 00
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values in each representative period within a week were scaled u p appropriately to span
all hours of the week anti days of the months.
Year-to-year changes in the resource mix were then evaluated and infeasible states were
eliminated. The least-cost path (based on lowest PVRR) from all possible states in the
study period was retained in the Draft IRP as the optimized capacity expansion plan.
6 . 2 . 2 Evaluation of Detailed Financial Analysis

Next, each capacity expansion plan was evaluated using an hourly production costing
algorithm, which calculated detailed production costs of each plan, including fuel and
other variable operating costs. These detailed cost simulations provided total strateLy
costs and financial rnetrics that were used for evaluation of the results
This analysis was accomplished using another Ventyx product called Strategic Planning
(MIDAS). This software tool uses a chronological production costing algorithm with
financial planning data used to assess plan cost, system rate impacts and financial risk.
It also utilized a variant of Monte Carlo analysis', which is a sophisticated analytical
technique that varies important drivers in multiple runs, to create a distribution of total
costs rather than a single point estimate, which allows for risk analysis. The Monte Carlo
analysis in MIDAS utilized 13 key variables.
The following variables were selected by TVA for the analysis:
0

Commodity prices - natural gas, coal, CO,, SO, and NOx allowances

0

Financial parameters - interest rates and electricity inarlcet prices

0

Operating costs - capital as well as operation and maintenance

*

Dispatch costs - hydro generation, fossil and nuclear availability
Load forecast uncertainty

Total PVRR for each resource plan was calculated taking into account additional
considerations. These considerations included the cash flows associated with financing.
The model generated multiple combinations of the key assunipcions for each year of the
study period and computed the costs of each combination. Capital costs for supply-side
options were amortized for investment recovery using a real economic carrying cost
method that accounted for unequal useful lives of generating assets.

'Monte Carlo aiialysis is dso referred

to

as stochastic analysis
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Present value calculations are widely used in business and economics to provide a means
to compare cash flows at different times on a meaningfill basis. It also ensures that assets
with higher capital costs and longer service lives are not unduly penalized relative to
assets with lower capital costs and relatively shorter economic lives.
The short-term rate metric was also calculated and provided an alternative representation
of the revenue requirements for the 2011-2018 timeframe expressed per MWh. This metric
was developed to focus on the near-term impacts to system cost in recognition of TVA's
current debt cap of $30 billion and the likelihood that the majority o f capital expenditures
in the short-term' may have to be funded primarily from rates.

6.2.3 Development of Portfolio
Portfolios are the output of the modeling process described in Section 6.2 - Resource
Portfolios Optimization Modeling, and represent the outcome of choices made for a given
view of the future. During the Draft IRP process, an optimized portfolio was developed for
each of the five planning strategies within each of the six scenarios and for the Reference
Case: Spring 2010, The end result was 35 distinct portfolios. Each portfolio represented
a 20-year capacity expansion plan. The portfolios consisted of assets that represented
various resource selections and cost characteristics optimized to meet TVA's capacity and
energy needs for the lIW study period.
Due to the nature of the analysis, certain elements (i.e., emphasis o n EEDR and nuclear
energy) of some strategies remained relatively constant across the scenarios. However,
other elements (ix., amount of natural gas-fired capacity and market purchases) were
variable and determined by the interplay between each planning strategy and the scenario
within which it was analyzed.

6.3

Development of Evaluation Scorecard

The use of a scenario planning approach, combined with multiple strategies to be
considered, resulted in a large number of distinct 20-year resource portfolios that
required analysis and evaluation. Rather than looking for the best single solution
contained within a large number of portfolios, the scenario planning approach looked
for trends or characteristics common to inultiple portfolios with a focus on outcomes
considered to be successful and the strategies that guided those outcomes. Definition of
what is considered successful. although difficult, was a key component in the evaluation of
the planning strategies. Development of a scorecard to communicate the success or failure
of the different portfolios was vital to the success of this evaluation process.

'prior to 2018
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The following sections describe the creation of the IRP scorecard, including development
of the ranking and strategic inetrics. Although not part of the scorecard, the development
of a technology innovation narrative is also tliscussed below.

6.3.1 Scorecard Design
Identification of preferred planning strategies in the Draft IRP and development of the
Reconimended Planning Direction in the final IRP involved a trade-off analysis. The
analysis was focused on multiple metrics of cost, risk, environmental impacts and other
aspects of TVA's overall mission.
A scorecard was designed for each strategy and was used to facilitate this trade-off analysis.
The scorecard template (Figure 6-7) was comprised of two sections - ranking rnetrics
and strategic metrics. A technology innovation narrative was included apart from the
scorecard to help identify which strategies would be supported by particular technology
innovations.

r

Portfolio

Cost

Risk

~~.

Carbon
Footprint

Ranking Mrtric
Score

Whter
impact

\vaste
Impact

.I-.."-

Total
Employment

Growth in

Persona'
Income

I_

-.-..-..

"

"

~

-.

Figure 6-7 - Planning Strategy Scorecard
Ranking Metrics

Ranking inetrics were used to quantify the financial impact of each given portfolio. Two
metrics, cost and risk, were selected based on their ability to highlight differences between
the portfolios. To fiirther highlight differences, the ranking metric score was calculated as
a blend of the two metric's scores.
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Cost Metric
Production of the financial metrics PVRR and short-term rates was described in Section
6.2.1. The cost metric used in the strategy scorecard combined these two metrics using
the following weighted formula:
Cost = 0.65 * PVRR

+ 0.35 * short-term rates

By considering the expected values for PVRR and short-term rates, TVA was able to better
evaluate the cost and rate implications for various portfolios. The inclusion of both
short-term rates and total revenue requirements helped to facilitate a trade-off analysis of
akernative resource plans. This allowed TVA to explicitly evaluate funding implications,
consistent with stakeholder concerns regarding increasing rate pressures.

Risk Metric
The PVRR risk metric was computed using both a risk ratio and a riskbenefit ratio metric
for each portfolio, as shown in Figure 6-8.

Benefit
Iiislc Ratio

=

R,skiBenefit

=

Ratlo

5th

Expected

95th

Value

PVRR

Figure 6-8 - Financial Risk Metrics
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95th - Experted Value
Expected Value
95th - Expected Value
Espected Value - 5th

The risk metric used in the strategy scorecard combined these two metrics using the
following weighted formula.
Risk = 0.65 :I risk ratio

+ 0.35

:I

risldbenefit ratio

The risk ratio was expressed as the ratio of the difference between the 95th percentile of
PVRR from the stochastic analysis and the expected value. It is a measure of the absolute
“size” of the risk relative to the expected cost under each strategy within each scenario. A
higher value signifies a portfolio with a relatively higher level of risk. The riskhenefit ratio
captured the “risk’ of a portfolio by examining the potential of exceeding the expected
PVRR compared to the benefit of not exceeding the expected PVRR, expressed as a ratio. It
compared the potential risks and the potential benefits of a strategy to determine whether
or not the “risks and rewards” balance was weighted in favor of the customer.

Ranking Metric Score
The ranking metrics score combined the cost and risk metrics using the following
weighted formula.
Ranking metrics score = 0.65

:k

cost

+ 0.35

:I:

risk

This metric allowed evaluation of the interaction between financial risks and overall plan
cost. For example, desirabk low costs may require accepting a greater risk exposure, or
to achieve an acceptable level of financial risk may mean selecting a plan with costs that
are slightly higher than the least-cost option. The trade-offs required to balance these
competing objectives helped identifj the preferred planning strategies in the Draft IRP
and the Recommended Planning Direction in the final IRP

Strategic Metrics
Strategic metrics developed to consider other parts of TVA’s mission were paired
with ranking metrics to complete the IRP scorecard. Two strategic metrics were
developed - environmental stewardship and economic impact.

Environmental Stewardship Metric
The environmental stewardship metric was developed to evaluate air, water and waste
impacts. I n the air metric evaluation, CO,, SO,, NO, and Hg emissions were calculated
for each portfolio. Emissions trends for SO,, NOx and Hg were steeply reduced because
all cases chose large levels of coal-fired unit idling (2,000-7,000 MW) anti controlled (90
percent or better emission removal rates) operating units in the future. For simplicity, the
air metric was represented as a CO, impact footprint factor (annual average tons) because
similar trend lines were tracked in all cases for CO,. No additional significant insight was
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gained using all air emissions as opposed to using only CO,. Therefore, tlie air metric is
represented as a CO, impact “footprint” factor (annual average tons).
The water component of tlie environriiental stewardship metric represents the thermal
load produced through the condenser cooling cycle from steam generating plants to
measure thermal impacts to the environment. Tlie water impact was estimated based o n
tlie total heat dissipated by tlie condenser in the generation cooling cycle.
In addition to air and water impacts, certain generation sources produce waste streams
that require disposal. Tlie waste component used in this analysis focused on coal and
nuclear generation, which are tlie primary sources of waste streanis. The volumetric and
disposal costs were used to better normalize differences in mass generated (tons). Waste
streams that were estimated included coal ash, flue gas desulfiirization/scnibber waste and
high- and low-level nuclear waste.
The final evaluation criteria for both water and waste relied on surrogate nieasures as a
proxy for environmental impacts. Both provided a reasonable and balanced method for
evaluating planning strategies when compared with other components. Additional detail
on the eiivironmental stewardship nietrics is in Appendix A - Method for Computing
Environniental Impact Metrics.

Economic Impact Metric
Economic impact metrics were included to provide an indication o f the impact o f each
strategy on the general economic conditions in the Tennessee Valley region. The economic
metrics were represented by total eniployinent and personal income. These metrics were
compared to tlie impacts of Strategy B - Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio, in Scenario 7.
The 1RP study defined economic impact as growth in regional economic activity.
Measurenient criteria included total personal income in “constant” dollars (ix., with
inklation accounted for) and total employment. These provided measures for the effects
of the various planning strategies on the overall, long-term health and welfare of the
economy over the next 20 years. This analysis concentrated on changes to the welfare of
the general economy due to the strategies. It did not address changes to the distribution
of income or employment.
In general, the greater the direct regional expenditures associated with a particular
portfolio, the more positive were tlie effects on the regional economy. This can be offset
by the fact that higher rates caused by higher costs have a negative effect on tlie regional
economy. Thus, a resource portfolio that has high expenditures in the Tennessee Valley
region may also have high costs and high rates.
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The economic impact metrics for a particular planning strategy could be positive or
negative depending on the net sum of the expenditure effects and the cost effects. More
details about the methodoloby used to determine the economic impact metrics for the
planning strategies is in Appendix B - Method for Computing Economic Metrics.

Scorecard Calculation and Color Coding
The ranking metrics in the scorecard for this I R P were expressed in terms of a 100-point
score while ensuring that the relative relationship between the actual values for each
portfolio in the strategy was maintained. The following process was used to compute
the scores:
0

0

*

0

Actual values o f ranking metrics (i.e~,PVRR, short-term rate impacts) were
converted to a relative score on a 100-point scale. This type of scoring helped to
assess and prioritize risk and identify the best possible solution
The highest ranked (“best”) vahje received a 100
‘l’he rest of the scores were based on their relative position to the “best” value
(e+, a value that is 7 5 percent of the “best” would receive a 75)
A color-coding method was used to assist in visual comparison of portfolio
results. The coding was done within a given scenario. The “best” value for each
metric was coded green, the “worst” value was coded red and the values in
between were shown with a shaded color that corresponded to the relationship
of the score values

An example of the translation from actual values to ranking metric scores is shorn711 in
Figure 6-9. The figure shows the conversion for the short-term rate metric.
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Raw ranking iiietric value for shortterm rate impacts in Sccnaiio 1 are
shown to right

I

Average of ST Rates
(level 2011-18)

.+-..-

The "hest" (in this case
lowest) \,due within a
scenario gets a score of 100

Strategy D is I O 13% higlicr
than the "best" value and
reccivcs a score ot 89 87

I
Scores are convened from the raw
scores as shown :tiid an. included in
the planning strategy score cards

-"______-

NI other >cotes are assigned
a \ d u e b:~\edon their relative

Average of ST Rates
(level 2011-18)

position to the "best" score

+"
.,--".-.-

Figure 6-9 - Ranking Metrics Example
The strategic metrics were included in the scorecard in two ways. First, the environmental
stewardship metrics values were translated into a relative scoring system, known as a
Harvey Ball rating system. Second, the economic inipact metrics were represented by a
percent change from a reference case.
For the environmental stewardship rnetrics, the data was coded in a given scenario so that
the relative relationship (rank order) among the strategies was indicated by the amount of
the ball that was filled in. Figure 6-10 shows an example of how this translation was done.
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Average Annual C,02 Emissions (Million Tons)
* 'I'his is an cxaniplc of how the

I l a n q r Ball ratings were applied
to the Garbon Footprint strategic

metric
Expected values f(x annual C 0 2
emissions from stochastic analysis
are shown to the right
0

Planning strategics were rankcd
based on their performance within
each srenario

I

I 1,613 I
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1
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I

959
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Carbon Footnrint Rankings Within Scenarios

In this example, l=highest and
5=Iowest

Strategy

1

2

* In this example, quantitative data

5

5

5
5

was available to support the ranlcing, howvever, other strategic metrics n u y have required qualitative
assessment for ranking
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5
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5

4

A
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3
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3
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1

1

1

1

2

1

E

2

2

2

3

2

1

2

Tlic appropriatc H w c y Ball was
assigned based on the ranliings

Figure 6-10 - Example of Draft IRP Scoring Process - Carbon Footprint
For the economic impact metrics, data were included in the scorecard as a percent change
from the reference portfolio (Strategy B in Scenario 7). Instead of computing impacts for
all 35 portfolios, only the range of possible impacts was evaluated.
The range of possible impacts was evaluated by computing the values for each planning
strategy in Scenarios 1 and 6~The changes in employment and personal income in these
scenarios relative to the reference portfolio (Strategy B in Scenario 7) indicated the
maximum impacts that could result in any of the other scenariohtrategy combinations.
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6.3.2 Technology Innovations Narrative
in addition to the ranking and strategic metrics, a brief narrative of technology
innovations associated with each planning strategy was prepared for the TVA Board
of Directors. The narrative gave insight into the technology utilization implicit in each
strategy for the Draft IW.
This narrative was not a metric, but included as a supplement to the fiilly populated
scorecard as background information to consider for selection of a Recommended
Planning Direction. The technology innovation narrative discussed which technologies
would justify investment to enable the resource mix identified in each strategy (e.g., a
planning strategy with extensive EEDR may need smart grid investments for energy savings
to be hIIy reaIized). A kill description of the technology innovation matrix is in Chapter
7 - Draft Study Results.

6.4

Identification of Preferred Planning Strategies in the Draft IRP

Identification of preferred planning strategies was the key deliverable of the Draft IRE
The preferred planning strategies were identified by using the following three steps:
1. Scoring
2. Sensitivity analysis

3" Identification of preferred planning strategies

6.4.1 Scoring
For the Draft 1RE the identification of preferred planning strategies began by computing
a score for each of the 35 portfolios evaluated in the study. Scores were based on the
expected value for the cost and risk metrics. A total planning score was then calculated by
summing the scores (ranking metrics) for each portfolio produced. Strategic metrics were
combined with the ranking metrics for each of the selected reference resource portfolios
to complete the scorecard. The technology innovation narrative was also utilized to help
inform the scorecard. The initial scorecard was publicly shared during the Draft IKT and
associated ElS public comment period and helped to facilitate discussion of trade-offs,
constraints and compromises by considering the scorecard values of cost, risk and the
strategic metrics.

6.4.2 Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyses were conducted to refine the preliminary results. The results focused
on key assumptions in the strategies based on review of the scorecard results. For the
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Draft IRP, sensitivity analyses consisted of selected cases intended to assess the robustness
of the top performing strategies prior to selecting which strategies would be retained for
further analysis for the final IRR

6.4.3 Identification of Preferred Planning Strategies
By utilizing the ranking metrics, strategic metrics and technology innovation narrative, the
preferred planning strategies were identified. Three strategies were retained in the L3raft
IRP - Strategies C , E and B. Resource portfolios were then identified from the preferred
planning strategies. These resource portfolios represented the planning strategies for the
purpose of comparative analysis and impact assessment and were used to define the broad
range of options considered in the Draft IRP

6.5

Incorporation of Public Input and Performance of Additional Scenario
Planning Analyses

Following publication of the Draft IRP, the data used for analysis was re-evaluated and
refreshed for key assumptions like load forecasts and commodity prices. Also during
this time, the Scenario 8 reference case was created to better capture the impacts of the
recent economic recession. Figure 6-3 has more details on that scenario. In other cases,
suggestions received from the SRG and general public were incorporated into the analysis.
The modeling and evaluation processes were also carefully examined and changes were
made to further improve the quality of the analysis.

6.6

Identification of Recommended Planning Direction

After the Draft IRP public comment period, efforts continued to prepare the final IRP.
The primary deliverable tor this phase was the identification of the Recommended
Planning Direction. This strategy will help define I'VXs short- and long-term strategic
direction and identify short-term actions that need to be accomplished. The preparation
of the final IRP consisted of the following steps:
1. Identification of key components
2. Definition of boundary conditions

3. Development of Recommended Planning Direction candidates

4. Identification of the Recommended Planning Direction
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6.6.1 Identification of K e y Components
Components of the preferred planning strategies from the Draft IRP were evaluated for
characteristics that would likely comprise the Recommended Planning Direction.
The revised approach reduced the number of inputs that were included in model
optimization to produce a more focused result while allowing other unique
combinatioiis of resources to be tested that were not directly considered in the Draft IW.
A key variable that was retained as a defined input was the level of idled coal-fired

capacity. Idled capacity was not optimally selected within the model runs and required
model iterations to test the different levels. This constraint meant that the optimum
renewahle and EEDR portfolio amounts were then selected for each assumed level of
idled coal-fired capacity.
Portfolios for renewable additions and EEDR levels were optimized in the final analysis,
along with the components identified in the Draft IKP. The model selected the best
renewable and EEDK portfolio from the iterations provided as a part of optimizing all
other resource alternatives.

6.6.2

Definition of Boundary Conditions

As described above, the Recommended Planning Direction was identified based on a

blended optimization analysis using certain components from Strategies B, C and E.
Figure 6-11 outlines the boundary conditions used in this stage of the analysis.

I

EEL)R

I

Coal-fired capacity idled will be between 2,400 MvI/ and 4,700 MW

I

r-I

I

Coal

Market purchases and transmission
Transmission

The pumped-storage hydro unit (850 Mw> will be included in all
cases

I
I

I

New units cannot be added prior to 2025 and must be equipped with
carbon caDture and sealiestration

I

If more than 900 MW/year are purchased beyond current contracts
ancl extensions, Dotrntial transmission costs should be considered
Transmission upgrades will be made to support new supply resources
and maintain system readabilitv

Figure 6-11- Recommended Planning Direction Boundary Conditions
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I

Nuclear units cannot be added any earlier than 2018 and large units
must be a minimum of two years apart - B&W technology at BLN cannot
be added anv later than 2020

Nuclear
-

I

Renewable additions will be no less than the existing wind contracts

Renewable additions
Coal-fired cauacitv idled
Energy storage

The EEDR portfolio will be no less than 2,100 M W 8; 5,900 annual
GWh reduction by 2020
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Within these boundaries, the capacity optiniization model selected a resource plan that
met the study constraints for reliability and least cost. To identify the optimum resource
plan, multiple iterations were run within the model using the ranges of EEDR, renewable
additions and idled coal-fired capacity as shown in Figure 6-12.

EEDIl

Renewable additions

Coal-fired capacity
idled

2,100 MW 8r 5,900 annual
GWh reductions by 2020
1,500 M W
competitive
resources or
PPAs by 2020
2,400 MW total
fleet reductions
by 2017

3,600 MW 8r 11,400 annual 5,100 M W 8r 14,400 annud
GWh reciuctions by 2020
GWh reductions by 2020

2,500 MW
competitive
resources or
PPhs by 2020

2,500 MW
competitive
resources or
PPAs by 2029

3,200 MW total
fleet reductions
by 2017

5,500 i w
competitive
resources or
PPAs by 2020

4,000 IWV total
fleet reductions
by 2017

j , j O O iMW
competitive
resources or
PPAs by 2029

4,700 MW total
fleet reductions
by 2017

Figure 6-12 - Recommended Planning Direction Range of Options Tested
Figure 6-12 also indicates the coal-fired capacity idling levels that were studied. As
previously stated, these levels were not selected by the optimization inodel based on the
full incremental costs of retaining these assets as part of the portfolios, but functioned
as defined model inputs. As a result, the options shown for renewables and EEDR, along
with any other resource options, were available for selection during optimization for each
o f the four assumed coal-fired idling levels.

6.6.3 Development of Recommended Plaiming Direction Candidates
Optimization results were produced by testing the four coal-fired idling levels across a
subset of the scenarios originally developed for the Draft IW.
The following scenarios were used to efficiently test the fill1 range of possible futures for a
total of 12 optimized cases:
*

Scenario 1 - represented the upper bound

*

Scenario 8 - represented a inid range of possible fiitures

*

Scenario 3 - represented the lower bound and did not include
climate change regulatioii
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The following iterative six-step approach was used to produce the case results for the
final IIIP:
1. Incremental changes were made to strategy components in an attempt to
improve upon the preferred planning strategies icientificd in the Draft IIiP
2. The new strategy was tested in Scenarios 1- 8 to evaluate new
component combinations

3. The results were rescored to build a fully populated scorecard with ranking
and strategic inetrics

4. The completed scorecard was compared with results in the Drafi IRP and
previously considered alternatives to identify improvement, if any

5 . Components common to strategies that exhibited improvement were selected
to describe the proposed Recommended Planning Direction

6 . Steps 1-5 were repeated until no further improvements were identified

6.6.4

Identification of Recommended Planning Direction

A Recommended Planning Direction was identified and is fully described in Chapter
8 - Final Study Results and Recommended Planning Direction. The identification of
the Recommended Planning Direction was an iterative process that utilized the results
of more than 3,000 modeling runs and evaluation of the results. The scorecard, along
with stakeholder input and other considerations, was used to identify changes from the
preferred planning strategies identified in the Draft IRP
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Economy Recovers Dramatically
Environmental Focus is a National Priority
Prolonged Economic Malaise
Game-Changing Technology
Energy lndependence
Chhon Replation Creates Economic Downturn

Reference Case: Spring 2010

Limited Change in Current Resource Portfolio
Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
Diversity Focused Resource Portfolio
~

Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio
EEL3II and lienewahles Focused Resource Portfolio
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Draft Study Results

'l'his chapter describes the results and findings from the Draft IIU: published in
September 2010. The Draft IlW studied five strategies in a total o f s i x scenarios and
one reference case scenario. As a result, 35 distinct 20-year portfolios or capacity
expansion plans were created. These portfolios were scored and the results were
evaluated as described in Chapter 6 - Resource Plan Development and Analysis. Results
of this IRP are fully described in Chapter 8 - Final Study Results and Recommended
Planning Direction
7.1

lzalysis Results

7.1.1 Firin Requirements aiid Capacity Gap

Forecasted capacity needs for the range of scenarios considered were presented in Section
4.3 - Estimate Supply. Consistent with W A S scenario planning approach, variations
frotn the expected forecast were studied as well. These variations were grouped into
scenarios that represented different plausible futures i n which TVA may have to operate.
?'he key components of each scenario were translated into a forecast of firm requirenients
(demand plus reserves), which was used to identify the resulting capacity gap and need
for power, driving the selection of resources in the capacity planning model.
Figure 7-1 illustrates the firm requirements forecasts for the seven scenarios that were
studied in the Draft IRP S i x of the seven scenarios were specifically designed for the
IW study and are discussed in Section 6.1 - Development of Scenarios and Strategies.
The seventh scenario represented the spring 2010 market view and was considered the
reference case for analysis in the Draft IIW
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Figure 7-1 - Firm Requirements by Scenario
Firm requirements were greatest in Scenario 1 (highest load growth scenario) and
lowest in Scenario 6 (flat to slightly negative load growth). The remaining scenarios
fell within this range and generally displayed smooth but unique growth trends, with
the exception of Scenario 4 (game-changing technology scenario). Firm requirements
for Scenario 4 experienced a dramatic drop in load in 202 1, reflecting that scenario's
assumptions of rapid commercialization of alternative technologies displacing the
need for traditional resources.
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The shape of the firm requirements curves influenced the type and timing of resource
additions in the strategies, especially in Scenario 4 where resource additions were
reduced or eliminated in the latter years. The timing of additional resources was a
fiinction of the existing system capacity aiid the impact of the (Jefinetl model inputs for
each strategy.
Figure 7-2 summarizes the range of the capacity gaps at the end of the study period for the
cases studied in the Draft IRI? The range of the capacity gaps in this figure is based o n the
minimum and maximum gaps found in the five planning strategies developed for the Draft
IRE The maximum gap represents the largest capacity gap and is based on Scenario 1. The
minimum gap represents the smallest capacity gap or potentially a surplus of generation
and is based on Scenario 6.
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Figure 7-2

Range of Capacity Gaps by Strategy

This broad range of capacity gaps resulted in a wide range of expansion plans across the
35 portfolios developed in the Draft IIW.
7.1.2

Expansion Plans

The amount and type of resource additions for the five planning strategies that were
evaluated in the Draft IRP are consistent with the following assuinptions that define each
of the scenarios:
0

?'he largest amount of resource additions occurred in Scenario 1

o

Scenario 7, representing the Reference Case: Spring 2010, required an average
amount of new resources over the study period

0

Scenarios 3 and 6 had the least amount of resource additions

0

Small amounts o f new resources were added in Scenarios 2 and 5

e

In Scenario 4, no resources were added after 2020, consistent with the dramatic
drop in load beginning in 2021
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The individual capacity expansion plans for each of the five planning strategies are
presented in Appendix E - Draft IKP Phase Expansion Plan Listing, and are grouped by
scenario. ‘These plans reflect the contributions from the ‘l’VA 13oard of Directors’ approved
projects. In addition, the impacts of the defined model inputs, particularIy the capacity
associated with the renewable resource portfolios and the avoided capacity value from
EEDR, are also included. Figure 7-3 illustrates the range of capacity additions by resource
type across all the strategies.

Noics:
I

- Valucs shown arc for dcpendablc cnpaciiy at ihc suiiiincr pcnk Naincplatc capacity
of rcncw:iblcs range from 1,300 10 3,500MW’

2 - Minimums cscludc Board-approvcd projects ptUN 2, JSFCC. and Lagoon Crcck)

3 - Number of uniis shown in ( )
i - I>clincri modcl input

Figure 7-3 - Capacity Additions by 2029

To provide a different view of the expansion plan results for the strategies evaluated in
the Draft IRP, a set of histograms was developed that presents data on the frequency of
selection of key resource types across the 35 portfolios. Figures 7-4 through 7-7 are plots
that illustrate the number of portfolios and the specific number of nuclear, coal, conibiiietl
cycle and combustion turbine units that may be added.
Nuclear capacity beyond Watts Bar Unit 2 was prominent in the analysis results, as
illustrated in Figure 7-4 At least two nuclear units, and up to four, were added in 19 of
the 2 8 possible portfolios, and the first nuclear unit was added between 2018 and 2022.
Nuclear capacity was not added to portfolios in scenarios with nearly flat load growth. In
one strategy, nuclear was not a permitted resource expansion option.
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Figure 7-4 - Number of Nuclear LJnits Added
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Coal capacity additions were very infrequent (Figure 7-5). lntegrated gasification
combined cycle (IGCC) units with carbon capture were selected only after 2025 and in
just three of the 2 1 possible portfolios. Supercritical pulverized coal (SCI'C) with carbon
capture was added after 2035 and in only one of the 21 possible portfolios. Two strategies
c i o not permit additional coal-fired units.

20

18
16

No additionswere allowed in the

14

"

0

2

1

Units Added
Figure 7-5 - Number of Coal LJnits Added
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Additions of combined cycle capacity (including potential acquisitions of IPP projects)
ranged from 0-7 units (0-6,700M\X?as shown in Figure 7-6. Combined cycle capacity was
selected in 15 of 28 possible portfolios.
14

12
10

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

Units Added
Figure 7-6 - Number of Combined Cycle LJnits Added
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As illustrated in Figure 7-7, combustion turbine capacity additions ranged from 0-1 1
units (0-8,000 MW) and the majority of portfolios that selected combustion turbine
capacity added just a single unit. Natural gas capacity (CT/CC) was not selected for
portfolios in scenarios with nearly flat load growth or scenarios with the largest
avoided capacity from EEDK.
12

10

8

4

2

0

Units Added
-

Figure 7-7 - Number of Combustion Turbine Units Added
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7 .I .3 System Energy Mix
Figure 7-8 lists the minimuin and maximum percentage contributions to total energy
production by type in 2029 from the 35 portfolios produced in the Draft lHI? Values
represent the highest and lowest percentages for each type and are not from a single
portfolio; therefore, they do not add to 100 percent.

Combined Cycle

0%

13%

Combustion Turbine

0%

3%
!

Nuclear

27%

47%

24 %

47%

2%

8%

2%

11%

-"---

I__.

Coal
Renewables

EEDR (savings)
1__1_

~.

Figure 7-8 - Range of Energy Production by Type in 2025
Nuclear arid coal had the greatest swings in percentage contribution to total energy. In
the majority of scenario arid strategy planning combinations, nuclear overtook coal to
produce the greatest percentage of total energy. Strategy A is the exception with coal
remaining the largest energy producer in that strategy.
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7.1.4 Plan Cost and Risk
A comparison of the expected value of PVKR by scenario for the strategies evaluated in
the Draft JRP is illustrated in Figure 7-9. Scenario 1 resulted in the highest value for PVRK,
while the lowest PVRK values were found in Scenario 6. Within each scenario, Strategy
D gencrally produced the highest cost portfolios duc to the larger amount of coal-fired
capacity idled that must be replaced by new resources. Strategy A resulted in the set
of portfolios with the next highest cost, caused by retaining a higher level of coal-fired
capacity compared to other strategies, exposing it to more significant CO, compliance
costs. Strategy C produced the lowest PVRR values in six of the seven scenarios. However,
Strategy C was near the middle of the pack on short-term rate impacts which are discussed
in the next section.
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Figure 7-9 - Expected Value of PVRK by Scenario
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Scenario -1

Figure 7-10 presents the short-term rate impacts (average system costs) by scenario.
The strategy with the highest expected value of short-term rates was Strategy D
because this strategy had the most new capacity additions in the 2011-20 18 timeframe.
Strategy A produced the lowest short..term rate values in five of the seven scenarios
because no new capacity was added to any portfolios within that strategy. However,
Scenarios 3 and 6 included higher CO, conipliance costs, which drove u p the cost of the
coal-heavy portfolios in Strategy A (in those scenarios)" Strategy A's exclusive reliance on
the market to serve load growth also has greater risk as shown in the discussion of risk
metrics in the next section.
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Figure 7-10 - Expected Values for Short-Term Rates by Scenario
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Figures 7-11 and 7-12 compare the two risk metrics for the planning strategies. Lower
ratios indicated less risky portfolios based on the probability distributions of the portfolio
PVKR values. The relative relationship across the scenarios for both the risk ratio and the
risl&enefit ratio were consistent. The highest values occurred in Scenario 1, the risk ratio
was lowest in Scenario 3 and the riskhenefit ratio was lowest in Scenario 6.
In both cases, these low values were caused by much lower load forecasts in those
scenarios, which resulted in lower PVRR values with more narrow probability
distributions. Strategy A had the highest risk profile in five of the seven scenarios, which
was caused by the retention of coal-fired capacity" Strategy C was the least rislcy strategy in
six of the seven scenarios due to its generally balanced resource mix.
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Figure 7-11- PVRR Risk Ratio by Scenario
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Figure 7-12 - PVliR RisWUcnefit by Scenario
7.2

Selection Process

The process that was used to rank and identify the preferred planning strategies was
discussed i n Chapter 6 - Resource Plan Development and Analysis. That process involved
the following four steps:
1. Planning strategies were scored (based on cost and risk metrics) and ranked
2. Strategic inetrics were added to the ranking metrics to coniplete the scorecard for
the top ranked strategies

3. Selected strategies were released for public comment in the Draft IRP and the
associated EIS

4 . Sensitivity analyses were done as a result of public comments
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The ranking of each strategy was based o n the expected values of the cost arid risk
metrics generated by the stochastic analysis, which is described in Chapter 6 - Resource
Plan Development and Analysis. The expected values were translated into a score, and
the scores across all seven scenarios were combined to produce a total strategy score.
Strategies were ranked based on total score from highest to lowest. A subset of strategies
was selected for further consideration based on scores and other strategic considerations
such as potential environmental impacts.
7.2.1

Scorecard Results

Scorecards were generated by translating the expected values from the modeling results
into a standardized score that was summed across the scenarios for each planning strategy.
Figure 7-13 summarizes the average expected values of PVRR, short-term rates, riskhenelit
and risk computed for the five planning strategies in each of the seven scenarios
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Figure 7-13 - Ranking Metrics Worksheet
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After applying the methodology for trailslating actrial values into color-coded scores,
which is described in Chapter 6 - Resource Plan Development and Analysis, a scorecard
was produced for each of the five planning strategies. In Figure 7-14, planning Strategy A
was used to demonstrate how scores were computed and then summed to produce the
total ranking score.
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Figure 7-14 - Planning Strategy A - Limited Change in Current Resource Portfolio
Scorecards for the remaining four strategies are shown in Figures 7-15, 7-16, 7-17 and
7-18.
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Figure 7-15 - Planning Strategy B - Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
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Figure 7-16 - Planning Strategy C - Diversity Focused Resource Portfolio
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Figure 7-17 - Planning Strategy D - Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio

Figure 7-18- Planning Strategy E - EEDR and Renewables Focused Resource Portfolio

The scores assigned to each strategy and the associated color coding was done within a
given scenario. To properly interpret the scoring for each strategy, the values for each
individual ranking metric in all five strategies were compared within a particular scenario.
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7.2.2

Ranking of Strategies

Detailed descriptions of strategies were introduced in Chapter 6 - Resource Plan
Development and Analysis. Figure 7-19 shows the rank order of the five planning
strategies evaluated in the Draft IKP based on the total ranking metrics scores. The total
strategy scores range from 657 to 693 out of a possible 700 points.

Performs the best against PVRR and risk metrics
Near the median for short-term rates
Near the median for short-term rates
* Performs ne’u the best for PVlU
0

-

~

3

B

4

D

0

Ranks near the median for PVRR. short-term rates and risk
Ranks below the median for PVRR, rates and risk

0

0

Performs the worst on PVRR and risk
Ranks the best for short-term rates in some scenarios

Figure 7-19 - Planning Strategy Ranking Order
A key element of a “no-regrets” strategy is that a portfolio performs relatively well in most
scenarios, not just the reference case scenario. Using the initial planning results, Strategy
C was the top-ranked planning strategy on the basis of the total ranking metric score.

However, the separation between the scores of Strategies C and E was not statistically
significant. Strategy C represcnted an attempt to define a balanced approach to the
resource mix and performed best in five of the seven scenarios based on total plan score,
performed second best in another and third in just one scenario. The ranking metrics
implied that Strategy C was the most robust in many possible futures. Strategy C was the
top performer for PVRK and for both risk metrics. It performed reasonably well o n shortterm rates, but it was not the best strategy in that category.
The second best planning strategy, based on total ranking metric score, was Strategy E. As
with Strategy C, this strategy represented an expanded commitment to cleaner resource
options, especially pertaining to EEDR and renewable energy options. The strategy
performed well in all four of the ranking metrics and performed best in two of the seven
scenarios based on total plan score, resulting in a total strategy score that was very close
to Strategy C.
The third best planning strategy was Strategy B. This strategy represented a “business-asusual” approach that did not significantly deviate from existing portfolio mixes over the
long term. This strategy performed reasonably well with scores in the four ranking metvics
that were in the mid fange for each metric, but did not rank first in any of the scenarios.
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Strategy B was retained for further analysis in this IIiP as a baseline strategy for impact
analysis.
Strategies A and D were in the lower tier of the total strategy scores and did not represent
options that offer preferable planning approaches. These two strategies represented
approaches that tended to define the boundary conditions within which the other strateLy
results could be placed. Strategy A was an approach that included retention of all existing
coal-fired capacity, with a high level of clean air capital and maintenance spending and
heavy reliance on the market. The scorecard for this strateby showed it t o be the worst
performer in most metrics for most of the scenarios, except for the short-term rate metric
where it performed quite well. Strategy D was characterized by the largest level of coalfired capacity idled which called for the most new capacity additions. This resulted in poor
strategy scores across the scenarios, although this strategy outperformed Strategy A.

7.2.3 Sensitivity Cases
In addition to the initial 35 portfolios developed from the five planning strategies, lVA
also performed certain sensitivity analyses. These analyses focused on key assumptions
within those strategies based on review of the scorecard results. In the Draft IRK the
sensitivity analyses consisted of four cases involving Strategies C and E (the top-ranked
strategies based on the results to date). The characteristics o f these sensitivity cases are
described in Figure 7-20.

C I - Strategy C with pumped-storage
hydro removed

Test for iniprovement in short-term rate impacts by removing
defined model input for pumped-storage hydro unit

C2 - Same as Sensitivity C 1 with n o
capacit). additions prior to 2018

Test for improvements in short-~ermrate impacts by defining
near-tenn capacity additions. Modeled after Strategy A, which
perforins the best o n rates

El

I

Test to see if largest values for EEDR, renewables, and coal
unit idling significantly improve the PVRR and short-term rate
impacts of Strategy E

- Strategy E with greater (7,000 MW)

coal-fired idling (same as Strategy D)

E2 - Strategy E with lower (2,500 MW)

renewable portfolio (same as Strategy C)

I

Improve PVRR and short-term rates by using the lower
renewable portfolio anplied in Strategy C,

Figure 7-20 - Sensitivity Characteristics
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When these sensitivity cases were evaluated using the same ranking rnetrics applied to the
original five planning strategies, a new rank order o f strategies was established, as shown
in Figure 7-21. The scores now range from 655 to 689.

I

1

I C1 - Strategy C without pumped-storage hydro

2

C - IXversity Focused Resource Portfolio

3

C 2 - same as C1 with no capacity additions prior to 2018

4

E - EEDR and Renewables Focused Resource Portfolio

5

E2 - Strategy E with greater coal unit idling

6

E l - Strategy E with lower renewable portfolio

7

B - Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio

8

T> - Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio

7

A - Limited Change in Current Resource Portfolio

I

Figure 7-21 - Rank Order of Strategies
Sensitivity C1 was a slight improvement over planning Strategy C and now has the
highest-ranking metric score among the options considered in the Draft IRI? Sensitivity
C2 was slightly lower than Strategy C. As components changed, the stability of Strategy C
represented a noteworthy quality. Sensitivities E l and E2 did not improve the results as
compared to Strategy B and were removed from further consideration for the final IRI?

7.2.4

Other Strategic Considerations

In addition to the metrics used to establish the rank order of the planning strategies,
TVA included strategic rnetrics in the fully populated scorecard. These strategic metrics
included environmental arid regional economic impact measures that recognize other
aspects of TVA's mission. These strategic metrics are fully discussed in Chapter 6 Resource Plan Development and Analysis. Note that for the economic impact measures, all
of the IRP strategies were analyzed only for Scenarios 1 and 6 - the scenarios that defined
the upper and lower range of strategy impacts within the scenario range.
Figure 7-22 shows the strategic metrics for each of the five planning strategies.
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Figure 7-22 -- Strategic Metrics for Five Planning Strategies
Results of the COz metric showed that Strategy D had the best performance (lowest
emissions), followed by Strategies E, C, B and A. Each strategy showed a declining rate of
emissions and the variance between each strategy was quite low since all coal-fired units
that will remain in service are assumed to receive environmental controls. With that being
said, all five strategies will be fiilly compliarlt with applicable air emissions regulations.
Results of the water metric indicated that Strategy D had the best performance, followed
by Strategies E, C, A and B. Results of the waste metric show Strategy D had the best
performance, followed by Strategies E, C , A and B. Additional information on all
environmental metrics calculations can be found in Appendix A - Method for Computing
Environmental Impact Metrics.
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Based on the Draft IRP results, planning Strategies 13 and E had the best relative
performance across the environmental metrics. Strategy C was average to slightly above
average, and Strategies A and B had the lowest relative performance.

For the economic impact metrics, Strategy A was the worst performer. Strategies B, C , D
and E had comparable results, within a few tenths of a percentage difference from the
impacts computed for the reference portfolio (Strate&?B in Scenario 7 ) .Strategies C and
E had very similar impacts, performing above the reference portfolio in the long term
under both Scenarios 1 and 6.
Along with the strategic metrics, innovations that enable the utilization of key
technologies in the planning strategies have been identified and summarized in Figure
7 - 2 3 . The figure shows which of the five planning strategies would be impacted by each of
the innovations in the future.

Smart Grid Technologies

Advancements in this area are necessary to fully realize
the EEDR benefits included in certain planning strategies

X

-

x x

Transmission Llesign 8i
Infrastructure

Iinprovements in transmission system devices to manage power flows and advancement in dc line rechnologies will be needed to facilitate power transfers and the
import of additional wind-sourced power

x x

Advanced Energy Storage

More research is needed to improve the design of
pumped-storage hydro (PSH) and identify new storage
technologies that might offer advantages similar PSH

x x

Sinall Modular
Nuclear Reactors

This technology may offer some tkxibility for siting and
operating nuclear capacity in those strategies that
include a reliance o n new nuclear capacity later in the
planning period

Advanced Emission
Controls for
Coal-Fired Units

To enable full use of coal-fired resources, advances in
emission controls (especially carbon capture and
sequestration) are needed to achieve a inore balanced
long-term generation Dortfolio

X

X
_.

x x

X

X

_.

X

X

X

Figure 7-23 - Technology Innovation Matrix
TVA will closely monitor and possibly invest in these and other technology innovations
during the planning period. The particular technology innovations that are necessary to
implement the Recommended Planning Direction will likely shift as more information
becomes available about each technology area and as power supply needs change.
In addition to the PVRR risk metrics discussed in Chapter 6 - Resource Plan Development
and Analysis, there are other risks that were considered when evaluating the merits of
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alternative strategies. ?'he financial risk measures included in the ranking nietrics portion
of the planning strategy scorecard may have indirectly accounted for some of these
risks, but only in part. Examples o f these broader, more ctifficult to quantify, risk
considerations include:
0

The ability of EEDR programs to stimulate distributor and customer participation
and the programs' ability to deliver forecasted e n e r g savings and demand
reductions. The planning strategies with higher EEDR targets have a greater
exposure to these risks

*

The availability and deliverability of natural gas. There is finite capacity in the
existing natural gas infrastructure. Risks of being limited by deliverability and
availability will likely increase as natural gas generation capacity is increased

*

The ability to achieve schedule targets for licensin~i~ermitting,
developing and
constructing new generation capacity. Risks of meeting schedule targets will likely
increase as the number and complexity of construction projects increase. In
addition, projects with more extensive licensing/permitting requirements will
likely have greater exposure to schedule risk

*

The timely build-out of transmission infrastructure to support future resources.
This is a particular concern with projects that may require transmission expansion
outside of the TVA system, such as power purchase agreements for wind energy.
Risks will likely increase as the amount of construction required increases and if
that construction is undertaken by entities other than TVA

0

1,egislative and regulatory risks that could strand certain investments in coal-fired
assets by, for example, applying a more stringent regulatory framework around
coal-fired assets, or by mandating certain other types of generation, including
renewables, that could crowd out existing sources of generation

*

Game-changing technologies, either on the supply or demand side, that could
either dramatically increase (ix., new sources of demand) the need for electricity
o r dramatically decrease (Le., distributed generation) the need for electricity in
the long term

The list above is not intended to be exhaustive. It provides examples of other strategic
components that 'ITA considered when it identified the preferred planning strategies in
the Draft IRP as well as the Recommended Planning Direction in the final IRP. In addition,
the analysis results and public input were considered. TVA encouraged those commenting
on the Draft IRP to provide information about and share their views on rhese other risks.
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7.3

Preferred Planning Strategies

Based on the Draft 1RP results, TVA retained the top three ranked planning strategies
for further analysis for the final IRP (Chapter 8 - Final Study Results anti Recommended
Planning Direction). Strategies C , E and €3 were retained from the Draft IRP to be
subjected to additional analysis and sensitivity testing in an effort to determine improved
combinations of planning components.
Illustrative portfolios (20-year resource plans) were identified as part of the evaluation.
I n the Draft IW, a broad set of portfolios were identified that corresponded to the three
planning strategies that were retained in the Draft IW.
Four representative resource portfolios were selected from planning Strategies C, E and
B. The 12 implementing portfolios for the Draft IRP are shown in Figure 7 - 2 4 . These
portfolios described a relatively broad set of resource plan options that were subjected
to additional analysis before completing the final IIII? Portfolios produced in Scenario
I represented the largest amount of new resource additions, while those produced in
Scenario 3 represented the least amount of new resources that could be added over the
planning period.
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Figure 7-24 - Implementing Portfolios (Initial Phase)
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Economy Recovers Dramatically
Environmental Focus is a National Priority
Prolonged Economic Malaise
Game-Changing Technology
Energy Independence
Carbon Regulation Creates Economic Downturn
Reference Case: Spring 2010
Reference Case: Great Recession Impacts Recovery

Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
Diversity Focused Resource Portfolio

EEDR and Renewables Focused Resource Portfolio

Recommended Planning Direction
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8 Final Study Results and Recornmended Planning Direction

TVA’s IIiP was developed in two major phases - the draft and final. The Draft IRP
recommended retaining three of the five original planning strategies. This provided the
starting point for the development of the final IRP in fall 2010. Considering updated
forecast information and public comments, additional analyses were conducted with
the goal of developing a “no-regrets” strategy. This was accomplished by fine-tuning
and improving the strategies selected in the Draft IRP The analyses included rescoring
the ranking and strategic metrics in order to evaluate new component combinations
idcntificd in the analyses. ‘I’his chapter describes the final analysis results and the
Recommended Planning Direction that was produced by evaluating the analysis results,
stakeholder input and other considerations.
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8.1

Results Analysis

8.1.1 Firm Requirements and Capacity Gap
The final IRP used the same firm rcquircments and capacity gaps as discussed in
Chapter 7 - Draft Study Results. In addition to the scenarios used in the Draft IRP, an
additional reference case was created to reflect the lingering economic recession as
shown in Figure 8-1.

60,000

55,000

50,000

5

45,000

40,000

35,000

30,OOC

Scenario 3

Scenario 4 s Scm:lrio j i:: Scenario 6

Figure 8-1 I.I Firm Requirements by Scenario
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Sccnilrio 7 iQ1 Scenario 8

8.1.2 Previously Identified Sensitivities

Additional sensitivity cases were itlentified from work doiie for the Draft IRP and feedback
received from stakeholders. The type of sensitivity, the purpose for analysis and the
method that was incorporated into the final IRP analysis are listed in Figure 8-2.

The range of r e i i e a d d e :~dditionsretained
in the Dritft IRP (along with additional
increments) will be a selectable resource in

'lo idcntify the oplimum I c r d
of rcncwablc additions given

Ev;iloate incicmcnt/decreoicnt
of renewable additions for
Stl;ltegy c

the other assuiiiptions already
set in this strategy

The riingc of idled capacity retained in the
Draft IIW will be evaluated n'ith all OthCr
resources in the blended optimization

.lo test the impact of varying
idled c;ipacity values
Evaluate incrementidecrciiicnt

blended optimization
"Gas-only" exp:insion will not allow
nuclear additions

'lo evaluate the impact of gas
capacity expansion on the
short-term rate metric score

* 'rb be tested with 3,200 M\Y'of idled capacity
* All other factors will be optimizcd

--

* 'Thc 50% targcr will be b;iscd upon thr

3.200

1

rest deferral of nuclear
expansion in Stiatcgy C
until 2020

1

To identify the capacity additions
that would be required if nuclear
mas not available
_
.

1

of

* Schedule of nuclear additions will be

optimally sclcctcd based o n the options and
constmints described previously

Figure 8-2 - Sensitivity Huns Identified From Draft IRP

8.1.3 Final Study Results
The study approach i n the filial IIW proctuccd 12 portfolios that resulted from a blentlect
optimization. The boundaries (resource constraints) wcre dcfincd by the planning
strategies (Strategies B, C and E) retained in the L>raft IRI? The 1 2 cases were produced by
testing four possible levels of idled coal-fired capacity in each of the three representative
scenarios (Scenarios 1, 3 and 8) which represent the high, medium and low load forecasts
described in Section 6.1 - Development of Scenarios and Strategies. Multiple iterations
were used to test all levels of idled coal-fired capacity"Optimum renewable and EEDR
portfolios were selected for each assumed level of idled coal-fired capacity. Figure 8-3
summarizes the results of those cases.
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Figure 8-3 - The 12 Portfolios
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John Sevier Combined Cycle (Natural Gas)

Referring to the blended optimization results, the following general observations were made:
0

Nuclear expansion is present in the majority of portfolios with the first unit
on line between 2018 and 2020

*

Expanded energy efficiency and demand response (EEDR) portfolios
performed well in the optimization cases. The mid level portfolio (3,600 MW
and 11,400 annual GWh reductions by 2020) was chosen in half of the cases

0

Renewable generation above existing wind contracts plays a key role in firture
resource portfolios

0

*

Expansion of natural gas capacity is needed, but typically occurs after 2024
Gas may serve as the most advantageous way to address any emerging
supply shortage
Preliminary financial results show that component ranges considered
produced relatively robust plans with little variation in total plan costs
(PVRR) within scenarios

The cost and risk metrics for the portfolios produced in the blended optimization were
relatively constant across the coal-fired capacity levels, especially in Scenarios 3 and 8 .
This is illustrated in Figure 8-4 which compares the short-term rates ranking metrics for
the portfolios organized by idled coal-fired capacity level (2,400/3,200/4,000/4,700MW).

s
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Scenario 3
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2,100 M\yI Idled

@
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~8

Scenario 8

4,000 M W Idled ~14,700MW Idled

_

Figure 8-4 - Short-Term Rate Impacts by Scenario
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This outcome was primarily driven by two characteristics. First, new unit additions are
very similar in these two scenarios for all four coal-fired idling levels. Second, as the
amount of idled coal-fired capacity increased from 3,200 to 4,700 MY a larger EEDR
portfolio was selected in Scenario 8. This larger portfolio had similar costs in comparison
to the smaller EEDR portfolio chosen at the 2,400 MW and 3,200 MW levels. In addition,
no expansion resources were selected in Scenario 3. As a result, overall PVRR for the plans
was essentially unchanged.
The two metrics that measure financial risk for these resource plans were also essentially
unchanged across the levels of idled coal-fired capacity except for Scenario 3 . The
variation seen in Scenario 3 was the result of increasing idling levels, which had an
impact on the dispatch of resources in the existing system since there were no expansion
resources added in that scenario.
In general, the ranking metrics show that the 12 cases produced in the blended
optimization represented robust expansion solutions. The overall results were clustered
closely together despite the changes in idled coal-fired capacity assumed and the variation
of the key assumptions tested in the stochastic analysis. This set of portfolios represents
a more focused set of possible expansion alternatives and was used to define the
characteristics of the Recommended Planning Direction.
8.2

Component Ideiitification

The Recornmended Planning Direction was designed by utilizing the findings from
the blended optimization to select the components that became part of the strategy.
The strategy design considered the following major factors:
* Continuous dialogue with the Stalteholtkr
Review Group
e

Stakeholder input

Analysis resu It s

Input received from the fall 2010 Draft IRP
public comment period

* Quarterly public briefings conducted by TVA staff
and responses to surveys
* Output from the resource optimization cases
and associated financial modeling translated into
ranking and strategic metrics

* “No-regrets” approach
Recognition of
non-quantified risks

152

* Broader considerations not fully captured in the
quantitative analysis, but have some impact o n
the selection process
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8.2.1 Idled Coal-Fired Capacity

Selection of the preferred level of idled coal-fired capacity was the next step in producing
the case results in the final Ilil! Cost and risk ranking inetrics used in the L)raft IIiP were
applied to select a level of idled coal-fired capacity from the options considered. Each
idled capacity level was given an ordinal rank for each metric within a scenario.
The ordinal rankings for each scenario were weighted using the same formula as applied
in the Draft IRP. Scores were summed for each idled coal-fired capacity level to create total
ranking scores. Results are shown in Figure 8-5.

2,400
Weighted
Ranking

17

30

24

71

3,200

27

22

27

77

4,000

25

17

17

59

4,700

31

31

32

94

Figure 8-5 -Weighted Ranking Scores
Based on the ranking results, the 4,000 MW level performed the best across the three
scenarios and was used as the scorecard value. This level of idled coal-fired capacity was
used as a fixed assumption for fiirther refinement of the remaining components of the
Recommended Planning Direction. Model resrtlts were then reviewed to identify optimal
values for the renewable resources portfolio and the level of EEDR.
8.2.2 Renewable Portfolio

In the least-cost optimized plans, results tended to favor the 1,500 MW portfolio,
which represented the current wind contracts as the preferred level. However, based
o n stakeholder comments and feedback on the Draft IKI-' desiring an increased emphasis
on renewable development, the Recommended Planning Direction was increased to
incorporate the 2,500 MW portfolio which was used as the scorecard value This reflects
projected growth of 1,000 MW of additional renewables above existing and contracted
amounts. Figure 8-6 shows a potential mix of components in this renewable portfolio.
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Figure 8-6 - Potential 2,500 MW Renewable Portfolio
Prior to making this decision, the cost premium to increase to the 2,500 M W portfolio was
calculated. It was determined to be relatively small (typically less than 1 percent of total
plan cost). Not all of this cost change was directly attributable to the renewable portfolio
itself because of other changes in the resource plan. This premium was deemed acceptable
given WA's objectives to increase reliance on cleaner and more environmentally
responsible energy sources.

8.2.3 EEDR Portfolio
The modeling results were evenly split in selecting either the mid level EEDR portfolio
(3,600 MW by 2020) or the larger portfolio (5,100 MW by 2020). For reference, the
mid level portfolio was parr of Strategy C, and the larger portfolio was included in
Strategy E in the Draft IRP.
Given the uncertainty about the pace of customer participation and the implementation
challenge for TVA associated with the larger portfolio, the mid level EEDR portfolio was used
as the scorecard value. This selection also recogni7ed there are similar non-quantified risks
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associated with implementation of this mid level portfolio. Those risks were deemed to be
sufficiently manageable to include the portfolio in the Recommentled Planning Direction.
For a more complete discussion of the non-quantifiect risks that were part oi 'IVA's
assessment o f the planning strategies, see Chapter 6 - Resource Plan L3evelopment
and Analysis.

8.3

Recommended Planning Direction Development

8.3.1 Key Characteristics
After the ltey components of idled coal-fired capacity, EEDR and retiewables were
determined, the key characteristics of the strategies following the blended optimization
were observed. These observations are shown in Figure 8-7.

Nuclear additions
Coal additions
Natural gas additions

Nuclear expansion is present in the majority of portfolios. Up to three' units are added
between 201 3 and 2029

I

New coal capacity is only selected after 2025 in scenarios with dramatic load growth
Expansion of natural gas is needed, but typically occurs afrer 2024 with simple-cycle
combustion turbines The dramatic load growth scenario is an exception as combined cycles
and combustion turbines are chosen as early as 2015 Additional units may be required for
reliability and/or grid stability

r
7
Renewable additions

Model results tend to favor the current wind contracts (1,500 MW) as the least cost plan
'l'he renewable portfolio that delivers 2,500 MW by 2029 is selected in the dramatic load
growth scenario

EEDR

Results evenly split in selecting either the 3,600 MIV by 2020 portfolio and the 5,000 MW by
2020 portfolio

1 - Included in number of nuclear units is TVA Board of Directors' approved project Watts Bar Unit 2

Figure 8-7 - Observations Developed from Preliminary Results
The remaining components of the Recommended Planning Direction were selected with
consideration of these outcomes. Figure 8-8 is a tabular summary of the Recornmended
Planning Direction.
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Expand contribution of EEDR in the portfolio

By 2020'
I

lienewable
additions
Coal-fired
capacity idled
Energy storage
Nuclear
additions
Coal additions
Natural gas
additions

1
I
I
I

1,500-2,5002

By 2020'

Pursue cost-effectiverenewable energy

2,400-4,7003

BY 2017

Consider increasing amount of coal
capacity idlec~

8504

2020-2024

Add pumped-storage capacity

1,150-5,9005

2013-2029

Increase contribution of nuclear generation

0-900'

2025-2029

I

I Preserve option of generation with carbon capture
I

900-9,300'

2012-2029

I

Utilize natural gas as an intermediate
suoolv source

1 - This range includes EEDR savings achieved through 2 0 2 0 The 2 0 2 0 range for EEDR and renewable

energy does not preclude further investment in these resources during the following decade
2 - TVA's existing wind contracts that total more than 1,600 MW we included in this range Values are

n:cineplate capacity Net dependable capacity would be lower
3 - TVA has previously announced plans to idle 1,000 M W of coal-fired capacity which is included in
this range MW values based o n maximum net dependable capacity
4 -This is the expected size of a new pumped-storage hydro facility
5 - The completion of Watts Bar Unit 2 represents the lower end of this range
6 - Lip to 900 MW of ncw coal-fired capacity is rccommendctl bctwccn 2025 and 2029
7 - The conq~letionof John Sevier combined cycle plant represents the lowei end of this range

Figure 8-8- Recornmended Planning Direction
The above figure contains seven components that comprise the strategy and shows a range
of the amount for each component as well as the timing of when these components would
be added to the system.

8.3.2 R e c o m m e n d e d Planning Direction Illustrative Portfolios
After the Recommended Planning Ilirection was defined, it was evaluated to determine if
it represented an improvement over the strategies evaluated in the Draft IRP. A group of

portfolios was developed and scored.
To produce the portfolios, the Recommended Planning Direction was tested in each of the
eight scenarios. These portfolios were based on scorecard values for the key components
of the Recommended Planning Direction (idled coal-fired capacity, EEDR and renewdbks)
with optimized additions of the other resources that made u p the capacity plans.
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The resultant portfolios are illustrative in nature and based on the particular set of
assumptions contained in each of the scenarios. Figure 8-9 is a tabular suinnlary o f the
illustrative portfolios for the Recommended Planning Direction and shows the resource
plans that result in each of the eight scenarios.

+-+_-

+--.-I
"I---"l
"

Figure 8-9 - Illustrative Portfolios for the Recommended Planning Direction
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After reviewing the resource plans in Figure 8-9, the following observations can be made
about near-term arid long-term additions:
0

Near-term additions (0-5 years) were generally consistent across the scenarios,
reflecting the addition of approved projects by the 'I'VA Board of Directors, which
include additions at John Sevier and Watts Bar. Resource additions in this time
frame also included new natural gas plants and purchased power arrangements,
depending on load growth

0

Long-term additions (5-20 years) were somewhat more flexible. Nuclear capacity
was a major component of the capacity plans in this period, with the first nucIear
unit typically added between 2018 and 2020. Expansion of natural gas capacity
often occurred after 2024

8.3.3 Recommended Plaiining Direction Validation
The Recommended Planning Direction was scored using the same ranking and strategic
nietrics utilized in the Draft IRP. The scorecard results of the Recommended Planning
Direction were compared to the scorecard results of the strategies retained from the Draft
IRP Figure 8-10 is a fully populated scorecard for the Recommended Planning Direction,
and Figures 8-11 and 8-12, respectively, show scorecards from the Draft IRP for Strategy C
and Strategy E.
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Figure 8-10 - Recommended Planriing Direction
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Figure 8-11 - Planning Strategy C - Updated Scorecard

Figure 8-12 - Planning Strategy E - IJpdated Scorecard
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Comparing the Recommended Planning Direction to the top two strategies from the
Draft IRP (Strategy C and Strategy E) shows that the Recommended Planning Direction
represents the most favorable blending of portfolio components. The performance of the
Recomniended Planning Direction across all scenarios implies that it is a more robust
approach with a lower likelihood of regret The following are additional observations
based o n the scorecard results:
*

The Recommended Planning Direction was the top performer on total plan cost
(PVRR) in six of the eight scenarios tested
The Recommended Planning Direction was the top performer on the risldbenefit
ratio metric in five of the eight scenarios
The strategic metrics for the Recommended Planning Direction were improved
from metrics for Strategy C (the top-ranked strategy from the Draft IRP), but were
not as good as the strategic metrics for Strategy E

*

'l'he economic impact metrics for the Recommended Planning Direction werc
similar to the nietrics for the strategies retained from the Draft IRE indicating
there was no significant difference ainong the strategies in terms of
macroeconomic impacts

The Recommended Planning Direction provided a more effective balance between plan cost
and financial risk, as shown in Figure 8-13. The graph presents a cost versus risk curve, and
the Recommended Planning Direction provided the lowest combination of plan cost (PVRR)
and financial risk of any of the strategies that were considered in this IRE?
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Figure 8-13 - Plan Costs vs. Financial Risk
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The Uncertainty range in PVRli across the scenarios was another measure of performance
used to assess the Iiecommended Planning Direction. Figure 8-15 i s a tornado diagram of
the variation in total plan cost (PVKR) from the stochastic analysis of the strategies in each
of the eight scenarios. The width of the bars indicates the variation and uncertainty in plan
cost. This figure shows that in most scenarios the Recommended Planning Direction (R)
had the smallest range of cost uncertainty and that the expected value of the total plan
cost m7as lower compared to the other strategies (C or E).
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In addition to financial trade-offs, the liecoinmendetl Planning Direction also provided the
best balance of plan cost and environmental footprint, represented by the graph of plan
cost versus CO, tons shown in Figure 8-16.
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Figure 8-16 - Plan Costs vs. Annual C O , Emissions
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8.3.4 Other Considerations
The modeling results represented by the ranking and strategic tnetrics, along with other
financial and risk assessments discussed in the preceding section, provided strong support
for the Reconimended Planning Direction. However, as indicated in Section 7.2.4 - Other
Strategic Considerations, the analytics are not the only considerations that were factored
into the selection of WA’s Recommended Planning Direction. Certain noti-quantified
risk concerns, also known as “no-regrets considerations,” were included, either directly
or indirectly, when niakirig the selection. Figure 8-17 shows the key items of the
“no-regrets considerations.”

Establishing a successful
partnership with distributor
group to adniinister EEDR
programs and deliver
forecasted reductions
The ability of EEDR programs to
stimulate customer participation
and deliver forecasted reductions

0

The ability to achieve schedule
targets for licensindpermitting,
developing and constructing
large baseload generation

0

Planning strategies with higher
EEDR targets will have a greater
exposure to this risk

* Delays in establishing formal

Planning strategies with higher
EEDR targets will have a greater
exposure t o this risk

Measurement and verification
data of actual reductions is
significantly helow forecast

Risks of meeting schedule targets
.Nil1 likely increase as the
number and complexity of
construction projects increase
Projects with more extensive
permitting requirements may have
greater exposure to schedule risk

agreement with distributors by
end of
2012

* Critical internal r e ~ ~ u r c e s

for permitting, design, and
construction are not maintained
for upcoming projects
* Dramatic changes in licensing/
permitting requirements

~

0

The timely build-out of
transniission and distribution
(smart grid) infrastructure to
support future resources

The ability to maintain appropriate
operational flexibility after
significant changes in
resource mix

* Risks will likely increase as the
amount of construction required
increases; particularly if that
construction is undertaken by
entities other than TVA
Iiislcs of limiting operational
flexibility increase as the quantity
of baseload, dispatchable, and
non-dispatchable resources change

Figure 8-17 - Other Risk Consideratioris
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e

Diminished availability of
transmission design and
construction resources
I h i i t e d smart grid capability
added to distribution system
by 2015
Prolonged increases in system
load factor
Emergence of barriers that delay
addition of energy storage

The Recommended Planning Direction provides the most balanced approach to mitigating
the risk associated with these non-quantified factors while providing the best performance
in key metrics.

8.4

Conclusion

Based on the results of the analysis conducted in the Draft and final IRE as well as the
consideration of non-quantified risk factors, the Kecoinmencled Planning Direction
positions TVA with the best balance of flexibility and “no-regrets”risk mitigation. A
discussion of next steps and recorninendations for implementation of this strategy is
discussed in Chapter 9 - Next Steps.
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9 Next Steps
M e r two years of extensive analysis and the issuance of the Draft IIIP, the final IIW
has been completed. Another key piece of the puzzle is defining the next steps that
follow this IRP’s completion. For that reason, it is important to remember that this IRP
is meant to serve as a roadmap for making futui,e asset decisions and not meant to
define specific decisions.
Approval of this IRP provides an updated strategic direction that will help TVA fillfill
its renewed vision and set the direction for many decisions that will be proposed in
the future. This chapter defines some of the key areas that need additional work or
investigation to help determine 1’VA‘s “next steps” in these specific areas.

9.1

Path Forward

TVA formulated this IRP to help prepare for a wide range of fiiture.conditions and ensure
a sustainable future for the Tennessee Valley region. This 1lW will serve as a guide to
achieve TVA’s renewed vision -- to become one of the nation’s leading providers of lowcost and cleaner energy by 2020. TVA takes great pride in the reliable service it provides
t o its customers. Transmission reliability will remain a key focus of all future operations.
TVA will also strive to maintain the proper generation mix in order to ensure reliable and
flexible power system operation.
Furthermore, TVA remains committed to reducing air emissions from its power generation
facilities. Emissions reduction will help TVA plan for and promote a sustainable future.
Coal-fired plant idling and the addition of scrubbers and other emissions control
equipment are essential for TVA to provide cleaner energy.
The reputation of delivering reliable, competitively priced power makes the Tennessee
Valley region an attractive place to start o r expand a business. Therefore, TVA will continue
to support and encourage economic development in the region. TVA offers an array of
services that include capital investment loans for new or growing busiiiesses, site-selection
assistance and other business support services. These services help attract companies
to the region and provide more jobs to aid in economic stability of the region, which is
especially important with the current sluggish economy.
TVA President and CEO Tom Kilgore stated, “TVA’s basic missions have not changed,
but the times have changed and requirements are changing for the energy industry,”
The analysis performed within this IRP will help TVA prepare for future uncertainties
and properly position itself to effectively continue its mission to serve the people of the
Tennessee Valley.
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9.2

Application

While this strategy will help guide TVA in making important decisions in the years to
come, this IltP does not dictate a specific series of actions. It is important to understand
what analysis was considered to be within the scope of this IRP and what areas may
require more analysis. Figure 9-1 lists what was considered in-scope versus outside-ofscope in this IRE?

I * Finalize specific asset decisions

I
Articulate a 20-year planning direction

I

* Serve as a substitute for the "fine-tirning" of the annual

planning and budgeting processes

~
-,

* Narrow the bre:iddi of NEPA coverage established in

the Draft 1111' and the associated E.IS

Present recommended strategy alternatives

II
~

Docs not discard analyses done for alternative
strategies

DescriLx guideline ranges for key components of the
Itecommended Planning Direction (i.e",EEDR, idling
of coal-fired
units, etc )
.,,-~..,-,-"

.

l

~

.

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

~

l

l

l

1I
0

l

~

~

l

"

II

_....~ " " . . . ~ " " ~ ~ . I ~ ~ l . l ~ . l l l l l l l - ~ I .
Commit to a specific 70-year capacity addition
schedule

Present illustrative portfolio(s) that show potential asset
additions bv vear

llighlight key asset atltlttions by showing a spccilic value
within the guideline range in the illustrative portfolio

Make specific commitments for key components of the
Recommended Planning LXrection

* lmply that any asset addition or in-senrice date shown

in the illustrative portfolio represents a formal
decision or is not subject to change
criteria are within the IRP scope

----.-.,-

n-

duration as EVZ020

Commit to beginning the next IIW by 2015
0

Limit TW"ability to continue to do analysis and
amend this 1RP in the future

Figure 9-1 - Scope of the IRP

9.3

Areas That Require Further Work

By closely evaluating the areas that require more analysis, a number of recommendations
have been identified and summarized on the next page. This list is not designed to be
exhaustive but does provide insight into additional work that TVA will consider undertaking.
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* Perform detailed optimization analyses to determine both the
optimum level of idling and the best units for idling after accounting
for risks, uncertainty and all ltnown costs
* Analyze renewable technologies and business models and monitor
market trends for strategic options to develop cost-effective
renewable resources

Renewables

Nuclear power

Complete project specific evaluation of 13&W technology at Bellefonte
site and refine timing
* Continue to study clevelopment of small modular reactors as part o f
the continuing effort to advance carbon-free, baseload power
generation alternatives

EEDR

* Proactivcly pursue the Southcast leadership goal, inonitor results and
evaluate programs

0

Gas-fired supply

* Analyze gas-lirect supply opportunities to cost effectively fill short lead

time capacity gaps
0

Pumped-storage
Stakeholder involvement

Study more detailed project economics of and justification for
additional pumpecl-storage with a goal of making a recommendation
o n how to proceed

* Continue to solicit input from external scalteholdcrs and incorporate

that input into future 1RP planning and decision malting processes
* I T A has committed to begin the next IRP effort by LO15

Next IIW

Figure 9-2 - Areas That Require Further Work

9.4

Conclusion

Fifieen years separated the completion of this IRP anti the 1995 IRP EV2020. Comments
TVA received from SI& members and the public recommend that TVA needs to regularly
update its IRP Frequently updating this IRP would enhance TVA's ability to effectively
respond to future developments. For that reason, TVA is committed to begin the next IRP
effort by 20 15
TVA's IRP has produced an energy resource strategy that will help TVA meet the Tennessee
Valley region's energy demands in the future in a sustainable manner. Implementing this
strategy will also help TVA meet its renewed vision - to he one of the nation's leading
providers of low-cost and cleaner energy by 2020. More specifically, this IIiP will help TVA
lead the nation in improved air quality and increased nuclear production, and lead the
Southeast in increased energy efficiency

This concludes the 2011 TVA Integrated Resource Plan,
TVA's Environmental and Energy Future.
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Appendix A - Method for Computing Environmental Impact Metrics
Purpose

AI 72

Process

A172

Method

A172

Air Impact Metric and Ranking

A173

Water Impact Metric and Ranking

A178

Waste Calculations

A I 79

Purpose
The IRP used a niu1ti.component scorecard analysis of ranking and strategic metrics
for evaluating the impacts of the planning strategies. In addition to the metrics used to
establish the rank order of the planning strategies (cost and risk) with emissions costs
imbedded, TVA developed strategic metrics, such as the environmental impact metric, to
more clearly depict environmental stewardship attributes.

Process

I n developing the criteria for the environmental impact metric, TVA staff wanted to create
a metric representative of the trade-offs between energy resources rather than identifying
a single resource with the “best” environmental performance. The final evaluation criteria
relied on some surrogate measures as a proxy for environmental impacts, but when
used comparatively with the other attributes, they provided a reasonable and balanced
method for evaluating planning strategies. By considering air, water and waste in the IRP
scorecard, coupled with the broader qualitative riiscussion of anticipated environmental
impacts in the EIS, a robust coniparison of the environmental footprint of the planning
strategies better informed the selection of the Reconimended Planning Direction.
Method
Outlined below is the methodology that was used for the environmental impact metric,
by attribute, including a revised scoring of the strategies that were considered in the
Draft IW,excluding Strategies A and D, and inclusion of Strategy R - Recommended
Planning Direction.
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Air Impact Metric and Railking

Model results provided data on the production of four emissions: COz, SOz, NO, and Hg
by generation source (e.g., coal and lignite). The suite of emissions selected to evaluate
the air impacts of the IRP strategies were meant to represent a range of emissions
primarily associated with fossil-fueled power generation. It was suspected that evaluating
the strategies on the basis of all four emissions would give the same results (i.e., declining
emissions trends) as just using CO, alone, but emission trend plots were developed to
confirm this assumption. Emission trends were plotted against averaged, historic TVA
generation data from 2007 to 2009 for coal and combustion turbines. The most recent
three years were used to provide a better representation of average air emissions, as
2009 was a historically low year for air emissions due partly to the economic recession
and decreased electricity demands. Historic mercury emissions for lignite soiirces were
unavailable, so projected data for 2010 was used and added to the other totals. Figure A-1
provides a summary of the baseline emissions that data emissions trends were
plotted against.

'I'VA Coal

302,818

140.528

94,879,125

2,597

TVA CTs

27

359

1,954,211

N/A

Totals

303,622

142,122

98,926,184

2,652

Figure A-1 - Summary of 2007-2009Average Emissions Data
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Again using model results by generation sources for each of the cases, excluding cases
associated with Strategies A and D, CO, emissions data from all emission sources were
summed for selecteci spot years (five-year increnients) 2010, 201 5 , 2020, 2025 and 2028.
Then for each of these years, tlie CO, emissions for each strategy, excluding Strategies
A and D, were summed across all eight scenarios, which gives a value for the total CO,
emissions associated with each strategy. These totals were divided by eight to provide a
representative average value for each spot year that could be compared to the 2007-2009
averaged historical baseline data. These data were plotted to demonstrate how CO,
emissions vary over time (Figure A-2).
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100,000,000
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Figure A-2 - Tons CO, by Strategy
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2015

2020

2025

2028

Similar calculations were also done for SO,, NOx and Hg as shown in Figures A-3, A-4
and A-5.
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Figure A-3 - Tons SO, by Strategy
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Figure A-4 - Tons NO, by Strategy
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Figure A-5 - Lbs Hg by Strategy

These plots confirm that all emissions decrease over the planning horizon, and thus
selecting CO, as a surrogate measure was an appropriate proxy for the trend in all
air emissions.
To fiirther verify that all evaluated strategies' performance on all four emissions give the
same rankings, the total yearly emissions from all s ~ u r c e for
s each strategy, across all
eight scenarios, were summed for five spot years and used to rank the strategies for each
emission. Figure A-6 shows the results of these rankings, again confirming that the CO,
ranking alone gives the same information as using information on all four emissions.
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Figure A-6 - Strategy Rankings for All Four Emissions

Water Impact Metric and Ranking
The major way thermal generating plants impact water is by the amount of heat they reject
to the environment. IlW strategies were evaluated on the basis of the BTUs delivered
to the plants’ condensers, which is where rejected heat is transferred. The calculation
involved taking the generation sources shown in Figure A-7 and multiplying their
generation (GWh) by heat rate (BTUAWh) (with unit conversions) by a design factor for
the specific generation technofog“

~.
”-.-

_____..____..

. . - . . “ ~ I

27%

I Future wDer critical oulverized coal (SCPC) I

Figure A-7 - Design Factors for Generation Sources
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46%

I

‘Che heat rcjccted to the environnicnt (U’IUs) is summed fOr all fivc spot years (2010,
2015, 2020, 2025, 2028) and all generation sources for each case, excluding cases
associated with Strategies A and D. For each scenario (1-S), the strategies, excluding
Strategies A and D, were compared to each other and ranked. A preferred strategy (R)
is described by being the most robust, meaning it performs the best across all eight
scenarios. Therefore, the rankings of each strateL7 in each scenario were summed and
re-ranked on the basis of their total score. A strategy that performed the best in each of
the eight scenarios would have a total score of 8 (1 x 8),and a strategy that performed
the worst in all eight scenarios would have a score of 32 (4 x 8). The total scores and
associated final ranking is shown in Figure A-8.

”

~

-

.

-

Figure A-8 - Final Strategy Water Impact Ranking
Waste Calculations

The metric used to rank strategies in terms of their waste impact (coal and nuclear) was
the cost of handling the waste generated-the assumption i s that the costs of disposal,
in accordance with all applicable regulations, is a proxy for the wastes‘ impacts on the
environment. Handling costs are based on actual, historical TVA averages, and expected
future handling costs are based on operations and transportation estimates.
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Coal waste comes from two sources: coal burning and scrubber sludge. Coal waste for TVA
plants was calculated using weighted coal ash' and heat content (BTUAb) values from 2009
historical data. The weighted averages are shown in Figures A-9 and A-10.
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Figure A-9- Weighted Ash Percentage
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Figure A-10 - Weighted Heat Content (BTUAb)
For each evaluated strategy, from the model results, the fuel consumed (nimI3TU) for TVA
coal was multiplied by one million to get the units into BTUs, then multiplied by the coal
fuel conversion values (from the weighted BTIJAb figure), and then multiplied by the
percentage ash value (from the weighted ash figure). The product was then divicied by
2000 to get an answer in tons. A handling cost ($/ton) was then applied to the calculation.
Coal waste from the lignite plant under contract to TVA was calculated based on fuel
consumed (mmBTU), divided by 5,234 BTUAb, multiplied by 14.64 percent ash content
(based on Mississippi lignite source information) and divided by 2000 to get an answer in
tons. A handling cost ($/ton) was then applied to the calculation.
Coal waste from future Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) was cakulated by
multiplying generation times 621b/MWh (slag production) and divided by 2000 to get an
answer in tons. For 2010 scrubber waste, waste was calculated by taking fuel consumed
(mmBTU), multiplied by 0.5 (about 50 percent of TVA generation is now scrubbed), then
'Coal ash consists of both fly and bottom ash
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multiplied by 11 Ibs/mmB’l’l I (average of 7’VA existing fleet). For future year calculations,
it was assumed that all remaining ‘I’VA coal generation (based on coal-fired idling
assumptions) are scrubbed. Waste was calculated by multiplying fuel consumed by
I1 Ibs/mmBTU A handling cost ($/ton) was then applied to the calculation.
The combined coal and nuclear waste handling costs were used to rank all strategies,
excluding Strategies A and L). All coal waste costs, including lignite and h t u r e base
generation, and nuclear waste costs were summed for all five spot years (2010, 2015,
2020, 2025, 2028) and all generation sources for each case, excluding cases associated
with Strategies A and D. For each scenario (1-S), the evaluated strategies were compared
to each other and ranked with the strategy having the lowest waste handling cost (ranked
#1) and the strategy with the highest costs (ranked # 4 ) .
A preferred strategy is the most robust, meaning it performs the best across all eight
scenarios. Therefore, we summed the rankings of each strategy in each scenario, and re-

ranked them on the basis of their total score. A strategy that performed the best in each
of the eight scenarios would have a total score of 8 (1 x 8),and a strategy that performed
the worst in all eight scenarios would have a score of 32 (4 x 8). The total scores and
associated final ranking is shown in Figure A-11”
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Figure A-11 - Final Strategy Waste Impact Ranking (Based on Total Coal and Nuclear
Waste Disposal Costs)
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Appendix B

- Method for Computing Economic Impact Metrics

Purpose

B182

Process

BE82

Methodology

BlS4

Analysis

B185

Findings

E185

Purpose
Economic metrics are included in the IRP scoring to provide a general indication of the
impact of each strategy o n the economic conditions in the TVA service area. The impacts
are represented by the change in total employment and personal income indicators as
compared to the impacts under Strategy B - Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio, in
Scenario 7 - Reference Case: Spring 2010.

Process
The process used is the same as has been used by TVA for programmatic region-wide EIS
studies dating back to the 1979-1980PURPA study and is also used by other models and
studies. As shown in Figure B-1, direct expenses by TVA in the region for labor, equipment
and materials stimulate economic activity. At the same time, the costs of electricity for
customers (the bills customers pay, including savings from energy efficiency) reduces
customers' income, which could be used to buy goods and services in the region.
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POPULATION
& IAJ3OR SUPPLY

OUTPUT

MULTIPLIEK EFFECTS

-.-.”.

Figure R-1-Input and Output Impacts
These “direct effects” are input into a regional economic model, which captures the
interactions within the regional economy-the so-called multiplier effect. TVA uses a
liegional Economic Models Inc. (REMI) model of the economies of the TVA region and
surrounding areas.
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This model maps the TVA region's economic structure, its inter-industry linkages and
responses to TVA rate and customer cost changes, including changes from energy
efficiency. The model also captures interactions with areas outside the rcgion, such as
coal purchases.
The analysis includes data on clirect TVA expenditures, including applicable payrolls,
material and supply purchases and fuel costs for all energy resource options that comprise
a particular strategy for both construction and operations. It also includes data o n TVA
rates and total resource costs resulting from each strategy, as well as savings to customer
bills from energy efficiency and demand reduction programs.

Methodology
Annual construction expenses were entered into the regional economic model for each
strategy and scenario analyxd. The model then calculated two types of indirect effects
from these construction expenses:
1. Increases in goods manufactured in the TVA region resulting from purchasing
materials and supplies associated with a project
2 . Additional income generated in the regional economy resulting from the spending
of workers hired for construction

The analysis of operations was similar to the construction analysis. Annual operations
expense data for the strategy portfolio was entered into the economic model. Since most
fuel purchases came from outside the region, they were entered into the analysis as
expenses in areas outside the region.
The analysis also estimated the effects of cost differences among strategies. Differences
in customer costs or electric bills either add to or subtract from the spending capacity of
customers. Therefore, the differences affect the amount of income and revenue available
for other uses.
When the income is returned to the economy, it generates additional economic growth.
Estimates of annual total resource costs for each strategy, as well as net savings from
energy efficiency and demand reduction programs, were used to estimate net cost
differences among strategies. The net cost differences were used with the TVA regional
economic mode1 to compute the impacts.
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Analysis
All IIW strategies were analyzed for Scenario 1 and Scenario 6. These scenarios were used
to define the upper and lower range of the impacts on the various strategies. The factors
discussed above were incorporated into the regional economic model for each strategy
and scenario to measure the overall economic development effects.
Overall, economic impacts are the net effect of both resource expenses and customer
electricity bills. Both factors are measured in terms of employment and income changes
from the base case, represented in Strategy €3 - Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio, in
Scenario 7 - Reference Case: Spring 2010.

Findings
The major finding is that there was no significant change in both the short- and long-term
for the range of strategies and scenarios.
Even though none of the strategies had significant differences from the base case, there
were minimal differences of 1 percent or less for each strategy. The differences are
outlined in Figure B-2.
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Scenario
1 Economy Recovers Dramatically
2 Environmental Focus is a National Priority
3 Prolonged Economic Malaise
4 Game-ChangingTechnology
5 Energy Independence
6 Carbon 1.egislation Creates Economic Downturn
7 Reference Case: Spring 2010
8 Reference Case: Great Recession Impdcts Recoveq~
Planning Strateby
A Limited Change in Current Resource Portfolio
B Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
C Diversity Focused Resource Portfolio

D Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio
E EEDR and RenendAes Focused Resource Portfolio
R Recommentled Planning Direction

Reference Portfolio: Spring 2010 is
Scenario 7, Strateby B
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Figure B-2- Final Summaiy Economic Impacts of IRP Cases
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Listed below is an outline of the strategies and analysis results:
e

Strategy A performed worse than any of tlie other strategies for the scenario range
Strategies B, C, 1) and E had more comparable results, with only a few tenths of a
percent difference

The impacts of Strategies B and 1) were very similar

E31 86

*

Both strategies performed better in the high growth Scenario 1 than Strategies
C or E

*

However, both strategies performed worse in the low growth Scenario 6 than
Strategies C or E or the reference portfolio

*

These results are consistent with strategies that lean toward building to meet load

*

On the other hand, Strategies C and E lean toward conservation

*

Strategy C and Strategy E’s impacts were very similar

e

Both performed above the reference portfolio in tlie long-term for both
Scenarios 1 and 6

*

The Recommended Planning Direction results are similar to the results for
Strategy C
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Appendix C - Energy Efficiency and Demand Response
Previous: Demand-Focused Portfolio

C188

Renewed Vision: To Become a Leader in Energy Efficiency

C189

Program Infrastructure to Support Renewed Vision

C190

Portfolio Design

C190

About TVA and Power Delivery Structure

C190

TVA Program Development

C191

TVA's Long-Term Plan

Program Offerings and Initiatives
Next Steps

C192
C193
C195

Previous: Demand-Focused Portfolio
In May 2007, the TVA Board of Directors adopted a strategic plan that recognized the need
for a comprehensive approach to meet the Tennessee Valley region's fkture electrical
power needs, including increased energy efficiency and demand response (EEL3R)
initiatives. On May 19, 2008, the TVA Board of Directors approved the guiding principles
of an EEDR plan, which included recommendations for reducing the growth in peak
demand by u p to 1,400 MW by the end of 2012.
The plan recognized that improving peak demand reduction can help slow demand
growth in a cost-effective manner while addressing air pollution and global climate
change. TVA recognized this goal could only be achieved through a broad cooperative
effort with strong support from TVA's customers and stakeholders.
At this time, TVA did not have an energy reduction goal. Therefore, TVA's EEDR program
efforts were targeted to achieve the maximum power demand reductions during the
periods of highest demand on the TVA system. TVKs existing energy efficiency programs
would reduce energy consumption over all hours of the day, but were designed to achieve
maximum effect on the peak periods in the early years of the plan. Under this goal,
achievements for EELIR programs were measured in MW
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Renewed Vision: To Become a Leader in Energy Efficiency
Since 2007, changes in economic, environmental and power supply market conditions,
along with the initiation of TVA's IKP process, provided additional opportunities to assess
the potential of energy efficiency program contributions to TVA's resource mix. From the
additional work of this IRP and benchmarking research of other utilities in the Southeast,
in August 2010, the TVA Board of Directors adopted a renewed vision - to become one of
the nation's leading providers of low-cost, cleaner energy by 2020.
To help achieve this renewed vision, TVA set a goal to lead the Southeast in increased
energy efficiency by achieving 3.5 percent of sales in energy efficiency savings by 2015.
Therefore, EEDR will track both energy and demand savings, and achievements for energy
efficiency programs will be measured in GWh.
The actual measure of this effort is the sum of total program results that have the net
effect of reducing future load requirements by 3.5 percent. This percentage would result
in an energy savings of about 6,000 GWh by the end of 2015. Meeting this goal would:
0

*
0

Save residential and commercial power customers more than $350 million in 19'15
Provide 1,900 MW of extra power capacity on the TVA system
Prevent TVA from having to build at least two new power plants

Achievements in FYl0 toward the new goal resulted in 2 1 1 GWh of energy savings enough to power about 13,000 homes and avoid carbon emissions equal to 22,700
vehicles. For FY11, TVA has increased its energy efficiency goal to 550 GWh and its
associated budget by S O percent to $135 million. Additional steps in the process to achieve
this goal include:
0

0

*

Refocusing of existing energy efficiency program incentives from demand to energy
'l'hird-party potential study with renewed energy goal focus amidst today's
economic climate
L)eveIopment of a five-year EEDII action plan for achieving greater energy savings
and t o begin implementing new programs by the Start of FY12

TVA'S ENVIR O N M ENTAL A N D
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Program Infrastructure to Support Renewed Vision
TVA's energy efficiency strategy iiicludes iiicentive programs, price structure changes and
education efforts to raise awareness arid encourage smart consumer choices. Currently,
TVA offers eight energy efficiency programs through participating power distributors
under the TVA EnergyRightc3SoIutions brand.
In May 2009, TVA added the three following programs for residential, business and large
industrial markets: In-Home Energy Evaluation, EnergyRight" Solutions for Business and
the Major Industrial Program.

Portfolio Design
Energy efficiency and demand-side management programs have been a part of IVA's
energy supply resource mix since the late 1970s. The programs were initiated in response
to the rising cost of energy and construction of new electric generating units. These
programs promoted energy conservation and the efficient use of elcctricity.
From 1975 to 1988, TVA's efforts resulted in a 1,200 MW reduction in peak demand and
more than 3,200 GWli of annual energy savings. These efforts positioned TVA as a national
leader in energy efficiency improvements. '1VA's achievement was a result of programs
such as home energy audits, energy-eKicient equipment and weatherization installations.
During this period, TVA had a direct impact on the energy efficiency o f more than one
million homes in the Tennessee Valley region.
In rhe 1990s, TVA's focus shifted toward the promotion of energy-efficient electrotechnologies. The aim was for end users to adopt these technologies when it was
economically sensible, in ternis of their total energy cost. These programs also delivered
demand reduction benefits.
Subsequently, from 1996 to 2008, TVA programs offered in conjunction with distributors
of TVA power resulted in a cumulative demand reduction of more than 545 MK! Nearly
90 percent of this total was derived from TVA's EnergyRiglit@residential program. The
program provides items such as low-interest heat pump loans and incentives for energy
efficient new home construction. The remaining percentage of the reduction was
attributed to residential direct load control programs for air conditioning and water
heating arid large commercial and industrial programs.

About WA and Power Delivery Structure
As a wholesaIe provider of electricity, TVA's operational structure has unique distiiictions
TVA differs from prevalent, vertically-integrated utilities because it does not have direct
interaction with the majority of end-use consumers.
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TVA sells the power it produces to 155 municipal and cooperative power distributors
who in turn sell that power to end-use consumers, both residential and commercial. The
distributor community is made u p of independently operated companies. TVA also directly
serves 56 large industries and federal agencies across its service territory.
TVA Program Development

In 2007, TVA retained the services of PA Consulting (PA) to identif'y potential demand
reduction-focused programs that could be implemented to reduce summer peak demand
by 1,400 MW in 2012. The recommendations PA provided were derived from a review
of industry programs and selected based on economic capability. TVA reviewed PA'S
designs for applicability to the TVA market, and the programs were prioritized for
customization to the demographic and climatic parameters of the region. The programs
were prioritized based on qualitative factors to select candidates for design that were
highly likely to succeed.
Once preliminary program designs were constructed, the estimated costs and system
impacts were documented in a f0rmat to permit financial analysis. These inputs were
reviewed for consistency and used to create a load shape for each program effort. The load
shapes and financial inputs were subjected to a basic financial review to determine their
scores on the typical evaluation tests of Total Resource Cost (TRC), Utility Cost Test (UCT)
and Rate Impact Measure (RIM).
Performance against these tests was used to fine-tune the yrograin designs to achieve
positive impacts. Once the program designs were solidified, more detailed analysis was
performed when the load shapes and costs were compared to other resource options in
the IRP modeling process.
Because TVA does not serve the majority of end users directly, its program design process
includes not only consumer research, but also close involvement by the power distributor
community" TVA and distributors coordinate these design activities through the Tennessee
Valley Public Power Association's (TVPPA) Energy Services Committee.
TVA's development process was driven by customer insight gained through primary market
research conducted with distributors and their customers. Initial program hypotheses
were derived from regional market segment data and secondary research on successful
programs from across the country" The hypotheses were tested and refined through
qualitative and quantitative market research to craft program concepts that best fit TVA's
unique relationship with distributors and their customers.
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Once program concepts had been rcfincd, 'I'VA worked with distributors and 'L'VPPA to
develop program delivery mechanics needed to successfully offer new programs for
residential, commercial and industrial customers, as well as education and outreach
initiatives. 'L'he programs werc further refineci through market testing prior to system-wide
expansion. This process considerably enhances TVA's potential for success and to help
keep electricity rates low.
Currently, TVA is engaged in evaluating these new programs and their delivery process
following test markets in F Y l O and expansion for FY11. These programs will continue to
evolve in response to new assumptions, influences and research and inarltet test results.
TVA is also establishing measurement and verification protocols to evaluate programs,
validate assumptions in program design, document verifiable program impacts and
influence new program development.
Ry using energy more efficiently, the amount of electricity TVA needs to generate to meet
the power demand of more than nine million consumers in the Tennessee Valley region
will reduce. When fully implemented, these programs will help:
0

Reduce reliance on power purchased from other suppliers

0

Reduce the impact of power production on the environment

0

Mitigate rate pressures by providing direct benefits to the TVA system
and consumers

WAS Long-Term Plan
TVA's view is that EEDR improvement over the long term ultimately must be accomplished

through a transformation in the marketplace. The transformation would increase
consumer demand for energy-efficient products and services and provides the delivery
channels to meet their needs.
The transformation will not be made through TVA purchasing the marketplace, but rather
by accomplishing the following important supporting mechanisms:
0

Educating the public to make informed choices about their energy use and energyrelated purchases
Electricity rates that send appropriate price signals to encourage consumers to
reduce usage during periods of high demand

0
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Advanced electric metering and other technologies that allow conimnnication
between end users and their power provider

INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN

0

A strong, vibrant infrastructure for cnd-use generation technologics

*

A robust network of commercial providers offering a wide array of energy-efficient
products and services

*

Exploration and development research of end-use efficiency technology

Program Offerings and Initiatives
TVA continues to offer programs under the Energfight@Solutions brand that include
residential, commercial, industrial, renewable, education/outreach and demand response
initiatives. Figure C-1 outlines existing and new EEDR programs.

Energy efficiency

I

N e w Homes Plan
Heat Pump Plan
\%tter Heater Plan
Manufactured Homes Plan
Do-It-Yourself Home Energy Evaluation
In-Home Energy Evaluation Program
EnergyRight" Solutions for Business
Maior Industrial Prograin

End-use generation

Generation Partners'"
Green Power Switchai

Demand response

Commercial and Industrial Demand Response Pilot
Direct Load Control Program
Conservation Voltage Reduction Program (new)

r

___

Education and outreach

National Theatre for Children
Alliance to Save Energy Green Schools Program
Trade Ally Network
Internal Energy Management Program (1EMP)

Figure C - l - Existing and New EEDK Programs
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Next Steps

The EEDK portfolios used by the IKP process are shown in Figures C-2 arid C-3. TVA is
building on the results of the analyses performed in the process and refining the EEDII
portfolio contained in the Recommended Planning Direction into a more expansive, fully
tlefined five-year plan to accomplish the energy and tiernantl savings identified. As such,
the modest post 2020 range for EEDR growth does not preclude further investments
in these resources during the decade. Development of the five-year plan wiIl involve
improvement of existing efforts as well as implementation of new program designs.
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TVA’s Current Renewable Energy Landscape
In addition to nuclear energy and energy efficiency, expansion of TVAs long history as
a renewable energy provider can help achieve TVAs renewed vision for a cleaner and
more secure energy future, with less reliance on carbon intensive sources of generation.
In addition, a federal renewable energy standard (RES) or, alternatively, a clean energy
standard, is expected to be adopted within the next few years, prior to enactment of any
additional state-level Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) requirements in the Tennessee
Valley region.
TVA defines renewable energy as energy production that is sustainable anti often naturally

replenished (e.g., solar, wind, methane, biomass, geothermal and hydro). There is
currently no federal statutory definition of renewable energy resources, but recent federal
renewable energy legislative proposals would exclude most of TVAs extensive 3,300 MW
conventional hydropower installations. Therefore, TVA has been taking significant strides
to increase the non-conventional hydro renewable energy portfolio.
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These actions are being taken in part to reduce the risk associated with potential
renewable energy requirements, and more importantly, to align with the approved TVA
Board of Directors renewed vision, policies and other strategic aspirations (e.g., Strategic
Plan, Environmental Policy, Renewable and Clean Energy Guiding Principles, Federal
Renewable Portfolio Standard Compliance for Customers, State RPS Coinpliance for
Customers). Actions to date that support these policies are described below:
*

0

Since 1992, 'ITA has increased generating capacity at its conventional hydropower
plants by 565 MW through the Hydro Modernization Program (HMOD). Generation
associated with these HMOD improvements could be eligible to meet federal lips
Green Power Switch@(GPS) was launched in 2000 to offer Tennessee Valley
residents the clioice to support renewable energy. 100 percent of the renewable
energy produced from GPS is from Tennessee Valley resources, including 14 solar
sites, 18 wind turbines, two methane gas sites and nearly 400 Generation Partners
solar and wind installations. The GPS program was the first green power pricing
program in the Southeast arid currently has approximately 12,000 participants.
GPS is sold to residential and business consumers in 150 JSWh blocks. Each block is
$ 4 , which is added to the consumers' power bill each month

*

Generation Partners$&$
(GP) was launched as a pilot program in 2003 and provides
technical support, incentives and premium rates to purchase energy from smallscale (-=200 kW) renewable generation systems from eligible resources such
as solar photovoltaics, wind, biomass and sinal1 hydro. The renewable power
generated from GP currently goes towards GPS supply. In the winter of 2009, GP
capacity was close to 9 MVC: made up of approxiniately 1 M W of biomass, 7 MW of
solar and a little less than 1 MW in wind

*

The TVA Board of Directors authorized the purchase of u p t o 2,000 MW of
renewable and clean energy. By February 2011, more than 1,600 MW of solar, wind
and methane contracts had been signed. Other proposals are being evaluated

*

TVA developed a renewable power purchase plan, known as the Kenewable
Standard Offer, to further encourage small renewable energy projects in the service
territoiy. This initiative offers a set price for renewable energy projects from 20 1
kW to 20 MW The first agreement was signed under this program in January 201 1
with Waste Management Renewable Energy LLC for a 4.8 MW landfill gas (i.c.,
methane) facility

Considering all of these efforts, TVA's current 2012 estimated non-conventional hydro
renewable energy portfolio, including commitments for renewable resources not yet
online, is approximately 1,800 MW
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Further, TVA is taking initiatives that will advance development of renewable energy
efforts, including:
Completing a biomass conversion feasibility, fuel supply antl cost assessment study
*

0

*
0

0

*

Collaborating with the Tennessee Valley and Eastern Kentucky Wind Working
Group to update Tennessee Valley wind energy resource assessments and
transmission capabilities using newer wind turbine technology and taller towers
Partnering with the State of Kentucky to evaluate Ikntucky renewable energy
resources
Reviewing waste heat recovery capabilities
Collaborating with Tennessee Solar Institute to host a solar forum in late 201 1
Partliering to explore a variety of smart grid technologies designed to increase
energy efficiency
Involvement in a multi-partner initiative, called the Electric Vehicle Project, which
is the largest deployment of electric vehicles and charging infrastructure in history

Renewable Energy Needs
In 2007, North Carolina became the first state in the Southeast to adopt a RES and energy
efficiency standard. Investor-owned utilities operating in North Carolina will be required
to meet u p to 12.5 percent of their retail sales through renewable energy resources o r
energy efficiency measures by 2021.
The combination of TU’Srenewed vision, the growth in customer demand for renewable
energy, the increasing regulatory stringency related to coal burning sources of generation
and the anticipation of future federal and state mandates is prompting TVA to move
towards generation that reduces or eliminates emissions altogether. Renewable energy is a
generation resource that meets many of these challenges. Renewables aid in the reduction
of air emissions from electric generation activities and use readily available “fuel” sources
that are easily replenished.
IRP Renewable Additions

Two renewable energy portfolios were developed for use in the IRP modeling process
in summer antl fall 2010. This appendix provides background on information needed
by modelers, development of estimates and assumptions common to all portfolios,
preparation of 2,500 MW and 3,500 MW portfolios and recent/ongoing events.
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Modeling Process
IIiP scenarios were developed using two different fixed and given schedules for the
introduction of new renewable capacity at TVA, including both self-builds and long-term
PPAs. One renewables portfolio was developed to achieve a target of 2,500 MW of new
renewable generating capacity (busbar) by 2020. The other portfolio was tieveloped to
achieve a target of 3,500 MW of new renewable capacity by that same year.

These portfolio development schedules were designed to be feasible and reasonable in
terms of achievability, current and future cost, resource availability and diversity, and
federal renewable energy and tax policies. They were intended to be treated in expansion
planning models as “must-take” capacity for the Draft IRP (Le., the capacity additions
specified in a schedule were incorporated into the system irrespective of any otlier
alternatives or their costs). This ensures that the scheduled quantities are included in a
modeling output no matter the other features of the scenario. The approach was initially
applied so the schedule also represented the maximum limit of renewable capacity
additions. Subsequent tests were run allowing the model to choose between four different
portfolios for the final IIW

Model Inputs
Inputs provided to model renewable capacity included:
*

New renewable capacity at the busbar, by type, by year, in M W
(either self-build or PPA)

*

Equipment lifetime or PPA term (years)

*

Annual capacity factor by year, for intermittent resources (wind and solar)
and an assumed hourly profile

0

Energy delivered to busbar by year in MWh
Real “all-in” cost per kilowatt for constructing and operating (including fuel,
where applicable) generating equipment over the lifetime and for self-builds
(constant 2010 dollars per kw)
Real “all-in” cost per kW for ener-gy delivery under a PPA over its term
(constant 2010 dollars per kw)

*

Nominal annual expenditures for use in estimating budget impacts
($4 million as spent)

T V A ’ S E N V l R O 1\1 M E NTAL A N 0 E N E R G Y FIJ TIJ R E
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Assuinptioiis for Developing Renewable Portfolios
A number of common assuniptions were applied in the development of both the 2,500
MW and 3,500 MW renewable energ7 portfolios, either across the board o r specific to a
given resource type These include:
e

Real discount rate (5.5 percent) applied for tliscountiiig purposes to all
resource types

a

Equipment lifetimes or PPA ternis by resource type

e

Federal investment tax credits, grants and production incentives
(except if TVA-owned)

a

Capacity factors by resource type

e

Per 1W all-in cost or cost range by resource type

0

A wind generation profile and a solar generation profile representative of

Tennessee Valley resources
Existing or planned capacity already included in power planning models in
summer 2010
e

Existing or planned capacity not included in power planning models in
summer 2010

*
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Capacity excluded (e.g., existing hyciro)
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Renewable Resource Types and Components
Figure D-1 shows the resource types, assumed lifetimes, capacity factors, all-in costs and
resulting levelized cost.
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Figure D-1 - Renewable Resource Types and Components
The cost estimates were developed or adapted from a variety of sources, including
consultant and industry estimates, internal TVA project estimates and existing PPA
price quotes.
Existing and planned renewable capacity already incorporated into power planning by
siinimer 2010 included 580-618 MW of hydro unit modernization and 2 MW of wind
in the Tennessee Valley region at Buffalo Mountain (TVA-owned). Existing or planned
capacity not already incorporated into power planning in the summer of 2010 included
approximately 5 MW of lanclfill gas (Chestnut Ridge and Middle Point) approximately
5 MW of biomass co-firing at Colbert and Allen coal plants, 2 7 MW of in-valley wind at
Buffalo Mountain (lease agreement with Invenergy) and approximately 2 MW of solar
through Generation PartnersS" or other resources.
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“New” capacity was set for renewables over and above the aniounts listed in Figure J3..1.
A reasonable deployment schedule was developed for each of the two requested portfolios
(2,500 MW and 3,500 MW), with consideration given to the following:
Cost
Technology maturity and future advances
0

Regional renewable resource availability

0

A diversified renewable portfolio strategy

0

Anticipated federal legislation/regulation and tax policy

In the Draft IRE the new renewables were scheduled into the model to meet anticipated
renewable energy mandates by 2020. Because of the generally higher cost of renewables
and given the use of a model whose objective is minimizing cost of service, the more
costly alternatives would not have been picked over more traditional capacity. The
modeled portfolio growth in renewables capacity mostly tapers off after 2020 due to
higher cost and/or regulatory uncertainty.
The modest post 2020 growth range for renewable energy modeled in the portfolios
does not preclude further investments in these resources during the decade. TVA has
committed to begin the next IlRp effort by 2015. With the development of new data and
knowledge the renewable portfolios will be developed further.
An effective improvement of 0.S percent per year in solar photovoltaic energy output per
unit cost was incorporated into the IRP portfolios associated with anticipated technology
advancements and declining module cost over time. N o other performance or real

cost improvements were assumed through 2029 for any of the other resource types.
Future market demand and innovation for these resources was dependent on unknown
technology-by-technology treatment under future energy and environmental regulation or
legislation, as well as fixture tax policy.

Additional Sensitivities
Sensitivities were explored with targets at 2,000 MW (at a variant of the 2,500 MW
portfolio) and at 3,000 MW (at a variant of the 3,500 MW portfolio). These capacity values
were targeted for the year 2020. TVA evaluated a model-portfolio selection approach that
employed the two core renewable portfolios and the two sensitivities, where the selection
of a single portfolio in a model run was driven by a cost criterion that includes costs for
emissions and carbon, in addition to traditional cost elements.
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Figures D-2 and D.3 contain the capacity values for the 2,500 MW and 3,500 MW
renewables portfolios, respectively, prepared for this 1KP in summer and fall 2010. These
reflect target MW values for the year 2020.

Figure D-2 - New Renewable Capacity at 2,500 MW
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Figure D-3 -- New Renewable Capacity at 3,500 MW
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Appendix E - Draft IRP Phase Expansion Plan Iisting
Planning Strategy A - Limited Change in Current Portfolio
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Capacity Additions by Scenario
Planning Strategy B - Baseline Plan Resource Portfolio
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Capacity Additions by Scenario
Planning Strategy C - Diversity Focused Resource Portfolio
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Capacity Additions by Scenario
Planning Strategy D

- Nuclear Focused Resource Portfolio
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Capacity Additions by Scenario
Planning Strategy E

- EEDR and Renewables Focused Portfolio
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Capacity Additions by Scenario
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Acronym Index
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B&W - Babcock and Wilcox
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CCS - Carbon capture and sequestration
CO, - Carbon dioxide
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W
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MW
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WBN2 -Watts Bar tinit 2

This 201 1 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) Report is based upon the best available information at
the time of preparation. The IRP action plan will be implemented as described herein, but is
subject to change as new information becomes available or as circuinstances change. It is
PaciJiCorp ’s intention to revisit and refresh the IRP action plan no less frequently than annually.
Any refreshed IRP action plan will be submitted to the State Commissionsfor their information.

For more information, contact:
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Introduction
This appendix reviews the load forecast used during the 2011 Integrated Resource Plan and
scenario development for case sensitivities to varying levels in the load forecast. The load
forecasting review starts with the final system level retail sales forecast reflecting the chosen
Class 2 DSM efficiencies fkoin the 201 1 IRP preferred portfolio. The next section elaborates the
methodology for long-range load forecasting and provides an overview of the modeling
involved. For the state level summaries, retail sales at the customer ineter are discussed at the
state-level reflecting the chosen Class 2 DSM efficiencies froin the 20 1 1 IRP preferred portfolio.
Finally, the system level and state level load forecast at the generation as used in the 201 1 IRP
modeling are discussed.

Table A.l shows the final retail sales values at the customer ineter for the total system as well as
individual state level after the load reduction impacts of Class 2 DSM programs included in the
20 11 IRP preferred portfolio.

Table A . l - System Annual Sales forecast (in Gigawatt-hours) 2011 through 2020
System Retail Sales - Gigawatt-hours (GWh)
Year
201 1
2012
2013

Residential
16,272
16,522
16,454

Commercial
16,949
17,699
18,004

Industrial
20,469
20,688
2 1,524

Irrigation
1,285
1,301
1,302

Lighting
141
141
14 1

Other
436
437
436

Total
55,553
56,789
57,861

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

16,715
16,896
16,953
17,078
17,215
17.335

18,529
18,973
19,190
19,452
19,723
20.036

22,629
23,050
23,250
23,553

1,302
1,302
1,302
1,302

141
142
141
141

436
437
436
436

59,752
60,801
61,273
61,963

~~

I

I

1

2011-20

1

I

0.7%

I

I

24.202

I

I

Average
Annual Growth Rate
,

1.9%

1

I

1.9%

I

142

I

0.1%

1

I

0.2%

I

I

I

I

-

I

0.0%

I

1.5%

I

Methodology Overview
PacifiCorp estimates total load by starting with customer class sales forecasts in each state and
then adds line losses to the customer class forecasts to determine the total load required at the
generators to meet customer demands. Forecasts are based on statistical and econometric
modeling techniques and customer-specific sales forecast for large customers. These models
1
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incorporate the county and state level forecasts that are provided by public agencies or purchased
froin coimnercial ecoiioinetric forecasting services.
The 2010 load forecast was used for the development of the load and resource balance and
poi-tfolio evaluations. Portfolio analysis started in November 20 10 with preliminary load forecast
and continued through December 201 0.
In 2008, to improve sales and load forecasting methods, capabilities, and accuracy, several
iinproveinents in the load forecasting approach were identified jointly by the Company and the
Company's consultant, ITRON (a firm specializing in load forecasting software and services),
and the load forecast methodology was changed to incorporate some improvements. The major
assumption changes driving the forecast improvements were discussed in detail in 2008 IRP.
Those assumptions were revisited and updated as a part of routine forecast development in this
IRP. First, load research data was updated to include six years (2004 -2009) of daily data. This
data is used to inodel the impact of weather on monthly retail sales and peaks by state by class.
The Company collects hourly load data froin a sample of customers for each class in each state.
These data are primarily used for rate design, but they also provide an opportunity to better
understand usage patterns, particularly as they relate to changes in temperature. The greater
frequency and data points associated with this daily data make it better suited to capture load
changes driven by changes in temperature.
Second, in 2008, the time period used to define nonnal weather was updated froin the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's 30-year period of 1971-2000 to a 20-year time
period - the latest forecast is based on 1990-2009 as the 20 year time period. The Company
identified a trend of increasing summer and winter temperatures in the Company's service
territory that was not being captured in the thirty year data. ITRON surveys have identified that
inany other utilities are also using inore recent data for determining normal temperatures. Based
on this review and on the recommendation froin ITRON, the Company adopted a 20-year rolling
average as the basis for determining normal temperatures. This better captures the trend of
increasing temperatures observed in both suininer and winter.
Third, The Company updated the economic forecasts from IHS Global Insight using the most
recent information available for each of the Company's jurisdictions.
Fourth, the historical data period used to develop the monthly retail sales forecasts was updated
to cover January 1997 through July 2010 for all classes except for industrial class which goes
back to January 2002. The Company updated the forecast of individual industrial customer usage
based on the best infonnation available as of August 201 0.
Fifth, monthly jurisdictional peaks were forecasted for each state using a peak model and
estimated with historical data froin 1990-2009. As discussed in the 2008 IRP, as an improveinent
to the forecasting process, the Company developed a inodel that relates peak loads to the weather
that generated the peaks. This model allows the Company to better predict monthly and seasonal
peaks. The peak inodel is discussed in greater detail in the following section.
Sixth, system line losses were updated to reflect actual losses for the 5-years ending December
31, 2009. Prior to 2008, the Company relied on periodic line loss studies. The Company
2
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observed that actual losses were higher than those from the previous line loss study. The use of
actual losses is a reasonable basis for capturing total system losses and has been incorporated in
this forecast.

PacifiCorp modeled Class 2 DSM as a resource option to be selected as part of a cost-effective
portfolio resource mix using the Company’s capacity expansion optimization model, System
Optimizer. The load forecast used for IRP portfolio development excluded forecasted load
reductions from Class 2 DSM. System Optimizer then determines the amount of Class 2 DSMexpressed as supply curves that relate incremental DSM quantities with their costs-given the
other resource options and inputs included in the model. The use of Class 2 DSM supply curves,
along with the economic screening provided by System Optimizer, determines the cost-effective
mix of Class 2 DSM for a given scenario. For retail load forecast reporting, PacifiCorp develops
a load forecast reflecting the chosen Class 2 DSM efficiencies from the 2011 IRP preferred
portfolio.

ding overview
This section describes the modeling techniques used to develop the load forecast.
The load forecast is developed by forecasting the monthly sales by customer class for each
jurisdiction. The residential, commercial, irrigation, public street lighting, and sales to public
authority sales forecasts by jurisdiction is developed as a use per customer times the forecasted
number of customers.
The customer forecasts are generally based on a coinbination of regression analysis and
exponential smoothing techniques using historical data from January 1997 to July 2010. For the
residential class, the Company forecasts the number of customers using IHS Global Insight’s
forecast of each state’s number of households as the major driver. For the commercial class, the
Company develops the forecast for number of customers with the forecasted residential customer
numbers used as the major driver. For irrigation and street lighting classes, the forecast of
number of customers is fairly static and developed using regression models without any
economic drivers.
The residential use-per-customer is forecasted by statistical end-use forecasting techniques. This
approach incorporates end use information (saturation forecasts and efficiency forecasts) but is
estimated using monthly billing data. Saturation trends are based on analysis of the Company’s
saturation survey data and efficiency trends are based on EIA forecasts that incorporate market
forces as well as changes in appliance and equipment efficiency standards. Major drivers of the
statistical end use based residential model are weather-related variables, end-use information
such as equipment shares, saturation levels and efficiency trends, and economic drivers such as
household size, income and energy price. The company updated the residential use-percustomer-per-day model with appliance saturation and efficiency results released in June 2009.
The SAE models also reflect impacts associated with the Energy Independence and Security Act
of 2007, which mandates stricter efficiency standards for incandescent bulbs beginning in 20 12.

3
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The coinmercial, irrigation, street lighting, and sales to public authority use-per-customer
forecast is developed using an econoinetric model. For the coininercial class, the Company
forecasts sales per customer using regression analysis techniques with employment used as the
inajor economic driver in addition to weather-related variables. For other classes, the Company
forecasts sales per customer through regression analysis techniques using t h e trend variables.
The sales forecast for the residential, coimnercial and irrigation classes is the product of the
number of customer forecast and the use-per-customer forecast. However, the development of
the forecast of monthly coininercial sales involves an additional step. To reflect the addition of a
large “lumpy” change in sales such as a new data center, monthly commercial sales are increased
based on input from the Customer Account Managers (“CAMs”). Although the scale is much
smaller, the treatment of large coinrnercial additions is siinilar to the methodology for industrial
sales which is discussed below.
Monthly sales for lighting and public authority are forecasted directly for the class, instead of the
product of the use-per-customer and number of customers. The forecast is developed by class
because the customer sizes in these two classes are more diverse.
The industrial sales forecast is developed for each jurisdiction using a model which is dependeiit
on input for the Customer Account Managers (CAMs). The industrial customers are separated
into three categories: existing customers that are tracked by the CAMs, new large customers or
expansions by existing large customers, and industrial customers that are not tracked by the
CAMs. Custoiners are tracked by the CAMs if (1) they have a peak load of five MW or more or
if (2) they have a peak load of one MW or inore and have a history of large variations in their
monthly usage. The forecast for the first two categories is developed through the data gathered
by the CAM assigned to each customer. The account managers have ongoing direct contact with
large customers and are in the best position to know about the customer’s plans for changes in
business processes, which might impact their energy consumption.
The Coinpany develops the total industrial sales forecast by aggregating the forecast for the three
industrial customer categories. The portion of the industrial forecast related to new large
custoiners and expansion by existing large custoiners is developed based on direct input of the
customers, forecasted load factors, and the probability of the project occurrence. Projected loads
associated with new customers or expansions of existing large customers are categorized into
three groups. Tier 1 custoiners are those with a signed inaster electric service agreement
(“MESA”) and Tier 2 customers are those with a signed engineering inaterial and procurement
agreement (“EMPA”). When a customer signs a MESA or EMPA, this contractually commits the
Company to provide services under the tenns of agreement. Tier 3 includes custoiners with a
signed engineering services agreement (ESA). This means that customer paid the Company to
perfonn a study that determines what iinproveinents the Company will need to make to serve the
requested load. Tier 4 consists of customers who inade inquiries but have not signed a formal
agreement. Projected loads froin custoiners in each of these tiers are assigned probabilities
depending on project-specific information received froin the customer.
Smaller industrial customers are inore hoinogeneous and are modeled using regression analysis
with trend and economic variables. Manufacturing einployineiit serves as the major econoinic
driver. The total industrial sales forecast is developed by aggregating the forecast for the three
industrial customer categories.
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The segments are forecasted differently within the industrial class because of the diverse makeup
of the customers within the class. In the industrial class, there is no “typical” customer. Large
custoiners have very diverse usage patterns and power requirements. It is not unusual for the
entire class to be strongly influenced by the behavior of one customer or a small group of
customers. In contrast, customer classes that are made up of mostly smaller, homogeneous
customers are best forecasted as a use per customer multiplied by number of customers. Those
customer classes are generally composed of many smaller customers that have similar behaviors
and usage patterns. No small group of customers, or single customer, influences the movement
of the entire class. This difference requires the different processes for forecasting.
Afier monthly energy by customer class is developed, hourly loads are estimated in two steps.
First, PacifiCorp derives monthly and seasonal peak forecasts for each state. The monthly peak
model uses historic peak-producing weather for each state, and incorporates the impact of
weather on peak loads through several weather variables which drive heating and cooling usage.
These weather variables include the average temperature on the peak day and average daily
temperatures for two days prior to the peak day. The peak forecast is based on average monthly
historical peak-producing weather for the period 1990-2009.
Second, hourly load forecasts for each state are obtained from the hourly load models using
state-specific hourly load data and daily weather variables. Hourly load forecasts are developed
using a model that incorporates the 20-year average temperatures, the actual weather pattern for
a year, and day-type variables such as weekends and holidays. The model incorporates both mild
and extreme days in weather patterns by mapping the normal temperatures to an actual weather
pattern. This method effectively represents the daily volatility in weather experienced during a
typical year. Also, the method preserves the extreme teinperatures and maps them to a year to
produce a more accurate estimate of daily teinperatures. The hourly load forecasts are adjusted
for line losses and calibrated to monthly and seasonal peaks. Afier PacifiCorp develops the
hourly load forecasts for each state, hourly loads are aggregated to the total Company system
level. System coincident peaks are then identified as well as the contribution of each jurisdiction
to those monthly system peaks.

Sales Forecast at the Customer Meter
This section provides total system and state-level forecasted retail sales summaries measured at
the customer meter. The factors influencing the forecasted sales growth rates also influence the
forecasted peak demand growth rates.

Oregon
Table A.2 summarizes Oregon state forecasted retail sales growth by customer class.
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Table A.2 - Forecasted Sales Growth in Oregon
Oregon Retail Sales - Gigawatt-hours (GWh)

I

Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

1

Residential
5,624
5,672
5,573
5,563
5,570
5,612
5,610
5.641
5.675

1

Commercial
5,142
5,399
5,490
5,526
5,557
5,603
5,616
5.647
5.677

1

Industrial
2,298
2,324
2,367
2,368
2,355
2,350
2,325
2,310
2.299

1

Irrigation
266
282
283
2 83
283
283
283
283
283

1

Lighting
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38

I

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

Total
13,368
13,715
13,750
13,778
13,803
13,886
13,872
13.920
13.971

I

The forecast of residential sales is expected to grow at a relatively slower rate of 0.2% annually
compared to average annual growth rate of around 1.3% experienced in the past ten years. This
slow down is mainly attributed to housing market deterioration worsening economic conditions
in the service territory. Beyond2012, use per customer is expected to decline - this decline is
mainly due to the impact of long-tenn lighting efficiency gains resulting from 2007 Federal
Energy legislation and other energy efficiency and conservation programs.
Over the forecast horizon, forecasted commercial class sales are projected to grow annually at
1.2%, and are higher than the ten year average annual growth rate in history. Annual growth rate
is much higher in the near term as a result of new data centers in the service territory. Usage per
customer is projected to decline slightly due to increased equipment efficiency.
As an aftermath of housing market slowdown and economic recession affecting wood products
and semi-conductor manufacturing, forecasted industrial class sales are projected to grow at a
very slow rate in the forecast horizon. Continued diversification in the manufacturing base in the
state and good export opportunities may continue to add to some positive growth in the area.
Waslziitgtoiz
Table A.2 summarizes Washington state forecasted retail sales growth by customer class.

Table A.3 - Forecasted Sales Growth in Washington
Washington Retail Sales - Gigawatt-hours (GWh)

II
1

1

6

Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

I
I

I

Residential
1.639
1,652
1,636
1,638
1.645

1

I

I

Commercial
1.445
1,471
1,481
1,487
1.493

1

I

1

Industrial
843
858
865
866
866

1
1

1

Irrigation
160
160
160
160
160

1
I

I

L,ightinn
10
10
10
10
10

I
1

1

Other
0
0
0
0
0

I
I

1

Total
4.097
4,150
4,151
4,161
4.174

I
I

1
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The forecast of residential sales is expected to grow at a slower average annual growth rate of
0.4% compared to ten year historical growth rates of around 1.4% due to the continuing impact
of housing market slowdown and economic recession. The slight growth in residential class sales
is due to continuing customer growth driven by population growth and household formation in
the service area. Beyond 2012, use per customer is expected to decline - this decline is mainly
due to the impact of long-term lighting efficiency gains resulting from 2007 Federal Energy
legislation and other energy efficiency and conservation programs.
Over the forecast horizon, forecasted commercial class sales are projected to grow at an average
annual rate of 0.5% due to the aftermath of economic recession.
The industrial class sales are projected to grow at an average annual growth rate of 0.3%
reflecting slow recovery in wood products and food processing sectors.
Calijovitia
Table A.4 suimnarizes California state forecasted sales growth by customer class.

Table A.4 - Forecasted Retail Sales Growth in California

I

California Retail Sales - Gigawatt-hours (GWh)
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
-.
~

1

I

398
402
398
399
40 1
405
405
407
409
41 1

I

288
290
294
297
297
298
298
299
300
302

I

40
44
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38

98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

827
836
837
840
842
846
845
847
849
851

Average Annual Growth Rate
2011-20

0.3%

0.5%

to ,O) ":/o

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

I

The residential sales are expected to grow at an average annual rate of 0.3%. Beyond 2012, use
per customer is expected to decline - this decline is mainly due to the impact of long-term
lighting efficiency gains resulting from 2007 Federal Energy legislation and other energy
efficiency and conservation programs.

7
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The continuing population growth also affects sales in the coininercial sector through continued
commercial customer growth. However, some of this growth is being offset from increased
equipment efficiency over the forecast horizon.
Declines over the decade in the lumber and wood product industries production resulted in an
overall decline in the industrial sales for the past two years, and is still facing hardship.
Cltalz
Table A.5 suininarizes Utah state forecasted sales growth by customer class.

Table A.5 - Forecasted Retail Sales Growth in Utah
Utah Retail Sales - Gigawatt-hours (GWh)
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Residential
6,776
6,908
6,943
7,023
7,120
7,206
7,245
7,307
7,374

Commercial
8,104
8,508
8,655
8,804
9,005
9,346
9,520
9,711
9,914

Industrial
8,377
8,221
8,594
8,873
8,978
9,114
9,185
9,299
9,395

Irrigation
188
187
187
187
187
187
187
187
187

Lighting
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77

Other
436
437
436
43 6
436
437
436
436
43 6

Total
23,958
24,339
24,893
25,401
25,803
26,368
26,650
27,018
27,384

Utah continues to see natural population growth that is faster than inany of the surrounding
states. During the historical period, Utah experienced rapid population growth with a high rate of
inmigration. However, the rate of population growth is expected to be relatively lower in the
corning decade as in-migration into the state slows down relative to history. Over the forecast
horizon, residential sales are expected to grow at a slower rate of 1.0% compared to what has
been experienced historically in the past ten years due to slower in-inigration and slow recovery
in housing market in near-term. Beyond 2012, the decline in use per customer is driven by the
impact of long-term lighting efficiency gains resulting from 2007 Federal Energy legislation and
other energy efficiency and conservation programs.
The continuing population growth also affects sales in the coimnercial sector by continued
commercial customer growth. Coininercial sales are growing at an average annual rate of 2.5%
in the forecast horizon mainly due to several data centers starting services in Utah. However
some of this growth is being slightly offset from equipment efficiency gains over the forecast
horizon.
The industrial class in the state is diversified and will continue to cause sales growth in the
sector. Utah has a strategic location in the western half of the United States, which provides easy
access into inany regional markets. The industrial base has become more linked to the region and
is less dependent on the natural resource base within the state. This provides a strong foundation
8
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for continued growth into the future. As a result of economic slowdown, over the forecast
horizon, industrial sales are growing at a moderate 1.4% as compared to the recent ten year
growth rate of 1.6%, but are lower than the pre recession annual average growth rate. As the
econoiny recovers, industrial expansions in a broad range of industries are expected to pick up,
and industrial sales are expected to grow again reflecting iinproveinent in overall economic
conditions. In 201 1, the industrial sales are higher due to a one year load increase by a large
industrial customer.
’

Ida110
Table A.6 summarizes Idaho state forecasted sales growth by customer class.

Table A.6 - Forecasted Retail Sales Growth in Idaho
Year
201 1
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Residential
732
756
764
784
805
829
846
865
88.5
905

Commercial
Industnal
432
_~ 1,665
4;O
1,690
467
1,778
484
1,883
499
1,950
512
2,007
522
2,016
533
2,020
544
2,025
557
2,033

Imgation
_- 550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550

___.

Lighting
- 3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
3,381
3,448
3,562
3,704
3,806
3,901
3,937
3,972
4,007
4,048

Over the forecast horizon, the residential sales are projected to grow at 2.4% annually compared
to historical ten year average annual growth rate of 2.8%. Beyond 2012, use per customer is
expected to decline - this decline is mainly due to the impact of long-term lighting efficiency
gains resulting from 2007 Federal Energy legislation and other energy efficiency and
conservation programs.
The growth rate for commercial class sales is expected to continue to be strong due to customer
growth in response to the increasing residential customer growth resulting in increasing service
sector demand such as education and health care services. Usage per customer growth is
somewhat offset by equipment efficiency gains over the forecast horizon.
Industrial sales are expected to grow at an average annual rate of 2.2%. This growth is primarily
due to expansions by a few large industrial customers.
j,oiitiizg
Table A.7 summarizes Wyoming state forecasted sales growth by customer class.

9
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Table A.7 - Forecasted Retail Sales Growth in Wyoming
Wyoming Retail Sales - Gigawatt-hours (GWh)
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

;;;;
I

1

1

I

I

~

Residential
1,103
1,134
1.141
1,159
1,173
1,182
1.181

I

I

1

Commercial
1,538
1.58 1
1,58
1.617
1,650
1,678
1.710
1.730

I
1

1

Industrial
7,246
7,552
7.875
8,199
8,437
8.669
8.818

~

1

1

Irrigation
23
23
23
23
23
24
24

1

1

Lighting
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

1

1

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
1

1

Total
9,92 1
10,301
10.668
11,043
11,324
11,596
11.765

1

I

Residential sales is expected to grow at an average annual rate of 0.8%, compared to an average
annual growth rate of around 2.4% experienced during the past ten years. Population growth is
still expected to continue in the service area, which contributes to some of the sales growth.
Beyond 2012, use per customer is expected to decline - this decline is mainly due to the impact
of long-term lighting efficiency gains resulting from 2007 Federal Energy legislation and other
energy efficiency and conservation programs.
Over the forecast horizon, commercial class sales are projected to grow at an annual growth rate
of 1.8%. Sales growth is driven mainly by the customer growth in response to still continuing
residential customer growth and the growth of the office sector.
Wyoming industrial sales growth, driven by expansion in oil and gas extraction industries, is
expected to continue, but at a much reduced rate in the near years due to uncertainty in energy
prices. As the economy recovers, industrial growth continues in outer years. Continuing growth
in industrial customers in the service area also contributes to the load growth in the residential
and commercial customer sectors.

Load Forecast at the Generator
This section provides the load forecast at the generator information used for 201 1 IRP portfolio
modeling for each state and the system as a whole by year for 201 1 through 2020 before Class 2
DSM load reductions are applied.

Table A.8 shows average annual energy load growth rates for the PacifiCoip system and
individual states. Growth rates are shown for the forecast period 201 1 through 2020.

10
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Table A.8 - Forecasted Average Annual Energy Growth Rates for Load

The total net control area load forecast used in this IRP reflects PacifiCorp's forecasts of loads
growing at an average rate of 2.1 % percent annually from year 201 1 to 2020. Table A.9 shows
the forecasted load for each specific year for each state served by PacifiCorp and the average
annual growth (AAG) rate over the entire time period.

Table A.9 - Annual L,oad forecasted (in Megawatt-hours) 201 1 through 2020
Year
Total
OR
WA
CA
UT
WY
ID

I

- 2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

201 1-20
2021-30
2011-30

63,131,207
64,958,409
66,388,259
68,035,127
69,442,054
71,110,972
72,151,300
73,424,134
74,713,621
76,136,508

14,968,933

4,579,565

954,604

26,106,815

15,487,785
15,669,033

3,676,478

969,067
972,280

26,746,468
27,389,581

982,164
991 , I 75
1,002,320
1,009,109

28,151,361

2.1%
1.7%
1.9%

16,038,453
16,283,652
16,419,176

4,703,107
4,754,379
4,809,526
4,880,687
4,921,944

16,602,014

4,977,007

16,789,205
16,998,651

5,030,425
5,089,930

1.4%
0.9%
1.1%

1.2Y"
0.9%
1.1%

15,853,824

1,018,716
1,028,33 1
1,039,248

0.9%
0.8%
0.9%

28,805,998
29,650,389
30,196,791
30,840,594
3 1,491,637
32,188,156

2.4%
1.9%
2.1%

10,61 1,408
I 1,040,464

3,721,679
3,804,258

SE-ID
2,188,202
2,233,885

1 1,45 1,701

3,937,679

2,264,877

11,883,924
12,220,507
12,548,966

4,106,332

2,303,143

4,234,971
4,357,547

2,341,424
2,387,4 12

4,415,978
4,473,968

2,417,998
2,456,298

13,680,764

4,532,675
4,598,606

2,494,61 1
2,541,153

2.9%
2.5%
2.7%

2.4%
1.2%
1.8%

1.7%
1.4 yo
1.5o/u

12,770,304
13,055,537
13,346,735

The economies, industry mix, appliance and equipment adoption rates, and weather patterns are
different for each jurisdiction that PacifiCorp serves. Because of these differences the
jurisdictional hourly loads have different daily and hourly patterns. In addition, the growth for
the jurisdictional peak demands can be different froin tlie growth in the jurisdictional
contribution to the system peak demand. As explained in the methodology section, development
of the coincident peaks is based on jurisdictional peaks. However, the jurisdictional peak forecast
is not directly used in the IRP portfolio development process.

The system coincident peak load is the maximum load required on tlie system in any hourly
period. Forecasts of the system peak for each month are prepared based on the load forecast
produced using the methodologies described above. From these hourly forecasted values, the
coincident system peaks and the noli-coincident peaks (within each state) during each month are
extracted.
Since 2000, the annual system peak has generally occurred in tlie summer. The summer system
peak is a result of several factors. First, the increasing demand for summer space conditioning in
11
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the residential and coininercial classes and a decreasing demand for electric related space
conditioning in tlie winter contributes to a suimner peak. This trend in space conditioning is
expected to continue. Second, Utah with a suininer peak that is relatively higher than the winter
peak has been growing faster than tlie system. This growth also contributed to a summer peaking
system.
Total system load factor is expected to be relatively stable over tlie 2011 to 2020 time period.
There are several factors working in opposite directions, leading to this result. First, the
relatively hgli growth in high load factor industrial sales, particularly in Wyoming, tends to push
up the system load factor. Second, as discussed above, the shift in space conditioning tends to
push down the system load factor. And, third, advanciiig lighting efficiency standards, such as
those found in the 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act, which begin to take effect in
2012, also tend to push down the system load factor.

Table A.10 - Forecasted Coincidental Peak Load Growth Rates
Average Annual
Growth Rate
2011-2020

Total
2.1%

OR
1.4yo

WA
1.6%

CA
0.9%

UT
2.4%

I

WY
2.6%

ID
2.7%

SE-ID
1.6%

PacifiCorp’s eastern system peak is expected to continue growing faster than the western system
peak, with average annual growth rates of 2.4 percent and 1.4 percent, respectively, over the
forecast horizon. The main drivers for the higlier coincident peak load growth for tlie eastern
states include the following:
0

0

Customer growth in residential and coininercial classes
New large commercial customers such as data centers
Increased usage by Industrial class due to addition of new large industrial customers or
expansion by existing customers

Table A . l l below shows that for the same time period tlie total peak is expected to grow by 2.1
percent.

Table A. 11 - Forecasted Coincidental Peak Load in Megawatts

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

12

10,960
11,252
11,501
11,740
11,960
12,194
12,378

2,429
2,466
2,496
2,528
2,557
2,584
2,611

802
817
830
843
855
893
880

164
163
166
169
171
173
174

5,074
5,23 1
5,354
5,474
5,602
5,726
5,845

1,423
1,471
1,509
1,545
1,574
1,601
1,633

72 1
750
787
817
83 1
842
854

346
353
3.59
365
370
376
381
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Alternative Load Forecast Scenarios
The main purpose of the alternative load forecast cases is to determine the resource type and
timing impacts resulting fi-oin a structural change in the economy. The focus of the load growth
scenarios is froin 2014 onward. The Company assumes that economic changes begin to
significantly impact loads beginning in 20 14, the currently planned acquisition date for the next
CCCT resource.
The October 2010 forecast was considered to be the baseline (Medium) scenario. For the high
and low growth scenarios, assumptions fi-oin IHS Global Insight were applied to the econoinic
drivers in the Company’s load forecasting models. These growth assumptions were extended for
the entire forecast horizon.
Recognizing the volatility associated with oil and gas extraction industries, PacifiCorp applied
additional assumptions for Utah and Wyoming industrial classes for the high scenario. For 2014
and 2015, industrial sales were projected based on historic average growth rates for booin years
(2003-2008), and for 2016 and beyond, industrial sales were projected based on historic average
growth rates for 2000-2008 (time period with one economic boom and one recession). For
Oregon, the probability of new loads fi-om data centers is increased, and a steady growth rate
based on the historical average is applied for 2014 onwards for the industrial class.
For the low scenario, the Company assumed a reduced probability of data center growth
materializing. Also, for Utah and Wyoming, a double dip recession starting with slower 2011
and 2012 growth was assumed, accompanied by a recovery track fi-om the double-dip recession
less than complete for the forecast horizon.
For the 1-in- 10 year ( 10% probability) extreme weather scenario, the Company used 1-in- 10 year
peak weather for winter (January) and suinmer (July) months for each state. The I-in-10 year
peak weather is defined as the year for which the peak has the chance of occurring once in 10
years.
Figure A. 1 shows the comparison of the above scenarios relative to the Medium scenario. Figure
A.2 compares the system coincident peak load forecast with those used for the 2008 IRP Update
and 2008 IRP.
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Figure A . l - Load Forecast Scenarios for Low, Medium, Nigh and Peak
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Figure A.2 - Coincident Peak Load Forecast Comparison to Past IRPs
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Introduction
This appendix describes how PacifiCorp’s 201 I IRP coinplies with (1) the various state
cominissiori IRP standards and guidelines, (2) specific analytical requirements sternining from
acknowledginent orders for the Coinpany’s last IRP (“2008 IRP”), and ( 3 ) state coinmission I W
requirements steinming froin other regulatory proceedings.
Included in this appendix are the following tables:
0

0

0

0

0

0

Table B.l - Provides an overview and comparison of the rules in each state for which IRP
submission is required.’
Table B.2 - Provides a description of how PacifiCorp addressed the 2008 IRP
acknowledgement requirements and other coininission directives.
Table B.3 - Provides an explanation of how this plan addresses each of the iteins contained
in the new Oregon IRP guidelines issued in January 2007.
Table B.4 - Provides an explanation of how this plan addresses each of the items contained
in the Utah Public Service Coinmission IRP Standard and Guidelines issued in June 1992.
Table B.5 - Provides an explanation of how this plan addresses each of the iteins contained
in the Washington Utilities and Trade Coinmission IRP guidelines issued in January 2006.
Table B.6 - Provides an explanation of how this plan addresses each of the iteins contained
in the Wyoming Public Service Coinmission IRP guidelines.

General Compliance
PacifiCorp prepares the IRP on a biennial basis and files the IRP with the state coininissions.
The preparation of the IRP is done in an open public process with consultation between all
interested parties, including commissioners and coinmission staff, customers, and other
stakeholders. This open process provides parties with a substantial opportunity to contribute
infonnation and ideas in the planning process, and also serves to inform all parties on the
planning issues and approach. The public input process for this IRP, described in Volume 1,
Chapter 2, as well as in Appendix F, hlly coinplies with the IRP Standards and Guidelines.
The IRP provides a framework and plan for kture actions to ensure PacifiCorp continues to
provide reliable and least-cost electric service to its customers. The IRP evaluates, over a twentyyear planning period, the future loads of PacifiCorp customers and the capability of existing
resources to meet this load.

’

California guidelines exempt a utility with less than 500,000 customers in the state from filing an IRP. However,
renewable portfolio standard rules require that PacifiCorp file IRP supplements that address how the Company is
complying with RPS compliance requirements.
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To fill any gap between changes in loads and existing resources, the IRP evaluates all available
resource options, as required by state coinmission rules. These resource alternatives include
supply-side, demand-side, and transmission alternatives. The evaluation of the alternatives in the
IRP, as detailed in Chapters 7 and 8 meets this requirement and includes the impact to system
costs, system operations, supply and transmission reliability, and the impacts of various risks,
uncertainties and externality costs that could occur. To perform the analysis and evaluation,
PacifiCorp eiriploys a suite of models that simulate the complex operation of the PacifiCorp
system and its integration within the Western Interconnection. The models allow for a rigorous
testing of a reasonably broad range of coininercially feasible resource a1ternatives available to
PacifiCorp on a consistent and comparable basis. The analytical process, including the risk and
uncertainty analysis, fully coinplies with IRP Standards and Guidelines, and is described in detail
in Chapter 7.
The IRP analysis is designed to define a resource plan that is least cost, after consideration of
risks and uncertainties. To test resource alternatives and identify a least-cost, risk adjusted plan,
portfolio resource options were developed and tested against each other. This testing included
examination of various tradeoffs among the portfolios, such as average cost versus risk,
reliability, customer rate impacts, and average annual COz emissions. This portfolio analysis and
the results and conclusions drawn from the analysis are described in Chapter 8.
Consistent with the IRP Standards and Guidelines of Oregon, Utah, and Washington, this IRP
includes an Action Plan (See Chapter 9). The Action Plan details near-tenn actions that are
necessary to ensure PacifiCorp continues to provide reliable and least-cost electric service after
considering risk and uncertainty. Chapter 9 also provides a progress report on action items
contained in the 2008 IRP Update Action Plan.
The 2011 IRP and the related Action Plan are filed with each commission with a request for
proinpt acknowledgement. Acknowledgement means that a commission recognizes the IRP as
meeting all regulatory requirements at the time the acknowledgement is made. In the case where
a commission acknowledges the IRP in part or not at all, PacifiCorp works with the commission
to modify and re-file an IRP that meets acknowledgement standards.
State commission acknowledgement orders or letters typically stress that an acknowledgement
does not indicate approval or endorsement of IRP conclusions or analysis results. Similarly, an
acknowledgement does not imply that favorable rateinaking treatment for resources proposed in
the IRP will be given.
Subsection (i) of California Public Utilities Code, Section 454.5, states that utilities serving less
than 500,000 customers in the state are exempt fkorn filing an Integrated Resource Plan for
California. PacifiCorp serves only 45,072 average customers in the most northern parts of the
state. PacifiCorp filed for and received an exemption on July 10,2003.
0

The Idaho Public Utilities Cornmission’s Order No. 22299, issued in January 1989, specifies
integrated resource planning requirements. The Order mandates that PacifiCorp submit a
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Resource Management Report (RMR) on a biennial basis. The intent of the RMR is to describe
the status of IRP efforts in a concise format, and cover the following areas:

Each utility’s XMR should discuss any jlexibilities and analyses considered during
comprehensive resource planning, such as: ( I ) examination of load ,forecast
uncertainties; (2) effects of known or potential changes to existing resources; (3)
Consideration of demand and supply side resource options; and (4) contingencies
,for upgrading, optioning and acquiring sesources at optimum times (considering
cost, availability, lead time, reliability, risk, etc.) as future events unfold.
This IRP is submitted to the Idaho PUC as the Resource Management Report for 2007, and fully
addresses the above report components. The IRP also evaluates DSM using a load decrement
approach, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. This approach is consistent with using an avoided
cost approach to evaluating DSM as set forth in IPUC Order No. 21249.

regon
This IRP is submitted to the Oregon PUC in coinpliance with its new planning guidelines issued
in January 2007 (Order No. 07-002). These guidelines supersede previous ones, and many codify
analysis requirements outlined in the Commission’s acknowledgement order for PacifiCorp’s
2004 IRP.
The Coinmission’s new IRP guidelines consist of substantive requirements (Guideline 1),
procedural requirements (Guideline 2), plan filing, review, and updates (Guideline 3), plan
components (Guideline 4), transmission (Guideline 5), conservation (Guideline 6), demand
response (Guideline 7), environmental costs (Guideline 8, Order No. 08-339), direct access loads
(Guideline 9), multi-state utilities (Guideline lo), reliability (Guideline 1I), distributed
generation (Guideline 12), and resource acquisition (Guideline 13). Consistent with the earlier
guidelines (Order 89-507), the Coinmission notes that acknowledgement does not guarantee
favorable ratemaking treatment, only that the plan s e e m reasonable at the time acknowledgment
is given. Table C.3 provides considerable detail on how this plan addresses each of the
requirements.
t ah
This IRP is submitted to the Utah Public Service Coinmission in compliance with its 1992 Order
on Standards and Guidelines for Integrated Resource Planning (Docket No. 90-2035-01, “Report
and Order on Standards and Guidelines”). Table C.4 documents how PacifiCorp complies with
each of these standards.

This IRP is submitted to the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) in
compliance with its rule requiring least cost planning (Washington Administrative Code 480100-238), and the rule amendment issued on January 9, 2006 (WAC 480-100-238, Docket No.
UE-0303 11). In addition to a least cost plan, the rule requires provision of a two-year action plan
and a progress report that “relates the new plan to the previously filed plan.”
The rule amendment also now requires PacifiCorp to subinit a work plan for informal
coininissiori review not later than 12 months prior to the due date of the plan. The work plan is to
17
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lay out the contents of the IRP, the resource assessment method, and timing and extent of public
participation. PacifiCoi-p filed a work plan with the Coimnissioii on February 2 1,2006, and had a
follow-up conference call with WUTC staff to make sure the work plan met staff expectations.
Finally, the rule amendment now requires PacifiCorp to provide an assessment of traiisinissioii
system capability and reliability. This requirement was met in this IRP by modeling the
company’s current transmission system along with both generation and transmission resource
options as part of its resource portfolio analyses. These analyses used such reliability inetrics as
Loss of L,oad Probability and Energy Not Served to assess the impacts of different resource
coinbinations on system reliability. The stochastic simulation and risk analysis section of
Chapter 7 reports the reliability analysis results.
In 2008, Wyoming proposed draft rule 253 for any utility serving Wyoming to file their
Integrated Resource Plan with the commission. The rule went into effect in September 2009.

Rule 253: Iii tegrated Resource Planii itzg.
Any utility sewing in Wyoming required to $le an integrated resource plan (IRP) in any
jurisdiction, shall ,file that IRP with the Wyoming Public Sewice Commission. The
Commission may require any utility sewing in Wyoming to prepare and file an IRP when
the Commission determines it is in the public interest. Cornmission advisory staff shall
review the IRP as directed by the Commission and report itsjndings to the Commission
in open meeting. The review may be conducted in accordance with guidelines set from
time to time as conditions warrant.
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Table B.2 - Handling; of 2008 IRP Acknowledgement and Other IRP Requirements

~

Acceptance of
Filing, Case No.
PAC-E-09-06, p. 7.

Acceptance of
Filing, Case No.
PAC-E-09-06, p. 8.

Acceptance of
Filing, Case No.
PAC-E-09-06, p. 8.

Acceptance of
Filing, Case No.
PAC-E-09-06, p. 7.

.
Prior to its next IRP filing, Staff requests
that the Company explain and justify why
its integration costs have more than
doubled. Staff further recommends that
the Company perform stochastic
modeling to ascertain a value as part of
its next IRP.

.
~
I
_
.

Staff is concerned that the [portfolio
performance measure importance
weights] were chosen arbitrarily and may
ultimately impact the selection of one
portfolio over another having equal or
greater merit, Staff requests that the
Company correct this discrepancy in
future planning processes and document
the weight deviation in the final plan.
Staff does not believe that PacifiCorp has
adequately quantified the cost associated
with meeting an RPS. Staff believes
comparing portfolios with and without
RPS constraints may facilitate
discussions regarding cost allocation and
trading rules for renewable energy
credits.
Staff recoinmends that the Company
conduct sensitivity analyses on the choice
of discount rates on resource timing and
selection. A standard inflation Treasury
bond rate, Staff contends, may serve as a
potential lower bound, and the after-tax
WACC may serve well as an upper

The Company provided its 2010 wind integration
study to IPUC staff in September 2010. This study,
included as Appendix I, thoroughly describes the
methodology used to derive wind integration cost
results. Stochastic modeling is considered
impractical given the modeling technology. For
example, one key methodology step involved
importing unit commitment data from one
production cost run into another. This step is not
currently possible with multiple stochastic iterations
due to the volume of data being processed.
The Company dropped the numerical weighting
scheme from the portfolio selection process. See
Chapter 7, “Modeling and Portfolio Evaluation
Approach”.

PacifiCorp included a portfolio development
scenario for which WS requirements were removed
as resource selection constraints (Case #30).
Chapter 8 documents the resource and portfolio cost
impact of removing RPS requirements (See the
section entitled, “Renewable Portfolio Standard
Impact”.
Due to time constraints for preparation of this IRP,
PacifiCorp intends to conduct the recommended
sensitivity analysis as part of the 201 1 IRP Update,
to be filed with the state commissions in 20 12.

hound.

PURPA QF Wind,
ID PAC-E-07-07, p.
6.

PURPA QF Wind,
ID PAC-E-07-07, p.
6.

Expected wind integration cost
information will be included in the
Company’s integrated resource planning
(IRP) process in the same way that costs
for other generating resources are
included in the IRP.
(PacifiCorp) shall hereafter file notice
with the Commission of any changes to
its wind integration charge as reflected in
subsequent changes to its I W .

The wind integration cost information is included in
the 20 1 1 IRP as Appendix I. The Company also
filed the wind integration study as an attachment to
its stipulation commitment compliance filing under
Order No. 30497, dated February 14,2011.
In its stipulation commitment compliance filing
under Order No. 30497, the Company did not
request a change to the current Commission
approved wind integration rate of $6.SO/MWh.
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IRP Requirement or Recommendation
Idaho wind developers will be notified as
part of the public ieeting process and
can contribute their input at those
meetings to
discuss PacifiCorp s wind integration
study and new data related to wind
integration costs prior to the publishing of
the Company s next IRP.
_
I

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 26.

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 26.

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 26.

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 26.
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-

Action Item 3
(Peaking/Intermediate/Base-load Supplyside Resources) - In recognition of the
unsettled U.S. economy, expected
volatility in natural gas markets, and
regulatory uncertainty, continue to seek
cost-effective resource deferral and
acquisition opportunities in line with
near-term updates to load/price forecasts,
market conditions, transmission plans and
regulatory developments. PacifiCorp will
reexamine the timing and type of gas
resources and other resource changes as
part of a comprehensive assumptions
update and portfolio analysis to be
conducted for the 2008 RFP final shortlist evaluation in the RFP, approved in
Docket UM 1360, the next business plan
and the 2008 IRP update.
Additional Action Item 4 - For future IRP
planning cycles, include on-going
financial analysis with regard to
transmission, which includes: a
comparison with alternative supply side
resources, deferred timing decision
criteria, the unique capital cost risk
associated with transmission projects, the
scenario analysis used to determine the
implications of this risk on customers,
and all summaries of stochastic annual
production cost with and without the
proposed transmission segments and base
case segments.
Additional Action Item 5 - By August 2,
2010, complete a wind integration study
that has been vetted by stakeholders
through a public participation process.
Additional Action Item 6 - During the
next planning cycle, work with parties to
investigate carbon dioxide emission
levels as a measure for portfolio
performance scoring.

How the Requirement or Recommendation is
Addressed in the 2011 LRP
PacifiCorp continued to invite Idaho wind
developers to IRP public input meetings.
Information on the 20 10 wind integration study and
wind resource modeling in general is posted to the
Company’s IRP Web site.

-

GifiCorp updated its iesource needs assessment
and modeling input assumptions as part of the allsource RFP bid evaluation process, 201 1 business
planning process, and 201 1 IRP process.
Documentation on these updates was provided as
part of the Company’s application for approval of
its 2008 RFP bidder final shortlist by the Oregon
Commission (Docket UM 1360). This IRP also fully
documents the comprehensive assumptions update
for the 201 1 IRP. See Chapter 5, LLResource
Needs
Assessment”, Chapter 7, “Modeling and Portfolio
Evaluation Approach”, and Appendix A, “Load
Forecast Review”.

Energy Gateway financial analysis is included in
Chapter 4 of the 201 1 IRP. Supporting information
is included as Appendix C.

PacifiCorp completed the wind integration study
and distributed it to the public via email and Web
site posting on September 1,2010 in accordance
with the Oregon Commission granting a deadline
extension from August 1 to September 1,2010. The
study is included in the 201 1 IRP as Appendix I.
Total COZ emissions for the 20-year simulation
period were included as a final screening
performance measure for portfolio evaluation and
determination of the 201 1 IRP preferred portfolio.
See the “Final Screening” section of Chapter 7 and
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Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 27.

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 27.

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 27.

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 26.

Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. L,C 47,
p. 26.
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JRP Requirement or Recommendation

How the Requirement or Recommendatioii is
Addressed in the 2011 IRP
portfolio evaluation results in Chapter 8, "Modeling
and Portfolio Evaluation Results".
COZ emissions trend charts for each portfolio,
including the preferred portfolio, are included in
Appendix D.

Additional Action Item 7 - In the next
IRP, provide information on total COz
emissions on a year-to year basis for all
portfolios, and specifically, how they
compare with the preferred portfolio.
PacifiCorp used portfolio development case number
Additional Action Item 8 - For the next
IRP planning cycle, PacifiCorp will work 9 for testing how out-year resource selection (years
202 1-2030) impacts selection of near-term resources
with parties to investigate a capacity
(years 201 1-2020). The Company compared two
expansion modeling approach that
reduces the influence of out-year resource portfolios: a base 20-year System Optimizer run and
a test 20-year run where resources for the first 10
selection on resource decisions covered
by the IRP Action Plan, and for which the years are fixed based on a prior 10-year simulation.
Results are summarized in Chapter 8, "Modeling
Company can sufficiently show that
and Portfolio Evaluation Results".
portfolio performance is not unduly
influenced by decisions that are not
relevant to the IRP Action Plan.
PacifiCorp is conducting a conservation voltage
Additional Action Item 9 - In the next
reduction study, targeting 19 distribution feeders in
IRP planning cycle, PacifiCorp will
incorporate its assessment of distribution Washington. The study is expected to be completed
by the end of May 201 1. Based on preliminary data
efficiency potential resources for
provided by the contractor for the study, PacifiCorp
planning purposes.
developed a distribution efficiency resource for
testing with the System Optimizer model. Results of
the portfolio development testing are provided in
Chapter 8, "Modeling and Portfolio Evaluation
Results".
Revised Action Item 9 (Planning Process PacifiCorp successfully implemented the System
Optimizer model enhancements, and defmed five
Improvements) - For the next IRP
emission hard cap evaluation cases for modeling
planning cycle complete the
(nos. 1.5-18, plus a hard cap case for coal plant
implementation of System Optimizer
capacity expansion model enhancements utilization scenario analysis). PacifiCorp conducted
System Optimizer modeling for five coal plant
for improved representation of COZ and
utilization scenarios in which coal units are allowed
RPS regulatory requirements at the
to be replaced by CCCT resources, taking into
jurisdictional level. Use the enhanced
account coal plant incremental costs. Modeling
model to provide more detailed analysis
of potential hard-cap regulation of carbon results are described in Chapter 8, "Modeling and
Portfolio Evaluation Results". As noted in this
dioxide emissions and achievement of
state or federal emissions reduction goals. chapter, the coal utilization study is intended as a
Also use the capacity expansion model to modeling proof-of-concept only.
evaluate the cost-effectiveness of coal
facility retirement as a potential response
to future regulation of carbon dioxide
emissions.
Revised Action Item 9 (Planning Process PacifiCorp's All-source RFP, reactivated in
Improvements) - In the next IRP planning December 2009, yielded no satisfactory proxy
intermediate-term market purchase resources.
cycle provide an evaluation of, and
continue to investigate, the formulation of
satisfactory proxy intermediate-term
market purchase resources for purposes
of portfolio modeling and contingent on
acquiring suitable market data.
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Reference
Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. L,C 47,
p. 27.
Order No. 10-066,
Docket No. LC 47,
p. 24.

i R P Requirement or Recomrneiidation
Additional Action Item [not nurnbercd] In addition, the Company will file its
2008 IRP Update approximately one year
after the date of this Order, in compliance
with Guideline 3.
With regard to NWEC’s suggestion that
appropriate reserves be separately
determined, we direct the parties to
discuss this issue in the next planning.

The 20 11 IRP fulfills the filing requirement, given
that the March 31, 201 1 filing date is approximately
one year after the acknowledgment of the 2008 IRP
(February 24,2010).
PacifiCorp discussed planning reserve margin
analysis at its August 4,2010, public input meeting.
The Company outlined a loss of load study to
determine an appropriate planning reserve margin to
apply for portfolio development. Public
stakeholders did not take issue with the study
approach. The study was distributed for IRP
participant review November 18,20IO.

Utah
UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 24.

UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 24-25.

UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 30.
UT Docket No. 092035-0 1, Report &
Order, p. 30.
UT Docket No. 092035-0 1, Report &
Order, p. 30.

UT Docket No. 092035-0 1, Report &
Order, p. 30.
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At a minimum, we direct the Company to
perform a sensitivity case in its next IRP
or IRP update wherein the ENS cost is
flat and based on the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission price cap.
Additionally, in an IRP public input
meeting, we direct the Companyto
identify a reasonable number of cases,
including high and low load growth
cases, to compare the costs and risks to
customers, or to identify a reasonable
alternative method, e.g., a L0L.P study,
for evaluating an appropriate planning
reserve.
At a minimum, we direct the Company to
include the costs of hedging in its IRP
analysis of resources that rely on fuels
subject to volatile prices.
We also direct the Company to perform
sensitivity analysis to determine a
hedging strategy which minimizes costs
and risks for customers.
Additionally, we direct the Company to
include an analysis of the adequacy of the
western power market to support the
volumes of purchases on which the
Company expects to rely. We concur with
the Office [of Consumer Services], the
WECC is a reasonable source for this
evaluation. We direct the Company to
identify whether customers or
shareholders will be expected to bear the
risks associated with its reliance on the
wholesale market.
Finally, we direct the Company to discuss
methods to augment the Company’s
stochastic analysis of this issue [WECC
market depth and liquidity] in an IRP

This sensitivity analysis is described in the section
entitled, “Cost of Energy Not Served (ENS)
Sensitivity Analysis” in Chapter 8.

PacifiCorp conducted a stochastic loss of load study
for this IRP, which was published November 18,
2010 for review by stakeholders, and is presented as
Appendix J. The Company also developed higWlow
economic growth and 1-in-10 peak-producing
temperature scenarios for evaluating portfolio
impacts of alternative load forecasts. The results of
these alternative load forecasts are described in
Chapter 8. Stochastic production cost results are
reported in Appendix E.
PacifiCorp addresses hedging costs in Appendix G,
“Hedging Strategy”.

The Company discusses hedging strategies and the
impacts of various hedging levels on risk and
expected cost in Appendix G, “Hedging Strategy”.
The Company’s analysis of western resource
adequacy is provided as Appendix H. Identification
of who bears the risk of market reliance (customers
versus shareholders) is identified as well.

Based on feedback from parties attending the June
2010 Utah IRP stakeholder input meeting,
PacifiCorp developed a market purchase stress test
proposal, which was vetted at the October S‘ IRP
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1Rp Requirement or Recoinmeiidation

public input meeting for inclusion in the
next IRP or IRP update.

UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 35.

UT Docket No. 092035-0 1, Report &
Order, p. 35.

UT Docket No. 092035-0 1, Report &
Order, p. 3.5.

UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 38.

UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 39.

How the Requirement or Recommendationis
Addressed in the 2011 LRP
stress test, which used stochastic production cost
simulation, are described in Appendix H.

We direct the Company to discuss
methods for improving the evaluation of
nontraditional resources in an IRP public
input meeting. At a minimum, this
discussion should include ideas for
improving the evaluation of distributed
solar technologies which provide
opportunities for customer participation,
i.e., a solar rooftop customer buy-down
program, and options for improving the
evaluation of storage technologies
designed to enhance the value and
performance of intermittent renewable
resources.
We also concur with the Division and
Office regarding the need for review of
geothermal resources and direct the
Company to file a geothermal resource
study as described by the Division within
60 days of the date of this order. We will
initiate a comment period upon its filing
and this information can be included in
the next IRP or IRP update.
In the future, the Company is directed to
omit from its core cases any resource for
which it does not already have a signed
final procurement contract or certificate
of public convenience and necessity.
However, this does not preclude the
Company from including such resources
in sensitivity cases. This will assist with
the consistent and comparable treatment
of resources going forward.
”.. we again direct the Company to
address these issues in the next IRP or
IRP update: i.e.,
0
Number of years relied upon for
developing stochastic parameters.
0
Role of planning reserve in
managing the risks of forecast error.

PacifiCorp discussed the evaluation of
nontraditional resources, including energy storage,
at the August 4,2010 IF@ public input meeting. A
consultant study on incremental capacity value and
ancillary service benefits of energy storage is
planned for 201 1 or 2012. This study is identified in
the 201 1 IRP action plan.

[We] direct the Company and interested
parties to examine and consider all of the
suggestions contained in [the GDS]
report. At a minimum, the Company is
directed to provide a range of load
forecasts that comport with industry
standards as recommended by GDS.
Further, as recommended by GDS, we
direct the Company to provide the

As noted above, PacifiCorp adopted the GDS
recommendations for inclusion of load growth
scenarios based on different assumptions concerning
economic drivers. The Company also developed a
1-in- 10 peak-producing temperature scenario. The
results of these alternative load forecasts are
described in Chapter 8.

The geothermal resource report was filed with the
Utah Commission on August 10,2010 in
accordance with the Commission’s deadline
extension. A conference call with Utah parties to
discuss the report and the Company‘s follow-up
activities was held December 9, 2010.

No resource has been fured in the core portfolios,
except for the 201 1 business plan core case #19,
which is intended as a reference case for planned
resources identified in the business plan.

PacifiCorp discussed stochastic parameter updates
at the December 15,2010 IRP public meeting. Due
to time constraints, PacifiCorp targeted its load
stochastic parameters for updating in the 201 1,
using a three-year data set originally prepared for
the 2010 wind integration study.

Appendix A constitutes the Company’s standalone
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UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 40.

UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 41
I

UT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 42.

TJT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &,
Order, p. 54.

IJT Docket No. 092035-01, Report &
Order, p. 55.

Utah Commission
Docket No. 08-03556, DSM Potential
Study, Report &
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How the Requirement or Recommendationis
Addressed in the 2011 LRF
Commission with a comprehensive stand- load forecast report.
alone load forecast report when the
forecast is updated. The GDS suggestions
could reduce last minute revisions due to
load forecast changes and thereby assist
in the timely completion of future IRPs.
PacifiCorp provided a detailed analysis of 18-hour
We again direct the Company to address
sustained hydro peaking capability and its
[hydro capacity accounting] in its next
IRP or IRP update and provide the results applicability to hydro capacity accounting in the
load & resource balance in Appendix H.
of its analysis. For example, it may be
useful to conduct sensitivity analysis
regarding this assumption to identify
potential risks or shortcomings of the
current methodology.
PacifiCorp completed the wind integration study
We concur with the Division and direct
and distributed it to the public via email and Web
the Company to complete its own wind
site posting on September 1,2010. The study is
integration study. We understand this
included in the 201 1 IRP as Appendix I.
process is underway and that the
Company is circulating the study for
review. We direct the Company to
address the Division’s concerns and
include this study in the next IRP or IRP
update.
PacifiCorp expanded the acquisition path analysis to
[W]e direct the Company to solicit and
include alternative regulatory policy scenarios, and
discuss further improvements to its
applied sensitivity analysis results to identify
resource acquisition path analysis and
acquisition paths and resource quantities for load
decision mechanism and address the
Division’s concerns in its next IRP or IRP growth and natural gas price forecast trends. A more
extensive discussion of the decision mechanism has
update.
been provided in response to the Utah Division of
Public Utilities written comments on the 2008 IRP.
In order to ensure timely and meaningful PacifiCorp has complied with the requirement to
distribute meeting materials one week prior to
information exchange, we direct the
public meetings. Written reports on public meetings
Company to adopt two of the Division’s
have been prepared and distributed to participants
recommendations on improving public
via ernail and postings to the IRP Web site.
input meetings.
0
First, materials should be distributed
one week prior to the public input
meeting.
0
Secondly, a written report should be
provided after each meeting to
provide follow-up to issues or
questions raised in the meeting.
PacifiCorp is planning to hold tutorial sessions
We concur with the Division and UAEi,
during the second quarter of 201 1 for both System
training on the Company’s models in
Optimizer and the Planning and Risk model. A nonorder for parties to validate the models
disclosure agreement between participants and the
and to gain confidence in the modeling
model vendor, Ventyx, will be required due to
results is worthwhile. We direct the
sharing of proprietary information.
Company to convene at least a full-day
meeting to this end.
PacifiCorp ran System Optimizer with DSM supply
The Company proposes to adjust the
curves based on unadjusted technical potential.
technical potential using its assumptions
Given the particular input assumptions used, the
regarding achievable levels of DSM to
model deferred CCCT resources. The results of this
serve as the supply curves in its IRP. It
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Study, Docket No.
08-035-56, Report
& Order, p. 9.

DSM Potential
Study, Docket No.
08-035-56, Report
& Order, p. 9.

would then use these ad,justed supply
curves in IRP to determine cost-effective
amounts of DSM. UCE and WRA
disagree and propose that the Company
use the unadjusted technical potential to
form the supply curves in IRP to
determine the full cost-effective level of
DSM and then make provision in its path
or contingency analysis for the possibility
that the cost-effective amount of DSM
may not be acliieved in the time-frame
modeled ...we direct the Company to
evaluate the two approaches in its next
IRP or IRP update. We encourage the
Company to solicit input from interested
parties on methods for evaluating the two
approaches. We will request parties’
comments 011 the Company’s evaluation
of the two approaches in an appropriate
IRP or IRP update docket.
With respect to estimating the cost of
solar resources, IJCE and WRA provide
considerably different cost estimates than
PacifiCorp. The differences are large
enough that we would expect significant
differences to appear in the Company‘s
IRP action plan depending on the
assumptions used in the I R P process. We
direct the Company to perform sensitivity
analysis with respect to the assumed cost
of solar resources in its next IRP or IRP
update.
Going forward, the Company shall
provide information on both the total cost
of solar resoiirces in comparison to other
resources, and also the cost to the utility
of a utility-sponsored program to
encourage customer adoption of this
resource. The Company could begin such
analysis with preliminary data from the
solar incentive pilot program. We direct
PacifiCorp to work with interested parties
regarding how to evaluate solar resources
in the ongoing IRP process and we will
consider comments on this effort in an
appropriate IRP proceeding.

How the Requirement or Recommendatioi~is
Addressed in the 2011 IRP
;tudy are described in Chapter 8, “Demand-side
Gaiagement Cases.”

PacifiCorp updated all distributed generation cost
estimates for the 201 1 IRP, including solar
resources. The Cadrnus Group prepared input
assumptions memos that were distributed to public
stakeholders for review and comment in July and
August, 2010.

PacifiCorp discussed with interested parties System
Optimizer portfolio development scenarios
reflecting a solar PV cost buy-down program. A
conference call was held January 27,201 1, to
finalize the study approach. The modeling approach
is described in the section titled “Case Definitions”
in Chapter 7. Modeling results are summarized in
the section titled, “Renewable Resource Cases” in
Chapter 8.
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How the Requirement or Recommendation is
Addressed in the 2011 LRP

Washington
Letter Order, UE080826, Attachment
p. 1.

Transmission Planning (Chapter 4). The
next IRP should discuss alternative
transmission options.

Letter Order, UE080826, Attachment
p. 1.

Transmission Planning (Chapter 4). The
next IRP should discuss alternative
deployment schedules for the
transmission projects it considers and the
benefits of each of the alternative
deployment schedules of any
transmission segments considered in the
modeling.

Letter Order, UE080826, Attachment
p. 4.

Specifically, the various portfolios have
different resource selections during the
first five years of the planning period.
This might result in PacifiCorp, in its
planning process, choosing a set of early
resources because they are in a portfolio
with lower risks in the later years of the
planning horizon, even though the
portfolios with higher risks could be
mitigated by future flexibility rather than
by choosing a different portfolio.
PacifiCorp should address this issue
in its next IRP
The action plan does not specifically
mention the utility’s obligation under
RCW 19.285 to determine and meet
certain energy efficiency targets. The
Commission reminds the Company
- - that it
needs to meet this obligation.

Chapter 4 outlines an analysis of seven Energy
Gateway deployment scenarios that considers
alternative transmission footprints, investment costs,
in-service dates, and economic drivers.
Chapter 4 focuses on two deployment scenarios
based on alternative directions for state and federal
resource policies: a Green Resource Future and
Incumbent Resource Future. Additionally, the
section entitled “Customer Load and Resources” in
Chapter 4 summarizes the process that PacifiCorp
follows, in compliance with its Open Access
Transmission Tariff, to plan for and invest in
transmission to meet network customer load
%uirements.
PacifiCorp conducted a sensitivity analysis to
isolate the near-term resource selection impact of
out-year resources in the context of capacity
expansion optimization modeling. The results of the
sensitivity analysis are provided in Chapter 8.

Action Item Number 6, Class 2 DSM, explicitly
mentions PacifiCorp’s obligation to meet energy
efficiency targets under RCW 19.285.

The Wyoming Public ervice Commission provided the following
- comment in its Letter Order (Docket No. 20000-346EA-9, dated <1/23/2010) on PacifiCorp’s 2008 IRP:
Pursuant to open meeting action taken on Janzraiy 11, 2008, PaclJiCorp d/b/a Rocky Moirntain Power’s 2007 Integrated
Resource Plan (IRP) is hereby placed in the Coinmission ‘sfiles No further action will be taken and this doclieted matter
is closed.
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Table B.3 - Oregon
Public Utility Commission IRP Standard and Guidelines
-

No.

Requirement

All resources must be evaluated on a consistent
and comparable basis:
All known resources for meeting the utility’s
load should be considered, including supplyside options which focus on the generation,
purchase and transmission of power - or gas
purchases, transportation, and storage - and
demand-side options which focus on
conservation and demand response.

All resources must be evaluated on a consistent
and comparable basis:
Utilities should compare different resource fuel
types, technologies, lead times, in-service dates,
durations and locations in portfolio risk
modeling.
All resources must be evaluated on a consistent
and comparable basis:
Consistent assumptions and methods should be
used for evaluation of all resources.

All resources must be evaluated on a consistent
and comparable basis:
The after-tax marginal weighted-average cost
of capital (WACC) should be used to discount
all fiiture resource costs.
Risk and uncertainty must be considered:
At a minimum, utilities should address the
following sources of risk and uncertainty:
1. Electric utilities: load requirements,
hydroelectric generation, plant forced outages,
fuel prices, electricity prices, and costs to
comply with any regulation of greenhouse gas
emissions.
h s k and uncertainty must be considered:
Utilities should identify in their plans any
additional sources of risk and uncertainty.

How the Guideline is Addressed in the 2011
IRP

PacifiCorp considered a wide range of resources including
renewables, demand-side management, distributed
generation, energy storage, power purchases, thermal
resources, and transmission. Chapters 4 (Transmission
Planning), 6 (Resource Options), and 7 (Modeling and
Portfolio Evaluation Approach) document how PacifiCorp
developed these resources and modeled them in its
portfolio analysis. All these resources were established as
resource options in the Company’s capacity expansion
optimization model, System Optimizer, and selected by the
model based on relative economics, resource size,
availabilitv dates, and other factors.
All portfolios developed with System Optimizer were
sub,jected to Monte Carlo production cost simulation.
These portfolios contained a variety of resource types with
different fie1 types (coal, gas, biomass, nuclear fuel, “no
fuel” renewables), lead-times (ranging kom front office
transactions to nuclear plants), in-service dates, life-times,
and locations.
PacifiCorp fully complies with this requirement. The
company developed generic supply-side resource attributes
based on a consistent characterization methodology. For
demand-side resources, the company used the Cadmus
Group’s supply curve data developed in 2010 for
representation of DSM and distributed generation
resources, which was also based on a consistently applied
methodology for determining technical, market, and
achievable DSM potentials. All portfolio resources were
evaluated using the same sets of price and load forecast
inputs. These inputs are documented in Chapters 6 and 7.
PacifiCorp applied its after-tax WACC of 7.17 percent to
discount all cost streams.

PacifiCorp fully complies with this requirement. Each of
the sources ofrisk identified in this guideline is treated as a
stochastic variable in Monte Carlo production cost
siinulation with the exception of COZ emission compliance
costs, which are treated as a scenario risk. See the
stochastic modeling methodology section in Chapter 7.

PacifiCorp complied with this guideline by discussing
resource risk mitigation in Chapter 9 as well as addressing
market reliance risk and hedging strategies in Appendix G
and H, respectively. Topics covered include: (1) managing
carbon risk for existing plants, (2) the use of physical and
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How the Guideline is Addressed in the 2011
Requirement

1.c

l.c.1

1.c.2

l.c.3.1

1.c.3.2

1.c.4

1.d

32

The primary goal must be the selection of a
portfolio of resources with the best combination
of expected costs and associated risks and
uncertainties for the utility and its customers
(“best cost/risk portfolio”).
The planning horizon for analyzing resource
choices should be at least 20 years and account
for end effects. Utilities should consider all
costs with a reasonable likelihood of being
included in rates over the long term, which
extends beyond the planning horizon and the
life of the resource.
Utilities should use present value of revenue
requirement (PVRR) as the key cost metric.
The plan should include analysis of current and
estimated future costs for all long-lived
resources such as power plants, gas storage
facilities, and pipelines, as well as all shortlived resources such as gas supply and shortterm power purchases.
To address risk, the plan should include, at a
minimum:
1. Two measures of PVRR risk: one that
measures the variability of costs and one that
measures the severity of bad outcomes.
To address risk, the plan should include, at a
minimum:
2. Discussion of the proposed use and impact
on costs and risks of physical and financial
hedging.
The utility should explain in its plan how its
resource choices appropriately balance cost and
risk.
The plan must be consistent with the long-run
public interest as expressed in Oregon and
federal energy policies.

IW
financial hedging for electricity price risk, and ( 3 )
managing gas supply risk. Regulatory and financial risks
associated with resource and transmission investments are
highlighted in several areas in the IRP docuinent, including
Chapters 4 and 8.
PacifiCorp evaluated costfrisk tradeoffs for each of the
portfolios considered, See Chapter 8 for the company’s
portfolio costfrisk analysis and determination of the
preferred portfolio.
PacifiCorp used a 20-year study period for portfolio
modeling, and a real levelized revenue requirement
methodology for treatment of end effects consistent with
past IRP practice.

PacifiCorp fully complies. Chapter 7 provides a
description of the PVRR methodology.

PacifiCorp uses the standard deviation of stochastic
production costs as the measure of cost variability. For the
severity of bad outcomes, the company calculates several
measures, including stochastic upper-tail mean PVRR
(mean of highest five Monte Carlo iterations) and the 95‘’
Dercentile stochastic production cost PVRR.
A discussion on costs and risks of hedging is provided in
Appendix G.

Chapter 8 summarizes the results of PacifiCorp’s cost/risk
tradeoff analysis, and describes what criteria the company
used to determine the best costfrisk portfolios and the
preferred portfolio.
PacifiCorp considered both current and potential state and
federal energy/pollutant emission policies in portfolio
modeling. Chapter 7 describes the decision process used to
derive portfolios, which includes consideration of state
resource policies. The IRP action plan chapter also
presents an acquisition path analysis that describes
resource strategies based on regulatory trigger events.
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How the Guideline is Addressed in the 2011
IRP
2.a

2.b

The public, which includes other utilities,
should be allowed significant involvement in
the preparation of the IRP. Involvement
includes opportunities to contribute information
and ideas, as well as to receive infonnation.
Parties must have an opportunity to make
relevant inquiries of the utility formulating the
plan. Disputes about whether information
requests are relevant or unreasonably
burdensome, or whether a utility is being
properly responsive, may be submitted to the
Commission for resolution.
While confidential information must be
protected, the utility should make public, in its
plan, any non-confidential information that is
relevant to its resource evaluation and action
plan. Confidential information may be
protected through use of a protective order,
through aggregation or shielding of data, or
through any other mechanism approved by the
Commission.
The utility must provide a draft IRP for public
review and comment prior to filing a final plan
with the Commission.
A utility must file an IRP within two years of
its previous IRP acknowledgment order. If the
utility does not intend to take any significant
resource action for at least two years after its
next IRP is due, the utility may request an
extension of its filing date from the
Commission.
The utility must present the results of its filed
plan to the Commission at a public meeting
prior to the deadline for written public
comment.
Commission staff and parties rnust complete
their comments and recornmendations within
six months of IRP filing.
The Commission must consider comments and
recommendations on an energy utility's plan at
a public meeting before issuing an order on
acknowledgment. The Commission may
provide the energy utility an opportunity to
revise the IRP before issuing an
acknowledgment order.
The Commission may provide direction to a
utility regarding any additional analyses or
actions that the utility should undertake in its
next IRP.

PacifiCorp filly complies with this requirement. Chapter 2
provides an overview of the public process, while
Appendix D documents the details on public meetings held
for the 2008 IRP.

Both IRP volumes provide non-confidential information
the company used for portfolio evaluation, as well as other
data requested by stakeholders. PacifiCorp also provided
stakeholders with non-confidential information to support
public meeting discussions via email.

PacifiCorp distributed a partial draft IRP document for
external review on February 23,201 1 and the remaining
chawters on March 7. 201 1.
This Plan complies with this requirement.

Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this

IRP.

Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this
IRP.
Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this
IRP .

Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this
IRP.
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Requirement
Each energy utility must submit an annual
Jpdate on its most recently acknowledged IRP.
The update is due on or before the
acknowledgment order anniversary date. The
:nergy utility must summarize the annual
ipdate at a Commission public meeting. The
:nergy utility may request acknowledgment of
:hanges, identified in its update, the IRP action
dan. The annual update is an informational
filing that:
[a) Describes what actions the energy utility
has taken to implement the action plan to
select best portfolio of resources contained
in its acknowledged IRP;
:b) Provides an assessment of what has
changed since the acknowledgment order
that affects the action plan to select best
portfolio of resources, including changes in
such factors as load, expiration of resource
contracts, supply-side and demand-side
resource acquisitions, resource costs, and
transmission availability; and
:c) Justifies any deviations from the action
plan contained in its acknowledged IRP.
As soon as an energy utility anticipates a
significant deviation from its acknowledged
IRP, it rnust file an update with the
Commission, unless the energy utility is within
six months of filing its next IRP. This update
must meet the requirements set forth in section
(8) of this rule.
If the energy utility requests Commission
acknowledgement of its proposed
changes to the action plan contained in its
acknowledged IRP:
(a) The energy utility rnust file its proposed
changes with the Commission and present
the results of its proposed changes to the
Commission at a public meeting prior to
the deadline for written public comment;
(b) Commission staff and parties must file any
comments and recommendations with the
Commission and present such comments
and recommendations to the Commission
at a public meeting within six months of
the energy utility’s filing of its request for
acknowledgement of proposed changes;
(c) The Commission may provide direction to
an energy utility regarding any additional
analyses or actions that the utility should
undertake in its next IRP.
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Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this

IRP.

Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this
IRP.

Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this

IRP.
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How the Guideline is Addressed in the 2011
IRP
<

4.a
4.b

4°C

4.d
4.e

An explanation of how the utility met each of
the substantive and arocedural reauirements.
Analysis of high and low load growth scenarios
in addition to stochastic load risk analysis with
an explanation of major assumptions.

For electric utilities, a determination of the
levels of peaking capacity and energy capability
expected for each year of the plan, given
existing resources; identification of capacity
and energy needed to bridge the gap between
expected loads and resources; modeling of all
existing transmission rights, as well as future
transmission additions associated with the
resource uortfolios tested.
For gas utilities only
Identification and estimated costs of all supplyside and demand side resource options, tahng
into account anticipated advances in technology

4. f

Analysis of measures the utility intends to take
to provide reliable service, including cost-risk
tradeoffs

44

Identification of key assumptions about the
fiiture (e.g., fuel prices and environmental
compliance costs) and alternative scenarios
considered
Construction of a representative set of resource
portfolios to test various operating
characteristics, resource types, fuels and
sources, technologies, lead times, in-service
dates, durations and general locations - systemwide or delivered to a specific portion of the
svstem
Evaluation of the performance of the candidate
portfolios over the range of identified risks and
uncertainties
Results of testing and rank ordering of the
portfolios by cost and risk metric, arid
internretation of those results.

4.h

4.i

4 .I

Y

The purpose of this table is to comply with this guideline.
PacifiCorp developed low and high load growth forecasts
for scenario analysis based on economic growth
assumptions using the System Optimizer model for
portfolio development. Stochastic variability of loads was
also captured in the risk analysis. See Chapters S, 7, and 8,
as well as Appendix A, for load forecast information.
Chapter 8 also describes how loads are handled in the
stochastic modeling.
This Plan complies with the requirement. See Chapter S for
details on annual capacity and energy balances. Existing
transmission rights are reflected in the IRP model
topologies, as mentioned in Chapter 7.

Not applicable
Chapter 6 identifies the resources included in this IRP, and
provides their detailed cost and performance attributes. See
Tables 6.2 through 6.10 for supply-side resources, and
Tables 6.15 through 6.20 for demand-side resources.
In addition to incorporating a planning reserve margin for
all portfolios evaluated, the company used several
measures to evaluate relative portfolio supply reliability.
These are described in Chapter 7 (Energy Not Served and
Loss of L,oad Probability). PacifiCorp conducted a
stochastic loss of load study in 2010 tu support selection of
the planning reserve margin. This study is included as
Appendix J.
Chapter 7 describes the key assumptions and alternative
scenarios used in this IRP.

This Plan documents the development and results of 67
portfolios designed to determine resource selection under a
variety of input assumptions (Chapter 8).

Chapter 8 and Appendix E present the stochastic portfolio
modeling results, and describes portfolio attributes that
explain relative differences in cost and risk performance.
Chapter 8 provides tables and charts with performance
measure results, including rank ordering.
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Requirement
4.k
4.1

4.m

6.a

6.b

6.c

36
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How the Guideline is Addressed in the 2011
IRP

Analysis of the uncertainties associated with
each portfolio evaluated.
Selection of a portfolio that represents the best
combination of cost and risk for the utility and
its customers.
Identification and explanation of any
inconsistencies of the selected portfolio with
any state and federal energy policies that may
affect a utility’s plan and any barriers to
implementation.
An action plan with resource activities the
utility intends to undertake over the next two to
four years to acquire the identified resources,
regardless of whether the activity was
acknowledged in a previous IRP, with the key
attributes of each resource specified as in
Dortfolio testing.

PacifiCorp fully complies with this guideline. See the
resuonses to 1.b.I and 1”b.2above.
See 1.c above.

Portfolio analysis should include costs to the
utility for the fuel transportation and electric
transmission required for each resource being
considered. In addition, utilities should consider
fuel transportation and electric transmission
facilities as resource options, taking into
account their value for making additional
purchases and sales, accessing less costly
resources in remote locations, acquiring
alternative fuel supplies, and improving
reliability.

PacifiCorp evaluated proxy transmission resources on a
comparable basis with respect to other proxy resources in
this IRP. Fuel transportation costs were factored into
resource costs.

Each utility should ensure that a conservation
potential study is conducted periodically for its
entire service territory.
To the extent that a utility controls the level of
funding for conservation programs in its service
territory, the utility should include in its action
plan all best cosdrisk portfolio conservation
resources for meeting projected resource needs,
specifying annual savings targets.
To the extent that an outside party administers
conservation programs in a utility’s service
territory at a level of funding that is beyond the
utility’s control, the utility should:
1, Determine the amount of conservation
resources in the best cost/risk portfolio
without regard to any limits on funding of
conservation programs; and
2. Identify the preferred portfolio and action
plan consistent with the outside party’s
projection of conservation acquisition.

A multi-state demand-side management potentials study
was completed in late 2010, and those results were
incomorated into this plan.
PacifiCorp’s energy efficiency supply curves incorporate
Oregon resource potential. Oregon potential estimates were
provided by the Energy Trust of Oregon. See the demandside resource section in Chapter 6.

This IRP is presumed to have no inconsistencies.

Chapters 9 and 10 presents the 201 1 IRP and transmission
expansion action plans, respectively.

See the response for 6.b above.
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How the Guideline is Addressed in the 2011

IFW
Plans should evaluate demand response
resources, including voluntary rate programs,
on par with other options for meeting energy,
capacity, and transmission needs (for electric
utilities) or gas supply and transportation needs
(for natural gas utilities).
8

a.
b.
c.
d.

Base Case and Other Compliance
Scenarios
Testing Alternative Portfolios Against the
Compliance Scenarios
Trigger Point Analysis
Oregon Compliance Portfolio

An electric utility’s load-resource balance

should exclude customer loads that are
effectively committed to service by an
alternative electricity supplier.

PacifiCorp evaluated demand response resources (Class 3
DSM) on a consistent basis with other resources in a
portfolio sensitivity study. Class 3 DSM programs are
addressed in Item 7 of the IRP action plan in Chapter 9.

This IRP fully complies with the COz compliance cost
analysis requirements in Order No. 08-339. Perfonnance
results for COz compliance scenario portfolios are reported
in Chapter 8, including hard cap scenarios using the
Oregon emission targets in HB 3543.

PacifiCorp continues to plan for load for direct access
customers.

~-

10

Multi-state utilities should plan their generation
and transmission systems, or gas supply and
delivery, on an integrated system basis that
achieves a best cosdrisk portfolio for all their
retail customers.

The 20 11 IRP confoGs to themulti-state planning
approach as stated in Chapter 2 (“The Role of PacifiCorp’s
Integrated Resource Planning”). The Company notes the
challenges in complying with multi-state integrated
planning given differing state energy policies and resource
preferences.

11

Electric utilities should analyze reliability
within the risk modeling of the actual portfolios
being considered. L,oss of load probability,
expected planning reserve margin, and expected
and worst-case unserved energy should be
determined by year for top-performing
portfolios. Natural gas utilities should analyze,
on an integrated basis, gas supply,
transportation, and storage, along with demandside resources, to reliably meet peak, swing,
and base-load system requirements. Electric
and natural gas utility plans should demonstrate
that the utility’s chosen portfolio achieves its
stated reliability, cost and risk obiectives.

PacifiCorp fully complies with this guideline. See the
response to 1x.3.1 above. Chapter 8 describes the role of
reliability, cost, and risk measures in determining the
preferred portfolio. Scatter plots of portfolio cost versus
risk at different CO2 cost levels were used to inform the
costhisk tradeoff analysis. (Chapter 8).

12

Electric utilities should evaluate distributed
generation technologies on par with other
supply-side resources and should consider, and
quantify where possible, the additional benefits
of distributed generation.

PacifiCorp evaluated several types of distribution
generation, including combined heat and power and solar.
The results of these evaluations are documented in Chapter
8.
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IRP
13.a

An electric utility should, in its IRP:
1. Identify its proposed acquisition strategy for
each resource in its action plan.
2. Assess the advantages and disadvantages of
owning a resource instead of purchasing
power from another party
3 Identify any Benchmark Resources it plans to
consider in competitive bidding
I

13.b

For gas utilities only

Chapter 9 outlines the procurement approaches for
resources identified in the preferred portfolio.
A discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of
owning a resource instead of purchasing it is included in
Chapter 9.
Company resources included in RFPs is addressed in the
action plan (Table 9.1 and accompanying narrative).
Not applicable

Table B.4 - Utah Public Service Commission IRP Standard and Guidelines

How the Standards and Guidelines are
Addressed in the 2011 IRP

Requirement

No.

p . x i ~ ~ $ $ y $ i&xy&j

The Commission has the legal authority to
Not addressed; this is a Utah Public Service Commission
promulgate Standards and Guidelines for
responsibility.
integrated resoiirce planning.
Information Exchange is the most reasonable
Information exchange has been conducted throughout the
method for developing and implementing
IRP process.
integrated resource planning in Utah.
Prudence Reviews of new resource acquisitions
Not addressed; ratemahng occurs outside of the IRP
will occur during ratemaking
proceedings.
process.
_ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _
PacifiCorp's integrated resource planning process
PacifiCorp's public process is described in Chapter 2. A
will be open to the public at all stages. The
record of public meetings is provided as Appendix D.
Commission, its staff, the Division, the
Comniittee, appropriate IJtah state agencies, and
other interested parties can participate. The
Commission will pursue a more active-directive
role if deemed necessary, after formal review of
the planning process.
Consideration of environmental externalities and
PacifiCorp used a scenario analysis approach along with
attendant costs must be included in the integrated
externality cost adders to model environmental externality
resource planning analysis.
costs. See Chapter 7 for a description of the methodology
employed, including how COzcost uncertainty is factored
into the determination of relative portfolio performance.
Supply, transmission, and demand-side resources were
The integrated resource plan must evaluate
supply-side and demand-side resources on a
evaluated on a comparable basis using PacifiCorp's
capacity expansion optimization model. Also see the
consistent and comparable basis.
response to number 4.b.ii below.
Avoided Cost should be determined in a manner
Consistent with the Utah rules, PacifiCorp determination
of avoided costs will be handled in a manner consistent
consistent with the Company's Integrated
with the IRP, with the caveat that the costs may be updated
Resource Plan.
if better information becomes available.

I

2

I___

3
4

6

7

I
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Requirement
8

~

9

1

2

The plailnirig standards and guidelines must meet
the needs of the TJtah service area, but since
Goordination with other jurisdictions is important,
must not ignore the rules governing the planning
process already in place in other jurisdictions.
The Company’s Strategic Business Plan must be
directly related to its Integrated Resource Plan.

Definition: Integrated resource planning is a
utility planning process which evaluates all
known resources on a consistent and comparable
basis, in order to meet current and future customer
electric energy services needs at the lowest total
cost to the utility and its customers, and in a
manner consistent with the long-run public
interest. The process should result in the selection
of the optimal set of resources given the expected
combination of costs, risk and uncertainty.
The Company will submit its Integrated Resource
Plan biennially.

IRP will be developed in consultation with the
Commission, its staff, the Division of Public
Utilities, the Committee of Consumer Services,
appropriate Utah state agencies and interested
parties. PacifiCorp will provide ample opportunity
for public input and information exchange during
the
development of its Plan.
PacifiCorp’s integrated resource plans will
4.a
include: a range of estimates or forecasts of load
growth, including both capacity (kW) and energy
(kwh) requirements.

3

___.

4.a.i

The forecasts will be made by jurisdiction and by
general class and will differentiate energy and
capacity requirements. The Company will include
in its forecasts all on-system loads and those offsystem loads which they have a contractual
obligation to fulfill. Non-firm off-system sales are
uncertain and should not be explicitly
incorporated into the load forecast that the utility
then plans to meet. However, the Plan must have

COMPLIANCE
APPENDIX
B - IRP REGUL~ATORY

How the Standards and Guidelines are
Addressed in the 2011 IRP
This IRP was developed in consultation with parties from
all state jurisdictions, and meets all formal state IRP
guidelines.

Chapter 9 describes the llnkage between the 20 11 IRP
preferred portfolio and 201 1 business plan resources
approved in December 2010. Significant resource
differences are highlighted.

Chapter 7 outlines the portfolio performance evaluation
and preferred portfolio selection process, while Chapter 8
chronicles the modeling and preferred portfolio selection
process. This IRP also addresses concerns expressed by
Utah stakeholders and the Utah commission concerning
comprehensiveness of resources considered, consistency in
applying input assumptions for portfolio modeling, and
explanation of PacifiCorp’s decision process for selecting
top-performing portfolios and the preferred portfolio.
The company submitted its last IRP on May 28,2009, and
filed this IRP on March 3 1, 201 1. PacifiCorp files the IRP
with all commissions on March 3 1 in each odd-numbered
year.
PacifiCorp’s public process is described in Chapter 2. A
record of public meetings is provided as Appendix F.

PacifiCorp implemented a load forecast range for both
capacity expansion optimization scenarios as well as for
stochastic variability, covering both capacity and energy.
Details concerning the load forecasts used in the 201 1 IRP
are provided in Appendix A. Figure 7.4 in Chapter 7 shows
the range of forecasts used for capacity expansion
modeling. Figures 7.18 through 7.24 show the range of
stochastic loads modeled for each load area by the Monte
Carlo oroduction cost simulations.
Price risk associated with market sales is captured in the
company’s stochastic simulation results. Current offsystem sales agreements are included in the IRP models.
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some analysis of the off-system sales market to
assess the impacts such markets will have on risks
associated with different acquisition strategies,
Analyses of how various economic and
demographic factors, including the prices of
electricity and alternative energy sources, will
affect the consumption of electric energy services,
and how changes in the number, type and
efficiency of end-uses will affect hture loads.
An evaluation of all present and future resources,
including future market opportunities (both
demand-side and supply-side), on a consistent and
comparable basis.
An assessment of all technically feasible and costeffective improvements in the efficient use of
electricity, including load management and
conservation.

An assessment of all technically feasible
generating technologies including: renewable
resources, cogeneration, power purchases from
other sources, and the construction of thermal
resources.
The resource assessments should include: life
expectancy of the resources, the recognition of
whether the resource is replacing/adding capacity
or energy, dispatchability, lead-time requirements,
flexibility, efficiency of the resource and
opportunities for customer participation.

An analysis of the role of competitive bidding for
demand-side and supply-side resource
acquisitions
A 20-year planning horizon.
An action plan outlining the specific resource
decisions intended to implement the integrated
resource plan in a manner consistent with the
Company's strategic business plan. The action
plan will span a four-year horizon and will
describe specific actions to be taken in the first
two years and outline actions anticipated in the
last two years. The action plan will include a
status report of the specific actions contained in
the previous action plan.
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Addressed in the 2011 IRP

Appendix A documents how demographic and price
factors are used in PacifiCorp's new load forecasting
methodology.

Resources were evaluated on a consistent and comparable
basis using the System Optimizer model and Planning and
Risk production cost model.
PacifiCorp included supply curves for Class 1 DSM
(dispatchable/schedulable load control) and Class 2 DSM
(energy efficiency measures) in its capacity expansion
model. Details are provided in Chapter 6. A sensitivity
study of demand-response programs (Class 3 DSM) was
also conducted (See Chapter 8).
PacifiCorp considered a wide range of resources including
renewables, cogeneration (combined heat and power),
power purchases, thermal resources, energy storage, and
Energy Gateway transmission segments. Chapters 4, 6 and
7 document how PacifiCorp developed and assessed these
technologies and resources.
PacifiCorp captures and models these resource attributes in
its IRP models. Resources are defined as providing
capacity, energy, or both. The DSM supply curves and
distributed generation resources used for portfolio
modeling explicitly incorporate estimated rates of program
and event participation.
Dispatchability is accounted for in both IRP models used;
however, the Planning and Risk model provides a more
detailed representation of unit dispatch than System
Optimizer, and includes modeling of unit commitment and
reserves.
A description of the role of competitive bidding and other
procurement methods is provided in Chapter 9.
This IRP uses a 20-vear study horizon (201 1-2030)
The IRP action plan is provided in Chapter 9. A status
report of the actions outlined in the previous action plan
(2008 IRP update) is provided in Chapter 9 as well.
The action plan (Table 9.1) also identifies actions
anticipated to extend beyond the next two years, or occur
after the next two years
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Requirement
A plan of different resource acquisition paths for
different economic circumstances with a decision
mechanism to select aniong and modify these
paths as the future unfolds.
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4.h

An evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of the
resource options from the perspectives of the
utility and the different classes of ratepayers. In
addition, a description of how social concerns
might affect cost effectiveness estimates of
resource options.

An evaluation of the financial, competitive,
reliability, and operational risks associated with
various resource options and how the action plan
addresses these risks in the context of both the
Business Plan and the 20,-yearIntegrated
Resource Plan. The Company will identify who
should bear such risk, the ratepayer or the
stockholder.

APPENDIX
B - IRP REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE

How the Standards and Guidelines are
Addressed in the 2011 IRP
Chapter 9 includes an acquisition path analysis that
presents broad resource strategies based on regulatory
trigger events, combinations of load growth and gas price
futures, and procurement delays. The associated decision
mechanism is also described in more detail relative to the
2008 IRP.
PacifiCorp provides resource-specific utility and total
resource cost information in Chapter 7.
The IRP document addresses the impact of social concerns
on resource cost-effectiveness in the following ways:
e Portfolios were evaluated using a range of COz cost
futures.
e
A discussion of environmental policy status and
impacts on utility resource planning is provided in
Chapter 3.
e State and proposed federal public policy preferences
for clean energy are considered for development of the
preferred portfolio, which is documented in Chapter 8.
e
Appendix L reports historical water consumption for
PacifiCorp’s thennal plants.
The handling of resource risks is discussed in Chapter 9,
and covers managing carbon risk for existing plants and
managing gas supply risk. Transmission expansion risks
are discussed in Chapter 3. Appendix G discusses hedging.
Appendix H discusses market reliance risks and identifies
who bears associated risks.
Resource capital cost uncertainty and technological risk is
addressed in Chapter 6 (“Handling of Technology
Improvement Trends and Cost Uncertainty”).
For reliability risks, the stochastic simulation model
incorporates stochastic volatility of forced outages for new
thermal plants and hydro availability. These risks are
factored into the comparative evaluation of portfolios and
the selection of the preferred portfolio upon which the
action plan is based.

4.i

4 .I

Considerations permitting flexibility in the
planning process so that the Company can take
advantage of opportunities and can prevent the
premature foreclosure of options.
An analysis of tradeoffs; for example, between
such conditions of service as reliability and
dispatchability and the acquisition of lowest cost
resources.

Identification of the classes of risk and how these risks are
allocated to ratepayers and investors is discussed in
Chapter 9.
Flexibility in the planning and procurement processes is
highlighted in Chapter 9 and the action plan (Table 9.1).

PacifiCorp examined the trade-off between portfolio cost
and risk. This trade-off analysis is documented in Chapter
8, and highlighted through the use of scatter-plot graphs
showing the relationship between stochastic mean and
upper-tail mean stochastic PVRR.
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Requirement
A range, rather than attempts at precise
quantification, of estimated external costs which
may be intangible, in order to show how explicit
consideration of thein might affect selection of
resource options. The Company will attempt to
quantify the magnitude of the externalities, for
example, in terms of the amount of emissions
released and dollar estimates of the costs of such
externalities.
A narrative describing how current rate design is
consistent with the Company's integrated resource
planning goals and how changes in rate design
might facilitate integrated resource planning
objectives.
PacifiCorp will submit its IRP for public
comment, review and acknowledgement.

B - IRP REGULATORY
COMPL~ANCE
APPENDIX

How the Standards and Guidelines are
Addressed in the 2011 IRP
PacifiCorp incorporated environmental externality costs
for COz,NOx, SO2, and mercury with use of cost adders
and assumptions regarding the form of compliance strategy
(for example, a per-ton tax and hard emissions caps for
C02). For COz externality costs, the company used
scenarios with various cost levels to capture a reasonable
range of cost impacts. These cost assumptions are
described in Chapter 7.
The role of Class 3 DSM (price response programs) at
PacifiCorp and how these resources are modeled in the IRP
are described in Chapter 6.

PacifiCorp distributed a partially completed draft IRP
document for public review and comment on February 23,
20 11, and the complete draft IFU? document (Volume 1) on
March 7,201 1
Not addressed; this is a post-filing activity.
I

The public, state agencies and other interested
parties will have the opportunity to make formal
comment to the Commission on the adequacy of
the Plan. The Commission will review the Plan
for adherence to the principles stated herein, and
will judge the merit and applicability of the public
comment. If the Plan needs further work the
Commission will return it to the Company with
comments and suggestions for change. This
process should lead more quickly to the
Commission's acknowledgement of an acceptable
Integrated Resource Plan. The Company will give
an oral presentation of its report to the
Commission and all interested public parties.
Formal hearings on the acknowledgement of the
Integrated Resource Plan might be appropriate but
are not required.
Acknowledgement of an acceptable Plan will not
guarantee favorable ratemaking treatment of
future resource acquisitions.
The Integrated Resource Plan will be used in rate
cases to evaluate the performance of the utility
and to review avoided cost calculations.
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Not addressed; this is not a PacifiCorp activity.

Not addressed; this refers to a post-filing activity.
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Standard and Guidelines
Table B.5 - Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission I
WAC 480-100-238)
How the Standards and Guidelines are Addressed in
the 2011 IRP
Requirement
Work plan filed no later than 12 months
before next IRP due date.

PacifiCorp filed the IRP work plan on March 3 1,2010, given an
anticipated IRP filing date of March 31,201 1.

Work plan outlines content of IRP.

See pages 1-2 of the Work Plan document for a summarization of
IRP contents.
See pages 2-5 of the Work Plan document for a summarization of
resource analysis.

Work plan outlines method for assessing
potential resources. (See LRC analysis
below)
Work plan outlines timing and extent of
public participation.
Integrated resource plan submitted
within two years of previous plan.

Commission issues notice of public
hearing after company files plan for
review .
Commission holds public hearing.
Plan describes the mix of energy supply
resources.
Plan describes conservation supply.

Plan addresses supply in terms of
current and fiiture needs.

Plan uses lowest reasonable cost (L,RC)
analysis to select the mix of resources.
LRC analysis considers resource costs.

LRC analysis considers niarketvolatility risks.

L,RC analysis considers demand side
resource uncertainties.
LRC analysis considers resource
dispatchability.

See pages 6-7 of the Work Plan. Figure 2, page 6, document for the
IRP schedule.
The Commission issued an Order on December 11,2008, under
Docket no. UE-070117, granting the Company permission to file its
IRP on March 3 1 of each odd numbered year. PacifiCorp filed the
201 1 IRP on March 3 1,2011.
Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this IRP.

Not applicable; activity conducted subsequent to filing this IRP.
Chapter 5 describes the mix of existing resources, while Chapter 8
describes the 201 1 IRP preferred portfolio. For example, see Tables
8.16 and 8.17, as well asFigures 8.11 and 8.12.
See Chapter 8 for a description of how conservation supplies are
represented and modeled. Refer to Tables 8.16 and 8.17, as well as
Figures 8.1 1 and 8.12. The 2010 resource potential study upon
which conservation supplies are based is available from
PacifiCorp’s demand-side management Web site,
htt~://\.r,~vw.
gacificarg.coniicsldsin.h tinl.
The 201 1 IRP preferred portfolio was based on a resource needs
assessment that accounted for forecasted load growth, expiration of
existing power purchase contracts, resources under construction,
contract, or reflected in the Company’s capital budget, as well as a
capacity planning reserve margin. Details on PacifiCorp’s findings
of resource need are described in Chapter 5. For example, see Table
5.1 1 for PacifiCorp’s capacity load and resource balance.
PacifiCorp uses portfolio performance measures based on the
Present Value of Revenue Requirements (PVRR) methodology. See
the section on portfolio performance measures in Chapter 7.
Chapter 6, Resource Options, provides detailed information on costs
and other attributes for all resources analyzed for the IRP. For
example, see Tables 6.1 through 6.8,6.10, and 6.12.
PacifiCorp employs Monte Carlo production cost simulation with a
stochastic model to characterize market price and gas price
volatility. See the section entitled, “Monte Carlo Production Cost
Simulation” in Chapter 7 for a summary of the modeling approach.
PacifiCorp
~-captured demand-side resource uncertainties through the
development of numerous portfolios based on different sets ofinput
assumptions.
PacifiCorp uses two IRP models that simulate the dispatch of
existing and hture resources based on such attributes as heat rate,
availability, he1 cost, and variable O&M cost. The chronological
production cost simulation model also incorporates unit
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Requirement

LRC analysis considers resource effect
on system operation.

LRC analysis considers risks imposed
on ratepayers.

L,RC analysis considers public policies
regarding resource preference adopted
by Washington state or federal
govemment.

LRC analysis considers cost of risks
associated with environmental effects
including emissions of carbon dioxide.
Plan defrnes conservation as any
reduction in electric power consumption
that results fiom increases in the
efficiency of energy use, production, or
distribution.
Plan includes a range of forecasts of
future demand.

Plan develops forecasts using methods
that examine the effect of economic
forces on the consumption of electricity.
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COMPLIANCE

How the Standards and Guidelines are Addressed in
the 2011 IRP
commitment logic for handling start-up, shutdown, ramp rates,
minimum upldown times, and run up rates, and reserve holding
characteristics of individual generators.
PacifiCorp’s IRP models simulate the operation of its entire system,
reflecting dispatchlunit commitnient, forcedunforced outages,
access to markets, and system reliability and transmission
constraints,
PacifiCorp explicitly models risk associated with uncertain COz
regulatory costs, wholesale electricity and natural gas price
escalation and volatility, load growth uncertainty, resource
reliability, renewable portfolio standard requirement uncertainty,
plant construction cost escalation, and resource affordability. These
risks and uncertainties are handled through stochastic modeling and
scenarios depicting alternative futures.
In addition to risk modeling, the IRP discusses a number of resource
risk topics not addressed in the IRP system simulation models. For
example, Chapter 9 covers the following topics: (1) managing
carbon risk for existing plants, (2) managing gas supply risk, and (3)
procurement delays. Chapter 4 covers similar risks associated with
transmission system expansion.
The IRP modeling incorporates resource expansion constraints tied
to renewable portfolio standards (RPS) currently in place for
Washington, Oregon, California, and Utah. (See Chapter 7,
“Representation and Modeling of Renewable Portfolio Standards”,
as well as Appendix A for RPS compliance reports developed for
each resource portfolio assessed for the IRP). PacifiCorp also
evaluated various COz regulatory schemes, including a C02 tax,
hard cap, and cap-and-trade. Future modeling enhancements are
planned for improved representation of state-level resource
regulations.
Criteria pollutant and C02 emissions under the Clean Air Act are
discussed in Chapter 3 . A description of PacifiCorp’s modeling of
COZ cost risk is provided in Chapter 7. Chapter 9 discusses the
implications of C02 cost uncertainty on resource acquisition plans.
A description of how PacifiCorp classifies and defines energy
conservation is provided in Chapter 6 , “Demand-side Resources”.

PacifiCorp implemented a load forecast range for both capacity
expansion optimization scenarios as well as for stochastic shortterm and long-tern variability. Details concerning the load forecasts
used in the 201 1 IRP are provided in Chapters 5 and 8, and
Appendix A. Figures 7.4 in Chapter 7 show the range of forecasts
used for capacity expansion modeling. Figures 7.18 through 7.24
show the range of stochastic loads modeled for each load area by
the Monte Carlo production cost simulations.
PacifiCorp’s load forecast methodology employs econometric
forecasting techniques that include such economic variables as
household income, employment, and population. See Chapter 5,
“Load Forecast”, for a description of the load forecasting
methodology.
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Requirement
Plan develops forecasts using methods
that address changes in the number, type
and efficiency of electrical end-uses.
Plan includes an assessment of
commercially available conservation,
including load management.

Plan includes an assessment of currently
employed and new policies and
programs needed to obtain the
conservation improvements.
Plan includes an assessment of a wide
range of conventional and commercially
available nonconventional generating
technologies.

APPENDIX
B - IRP REGUL.ATORY
COMPLIANCE

How the Standards and Guidelines are Addressed in
the 2011 IRP
Residential sector load forecasts use a statistically-adjusted end-use
model that accounts for equipment saturation rates and efficiency.
See Appendix A, L,oad Forecast Details, for a description of the
residential sector load forecasting methodology.
PacifiCorp updated the system-wide demand-side management
potential study in 2010, which served as the basis for developing
DSM resource supply curves for resource portfolio modeling. The
supply curves account for technical and achievable (market)
potential, while the IRP capacity expansion model identifies a costeffective mix of DSM resources based on these limits and other
model inputs. As noted above, the 2010 DSM potentials study is
available on PacifiCorp’s DSM Web site.
A description of the current status of DSM programs and on-going
activities to implement current and new programs is provided in
Chapter 5 , Resource Needs Assessment (“Existing Resources”).

PacifiCorp considered a wide range of resources including
renewables, cogeneration (combined heat and power), customer
standby generation, power purchases, thennal resources, energy
storage, and transmission. Chapters 6 and 7 document how
PacifiCorp developed and assessed these technologies.
PacifiCorp modeled transmission system capability to serve its load
Plan includes an assessment of
obligations, factoring in updates to the representation of major load
transmission system capability and
and generation centers, regional transmission congestion impacts,
reliability (as allowed by current law).
import/export availability, external market dynamics, and
significant transmission expansion plans (See Chapters 4 and 7).
System reliability given transmission capability was analyzed using
stochastic production cost simulation and measures of insufficient
energy and capacity for a load area (Energy Not Served and Unmet
Capacity, respectively).
PacifiCorp’s capacity expansion optimization model (System
Plan includes a comparative evaluation
Optimizer) is designed to compare alternative resources-including
of energy supply resources (including
transmission expansion options-for the least-cost resource mix.
transmission and distribution) and
System Optimizer was used to develop numerous resource
improvements in conservation using
portfolios for comparative evaluation on the basis of cost, risk,
LRC.
reliability, and other performance attributes. The DSM potentials
study considered improvements in conservation Distribution
considered alternative transmission expansion options.
PacifiCorp integrates demand forecasts, resources, and system
Demand forecasts and resource
operations in the context of a system modeling framework described
evaluations are integrated into the long
in Chapter 7. Portfolio evaluation covers a 20-year period (201 1range plan for resource acquisition.
2030). PacifiCorp developed its preferred portfolio of resources
judged to be least-cost after considering load requirements, risk,
uncertainty, supply adequacylreliability, and government resource
policies in accordance with this rule.
Ban includes a two-year action plan that See Table 9.1, Chapter 9, for PacifiCorp’s 201 1 IRP action plan.
implements the long range plan.
A status report on action plan implementation is provided in the
Plan includes a progress report on the
“Progress on Previous Action Plan Items” section of Chapter 9.
implementation of the previously filed
plan.
Plan includes description of consultation Chapter 2 includes a summary of the 201 1 IRP public process,
while Appendix F provides details on specific meetings held.
with commission staff. (Description not
reouired’l
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Requirement

How the Standards and Guidelines are Addressed in
the 2011 IRP

Plan includes description of completion
of work plan. (Description not required)

Not applicable; the IRP schedule was modified to accommodate
planning events. See the response to WAC 480-100-238(4).

Table B.6 - Wyoming Public Service Commission IRP Standard and Guidelines (Docket 90000107-XO-09)

No.
A

B

Requirement

How the Guideline is Addressed in the 2011 tRP

The public comment process employed
as part of the formulation of tlie utility’s
IRP, including a description, timing and
weight given to the public process;
The utility’s strategic goals and resource
planning goals and preferred resource
portfolio

PacifiCorp’s public process is described in Chapter 2. A record
of public meetings is provided as Appendix F.

The utility’s illustration of resource need
over the near-term and long-term
planning horizons;

D

Chapters 9 and 10 presents the 201 1 IRP and transmission
expansion action plans, respectively.
Chapter 8 presents the preferred portfolio. Additionally, the
acquisition path analysis (Table 9.2) describes alternative
resource strategies based on trigger events and trends.
See Chapter 5, Resource Needs Assessment.

A study detailing the types of resources
considered;

Chapter 6, Resource Options, presents the resource options used
for resource portfolio modeling for this IRP.

Changes in expected resource
acquisitions and load growth fiom that
presented in the utility’s previous IRP;

A comparison of resource changes relative to the 2008 IRP
Update is presented as Table 9.3 in Chapter 9. A chart
comparing the peak load forecasts for the 2008 IRP, 2008 IRP
Update, and 201 1 IRP is included in Appendix A.
Tables and graphs showing C 0 2 and EPA criteria pollutant
emissions are presented in Chapter 8 and Appendix E.

I

G

H
H
I
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The environmental impacts considered;
Market purchases evaluation;

Modeling of firm market purchases (front office transactions)
and spot market balancing transactions is included in this IRP.

Reserve Margin analysis; and

PacifiCorp’s stochastic loss of load study and selection of a
capacity planning reserve margin is included as Appendix J.

Demand-side management and
conservation options;

See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion on DSM and
conservation resource options.
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This appendix provides additional modeling inputs and results for the Energy Gateway transinission
scenarios documented in Chapter 4 of Volume 1. The appendix consists of detailed transmission cost
information incorporated into System Optimizer and portfolio Present Value Revenue Requirements
(PVRR) reporting, as well as resource tables indicating resource differences between the base Energy
Gateway portfolio (developed assuming only the Energy Gateway Central segments are built) and
portfolios developed with incremental Energy Gateway segments.

Transmission Scenario Analysis and Cost Details
The Transmission Scenario Analysis section of Chapter 4, Trarisinission Planning, assesses resource
additions and 20-year present value revenue requirement (PVRR) for various Energy Gateway
scenarios. These scenarios range froin a “base case” strategy with the minimal planned transmission
(Scenario 1 - including the Populus to Terminal, Mona to Oquirrh, and Sigurd to Red Butte projects)
to the full “incremental” Energy Gateway strategy (Scenario 7 - including Gateway Central, Gateway
West, Gateway South and west-side projects). The PVRR calculations are for 20-years discounted
back to 201 1 dollars assuming a 7.17 percent discount rate in order to be consistent with other IRP
analyses. However, a full financial analysis would assume a 58-year lifecycle and include stochastic
analysis through the Planning and Risk (PaR) model as described in Chapter 7.
The System Optimizer’s selection of wind resources for the ‘‘Green Resource Future” used various
Energy Gateway scenarios as input assumptions and then determined general placement of additional
wind resources. Wind resource requirements were assumed at the Waxman-Markey level (20 percent
by 2020). The System Optimizer acts as a screening tool for resource selection but has limited abiIity
to take into account transmission constraints and/or operational requirements. This limitation requires
Transmission Planning, in some cases, to choose between planning adequate transmission facilities
appropriate for the resource location, moving wind resources to alternative renewable energy zones, or
both.
PacifiCorp’s Transmission Planning Department did not pre-determine the entire transmission
inf?astructure/cost for each scenario, other than providing the Energy Gateway scenarios as tested
using System Optimizer. However, The Transmission Planning Department determined whether the
wind resources selected by the System Optimizer had adequate location-based transmission facilities
and, in one scenario, relocated wind resources in consideration of transmission constraints and
operational considerations. Placement and megawatt capacity of wind resources in scenarios 1, 3 and
7 selected by the System Optimizer were left as is; however, resource-location-dependent transmission
was added to accoimnodate the incremental resources. In scenario 2, The Transmission Planning
Department determined that some of the resources selected for Wyoming had to be relocated to Utah
due to transmission constraints and operational limits.
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West-side wind resource additions under the “Green Resource Future” (see Table 4.1) for Scenario 1
range between 87 1 MW and 1,021 MW of new wind geiieratioii primarily in Wasliington. Figure C. 1,
the Western Renewable Energy Zones map, sliows “bubbles” in Washington and Oregon where wind
resources are strongest, plus the Energy Gateway Scenario I map which shows PacifiCorp’s service
area in blue.

Figure C. 1 - Western Renewable Energy Zones plus Energy Gateway Scenario 1
- I”

1

Energy Gateway Transmission Expansion Plan
System Optimizer Scenario I
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Tables C.1 and C.2 outline the line item details for the transinission costs presented in Tables 4.2 and
4.4 of Chapter 4. Given that Scenario 1 includes no incremental transmission capacity on the west side
and lacked available capacity in this region, new transmission additions would be required to bring up
to 1,021 MW of west-side wind generation to customer load centers in Oregon, Washington and
California. PacifiCorp estimated that $1.5 billion (20-Year PVRR) in new west-side transmission
investment would be required to deliver this energy to customers under the Green Resource Scenario.

See the west side line items in Table C.l.
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Table C.1- Transmission Cost Details, Green esource Future

Resource Location Dependent Transmrssion
Wyomin~ldaho
Utah
West side

I’

Wlieelinrr Cliarce (Soutliwest UT - Mead. NV)
Total (20-year PVRR) 2’

Gross Capital
Energy Gateway Caprtal
Resource Location Dependent Transinrssion
Wy omindldalio
Utah
West side

West side I‘
Total Gross Capital I’

475

105
0

0

0

0

35

35

35

36

35

35

35

35

$2,499

$3,329
253
1,124
0
S4,706

$2,524

$2,564

$4,609

$5,888

248

107
0
0

0
0
$4,857

$5,995

$3,103

$1,776
337
0
2,802
$4,915

107

$2,499

$3,329
253
1,124
0
$4,706

$2,524

0

$2,563

$4,609

$5,888

248
0
0

107
0
0

54,857

$5,995

I42
0
1,503

107
475
0

105
0

45

142

I07

105

45

0

0

475

0

0

1,503

0

0
0

0
0

35

35

35

35

36

36

36

36

$3,103

,

$1,776
337
0
2,802
s4,915

” Westside Resource Location Dependent Transmission assumed

’Transmission depreciable assets Imve a %year

142
0
1,503

$4,915

Wl~eelmr:Cliarne (Soutliwesf UT - Mead. NV]

Gross Capital
Energy Gateway Capital
Resource Location Dependent Transmission
Wyornin~ldaho
Utah

45
0
0

45

0
0

337
0
2,802

l‘

Total (LO-year PVRR)21

105

%1,776

Resource Location Denendent Transinission
Wyorning/ldalio
Utah
West side

107
475
0

$3,103

I‘

Total Gross Capital ”

142
0
1,503

S2,499

$3,329
253
1,124
0
$4,706

S2,524

,

$2,563

$4,609

$5,888

248
0

107

0
$4,857

0

0
$5,995

$3,104

$1,776
337
0
2,802
s4,915

$2,500

$2,525

$2,564

$3,329

$4,609

$5,888

253
1,124
0

248
0
0

107
0
0

$4,706

S4,857

s5,995

to be in-service tlie beginning of year 2016

book lie, liowever t l ~ epresent value revenue requirements were based on 20-years of future transmission costs using a 7 17% discount
rate in order to be consistent witli IRP date parameters

’’ Gross capital esttnates came from standard transmission base assemblies priced in 2009 excep! for tlie Populus - Tenniinal segment wliere 2010 forecasted completion costs were used
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Table C.2 - Transmission Cost Details, Incumbent

Resource Location Dependent Transinssion
Wyonunglldaho
Utah
West side

Wlieelmr Charce (Southwest UT - Mead NV)

Total (20-year PVRR)

I’

Gross Capital
Energy Gateway Capltal
Resource LocahOn Dependent Transinlssion
Wyoinmglldaho
Utah
West side
Total Gross Capital

0

0

esource Future

0

0

0
0
0

35
______

35

35

0
~0

$1,458

$1,916

$1,116

0
0

0
$1,776

-

$2,419

$3,329

$4,609

0
0
0
$3,329

0
0
0
$4,609

0

0

0
0
0

35

35

35

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

35

35

$2,518

$5,888
0
0
0

$5,888

$1,457

$1,116
0
0

0
$1,776

0
0

$1,916

$2,419

$2,518

$3,329

$4,609

$5,888

0

0

0
0

0
0
$4,609

0
0
0
$5,888

$3,329

I’ Transinksion depreciable assets have a %-year book life, however the present value revenue requbeinents were based on 20-years of future transmission costs using a 7 17% discount
rate in order to be consistent with IRP date parameters
Gross capital estunates came from standard traiwnksion base assemblies priced in 2009 except for the Populus - Tenninal s e p e o t wlierc 2010 forecasted completion costs were
used
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System Optimizer Portfolio Tables
This section presents System Optimizer portfolio output tables for the Energy Gateway transmission
scenarios discussed in Chapter 4, Transinission Planning. Table C.3 suinmarizes the input assumptions
used for developing each Energy Gateway portfolio. Table C.4 reports the portfolio PVRRs, indicating
post- nod el-run adjustments for transinission costs and reversal of the stochastic value adjustment
applied to CCCT resources. (See Chapter 7 for a discussion of this adjustment). Table C.5 consists of
the resource capacity difference tables. The base Energy Gateway scenario is shown first, followed by
the resource difference tables for scenarios with the matching input assumptions. For example,
resource differences for scenarios EG2, EG3, and EG4 are shown with respect to EG1. Portfolios
designated with the “WM” suffix correspond to the Green Resource Future strategy outlined in
Chapter 4.
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D - DETAILCAPACITY
EXPANSION
RESUL~TS

A

This appendix reports the detailed portfolio resource selection tables for each of the scenario
development cases outlined in Chapter 7. These tables are outputs from the System Optimizer
model used during portfolio development.
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Annual Carbon Dioxide Emission Trends
Figure D. 1 shows the Preferred Portfolio added to the medium C 0 2 emission profile chart from
Chapter 8.

Figure D.l

- Core Cases: C02 Emission Profile for Medium C02 Tax Costs
-

COZ Caser Mediuiii
65 0
62 5
60 0
57 5

55 0

52 5
50 0
47 5
45 0
42 5

40 0

37 5
35 0
32 5

30 0
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This appendix reports additional results for the Monte Carlo production cost siinulatioiis
conducted with PacifiCorp’ s Planning and Risk (PaR) model, including certain sensitivity
portfolios: coal utilization cases 20 through 24, and liigldlow economic growth cases 25 and 26.
These results supplement the data presented in Chapter 8 of the main IRP document. The results
presented include the following:
8

0

0

Stochastic ineaii PVRR versus upper-tail mean PVRR scatter-plot diagrams that include all
CO:! hard cap portfolios
The full complement of stochastic risk and other portfolio performance measures for the
portfolios simulated using PaR.
Stochastic mean PVRR component cost details for the portfolios.

Core Case Study Stochastic Results
ean versus
The following set of scatter-plot charts incorporates all 19 core cases. The scatter-plot charts in
Chapter 8 excluded a number of the CO;! emission hard cap portfolios due to high PVRRs that
impacted axis scaling and legibility of the data points.
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Table E.l- Stochastic Mean PVRR by COz Tax Level, Core Case

!

Case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11
Case 12
Case 13
Case 14
Case 15
Case 16
Case 17
Case 18
Case 19

$O/ton
26,623
26,424
26,616
27,002
27,000
27,008
26,650
27,122
27,122
28,555
28,172
29,082
29,182
29,073
27,591
28,441
32,369
30,957
28,108

C02tax level
Million Dollars (20 1 19;)
$12/ton
(low to very high)
$19/tOIl
35,567
34,892
35,462
34,768
35,488
34,835
35,681
35,139
35,585
35,087
35,516
35,024
35,527
34,868
35,841
35,271
35,738
3.523 1
36,838
36,362
36,154
36,816
37,103
36,678
37,009
36,789
37,167
36,698
35,560
34,969
36,181
35,328
38,539
38,036
37,206
35,791
36,679
36,128

Average
32,360
32,218
32,313
32,607
32,558
32,516
32,348
32,744
32,697
33,918
33,714
34,288
34,327
34,312
32,707
33,317
36,315
34,651
33,638

Table E.2 - Stochastic Risk Results by COz Tax Level, Core Case Portfolios

Case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11
Case 12
Case 13
Case 14
Case 15
Case 16
Case 17

138

Production cost
standard deviation
1,948
2,029
1,934
1,954
1,974
1,919
1.915
1,930
1,918
1,515
1,550
1,351
1,337
1,368
3,094
3,852
3,702

C 0 2 tax level: $O/ton
Million Dollars I2011$)
95th
5th percentile
percentile
23,551
29,799
23,289
29,825
23,563
29,796
23,892
30,191
23,836
30,194
23,901
30,093
23.604
29.784
24,066
30,277
30,239
24,031
25,956
30,751
25,530
30,601
26,681
30,984
26,8 17
31,096
26,678
31,099
22,909
32,060
22,803
34,100
27,139
37,948

Upper-tail
mean
30,808
30,836
30,752
31,139
31,092
30,938
30.727
31,232
31,140
3 1,556
31,267
31,603
31,715
31,678
33,036
35,053
38,792
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Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11
Case 12
Case 13
Case 14
Case 15
Case 16
Case 17
Case 18
Case 19

3,538
3,629
3,530
3,535
3,588
3,537
3,497
3,492
3,485
2,992
3,031
2,779
2,710
2,794
3,366
4,362
4,27 1
5,419
3,378

30,185
29,986
30,116
30,308
30,125
30,112
30,198
30,527
30,425
32,l 17
32,052
32,666
32,664
32,693
30,376
29,774
32,485
29,490
31,435

40,773
40,833
40,643
40,860
40,857
40,621
40,653
40,943
40,852
40,806
41,074
40,627
40,457
40,772
40,526
42,618
44,974
45,353
4 1,467

41,748
4 1,897
41,639
41,801
41,685
41,470
41,578
41,929
41,709
41,749
41,787
41,417
41,270
41,597
41,375
43,469
45,819
46,097
42,276

Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11
Case 12

3,080
3,070
2,573
2,612
2,390

30,479
30,426
32,206
3 1,976
32,783

39,618
39,534
39,619
39,524
39,859

40,747
40,666
40,7 18
40,592
40,452
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Case
Case 13
Case 14
Case 15
Case 16
Case 17
Case 18
Case 19

Production cost
standard deviation
2,365
2,391
2,806
3,543
3,381
4,2 10
2,960

APPENDIX
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CO1 tax level: $19/ton
Million Dollars (2011$)
95th
5th percentile
percentile
39,979
32,896
39,968
32,821
39,117
30,683
40,405
29,877
42,757
32,874
41,637
29,456
40,155
31,450

Upper-tail
mean
40,576
40,528
40,197
41,519
43,692
42,791
41,203

Table E.4 - Cumulative 10-year Customer Rate Impact, Core Case Portfolios
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Case

$0 co2

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

26.9%
26.3%
28.3%
24.1yo
26.0%
33.4%
29.5%
25.5%

$19 Cot
43.0%
42.6%
44.0%
39.6%
39.9%
45.0%
40.6%
42.3%

$ 1 2 cot
(low - very high)
37.5%
36.9%
38.7%
33.8%
35.3%
41.6%
37.1%
36.3%

35.2%
32.5%
33.7%
40.0%
35.7%
34.7%

12

Figure E.5 - Average Annual Energy Not Served (2011 - 2030), $19 COz Core Case
Portfolios
GO

50

40

IO

0
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~

Table E.5 - Loss of Load Probability for a
Portfolios
Year

142

1

Case 1

I

Case2

I

Case3

1

Case4

ajor (> 25,000 MWh) July Event, Core Case

I

Case5

I

Case6

1

Case7

1

Case8

I

Case9

I Case 10
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Table E.6 - Average Loss of Load
Event Size
(MWh)

Case 1

Case2

Case3

uring Summer Peak

Case4

Case5

Case6

Case7

Case8

Case9

Case 10
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Coal Plant Utilization Sensitivity and Load Forecast Scenario Stochastic
Study Results
The following tables report stochastic production cost inodeling results for Cases 2 1 through 24
(coal utilization sensitivities) and Cases 25 and 26 (low and high economic growth sensitivities).
Note that the Case 20 coal utilization portfolio (medium COz tax and gas prices) did not result in
any coal plant replacements, so the Company did not consider it worthwhile to conduct a
stochastic production cost siinulation with this portfolio. Similarly, the Case 27 portfolio, which
assumed high peak loads driven by one-in-ten peak load producing temperatures, was not
sufficiently different in resource inix relative to the high economic growth portfolio to warrant
stochastic production cost inodeling.

Table E.7 - Stochastic Mean PVRR by C02 Tax Level, Sensitivity Portfolios

Table E.8 - Stochastic f i s k Results by C02 Tax Level, Sensitivity Portfolios
C 0 2 tax level: $O/ton
Million Dollars (2011$)
Case

144

Production cost
standard deviation

5th percentile

95th percentile

Upper-tail mean
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Case 25
Case 26

2,966
3,935

29,066
3 1,400

37,655
43,150

38,642
44,340

Case 25
Case 26

2,534
3,528

30,003
3 1,223

37,280
41,953

38,432
43,046
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EN
A critical element of this resource plan is the public input process. PacifiCorp has pursued an open
and collaborative approach involving the Coimnissions, customers and other stakeholders in
PacifiCorp’s planning process prior to making resource planning decisions. Since these decisions can
have significant econoinic and environmental consequences, conducting the resource plan with
transparency and full participation from Coimnissions and other interested and affected parties is
essential.
The public has been involved in this resource plan froin its earliest stages and at each decisive step.
Participants have both shared comments and ideas and received information. As reflected in the report,
inany of the comments provided by the participants have been adopted by PacifiCorp and have
contributed to the quality of this resource plan. PacifiCorp will adopt further comments going forward,
either as elements of the Action Plan or as future refinements to the planning methodology.
The cornerstone of the public input process has been full-day public input meetings held
approximately throughout the year-long plan development period. These meetings have been held
jointly in two locations-Salt L,ake City, Utah and Portland Oregon-using telephone and video
conferencing technology.
IRP public process continued with state stakeholder dialogue sessions froin mid-June through August
2010. These goal of these sessions, targeting a state-specific audience, were to (1) capture key
resource planning issues of most concern to each state, and discuss how these can be tackled froin a
system planning perspective, (2) ensure that stakeholders understand PacifiCorp’ s planning principles
and the logic behind its planning process, and (3) set expectations for what can be accomplished in the
current IRPhusiness planning cycle. These State focused meetings continued to enhance interaction
with stakeholders in the planning cycle, and provided a forum to directly address stakeholder concerns
regarding equitable representation of state interests during general public meetings.
As far as agenda setting is concerned, PacifiCorp solicited recommendations from the state
stakeholders in advance of the session, as well as allowing open time to ensure that participants had
adequate time for dialogue. Some follow-up activities arising from the sessions were addressed in
subsequent public meetings.
The 2010 public input meetings were augmented by a series of focused technical workshops to provide
an opportunity to discuss complex topics for a multi-state utility in more detail.

Participant List
Among the organizations that were represented and actively involved in this collaborative effort were:

0
0

Idaho Public Utilities Coinmission
Oregon Public Utilities Coimnission
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e
e
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e
e

e
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e
e

e
e
e

e
e

e
e

e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e
e
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Public Service Coinmission of Utah
Washington TJtilities and Transportation Commission
Wyoiniiig Public Service Commission

Attorney General of Washington
Brigham Young University
Citizen’s Utility Board of Oregon
Committee for Consumer Services State of Utah
ECOS Consulting
Encaiia Corporation
enXco
Energy Trust of Oregon
Energy Strategies, L,LC
HEAL Utah and Utah Physicians for a Healthy Environment
Health Environment Alliance of Utah (HEAL,)
Horizon Wind Energy
Iberdrola
Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities
Intenvest Energy Alliance
Kennecott
Mountain West Consulting, L,L,C
Northwest Power and Conservation Council
Northwest Pipeline GP
NW Energy Coalition
Oregon Department of Energy
Powder River Basin Resource Council
Renewables Northwest Project
Salt L,ake City
Salt Lake Community Action Program
Southwest Energy Efficiency Project
Sierra Club , Utah Chapter
TJ.S. Department of Energy - Intermountain Clean Energy Application Center
U.S. Department of Energy - Northwest Clean Energy Application Center
Utah Association of Energy Users
Utah Clean Energy Alliance
Utah Division of Air Quality
TJtah Division of Public Utilities
Utah Energy Office
Utah Geological Survey
Wasatch Clean Air Coalition
Western Resource Advocates
West Wind Wires
Wyoming Industrial Energy Consumers
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Wyoming Office Of Consumer Advocacy

&BRea-§
Avista Utilities
Cadinus Group Inc.
e
GDS Associates
0
Idaho Power Company
e
John Klingele (Washington Customer)
e
Portland General Electric (PGE)
PacifiCorp extends its gratitude for the time and energy these participants llave given to the resource
plan. Your participation has contributed significantly to the quality of this plan, and your continued
participation will help as PacifiCorp strives to improve its planning efforts going forward.

Public Input Meetings
PacifiCorp hosted five full-day public input meetings, two half day meetings, one conference call and
six state meetings during the 2010. During the 2011 IRP process presentations and discussions
covered various issues including inputs and assumptions, risks, modeling techniques, and analytical
results. Below are the agendas from the public input meetings and the technical workshops.

April 28, 2010
IRP Group and Support Teain
Discussion on the wind integration study methodology white paper
IRP Regulatory Compliance (2008 IRP I 201 1 IRP)
IRP Preparation Schedule and Public Process
IRP Modeling Plan and Initiatives
e
2008 IRP Update
Aliglist 4, 2010
Demand-side management I distributed generation
Supply-side Resources
Planning Reserve Margin (PRh4) analysis
Proposed portfolio development cases

ctoher 5, 2010
IRP Schedule Update
0
Energy Gateway Transinission Construction Update and Evaluation
Load Forecast
0
Hedging Strategy
e
Market Reliance Analysis
0
Capacity Load & Resource Balance
0
Portfolio Development Cases
155
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ecenzber 15, 201 0
0
Planning Reserve Margin and L,OLP
0
Update on Assumptions
e
Load Forecast Scenarios
0
DSM Supply Curves
Update Load and Resource Balance
Preliminary Results for Core Cases and Transinission

Jnnuar.y 27, 201 1
0

Solar photovoltaic resource inodeling

Jirr2uur.y 31, 2011
0
Review of System Optimizer Core Case Results - Cases 1 to 19

Fehruuiy 23, 2011
0
Stochastic production cost inodeling results
0
preferred portfolio selection
coal utilization study results

Mmch 23, 201 1
0
Preferred portfolio discussion,
0
Remaining portfolio sensitivity results, and
0
the IRP action plan

June 16,2010 - Oregoit / Cdifornin
0
Evaluating distribution efficiency potential
0
Wind integration study
0
Transinission financial analysis
0
Assumptions update for portfolio analysis / All-source RFP
0
Intermediate-term Market Purchases
e
Out-year resource selection
0
Enhanced regulatory impact inodeling
0
Use of carbon dioxide emissions for portfolio performance scoring
0
Open Discussion Iteins - Smart Grid and PacifiCorp Modeling
Juite 29, 201 0 - EJtcrh
0
Renewable/non-traditional Resource Evaluation
Wind integration study
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Distributed solar
Resource modeling and characterization
Sensitivity analysis of incentive prograins (e.g., level of incentive needed to make
distributed solar cost-effective)
Hybrid intennittentlstorage technologies
Coinrnercial geotheimal potential study
DSM Potential Study
Treatment of achievable potential adjustments
Application of the Utility Cost Test
Market Risk Assessment
Price hedging strategy
Inclusion of hedging costs in portfolio resources
Sensitivity analysis of hedging strategies to ininiinize costs and risks for custoiners
Market purchase risk assessment
WECC Power Supply Assessment
Stochastic siinulatioii and risk analysis
Resource Adequacy
Planning reserve margin evaluation
Sensitivity analysis of Energy Not Served (ENS) price; i.e., flat vs. tiered approach
Hydro sustained peaking capability
Treatment of planned resources
Load Forecasting
GDS Consulting recommendations for the 2008 IRP
Load forecast scenarios
Standalone load forecast report
Stochastic parameter estimation
Model Training

Jrrly 28,2010 - I d d o
0
2008 IRP Acknowledgement Letter
Discount rate impact on resource tiinirig and selection
Wind integration costs -justification and stochastic modeling support
0
Quantifying Renewable Portfolio Standard costs and other jurisdictional mandates
0
Portfolio selection process and weighting scheme
A1rgust 11, 2010 - F”on2iizg
0
ENS in Portfolio Modeling
0
Planning Reserve Margin
0
C 0 2 Modeling: Tax versus Cap-n-Trade
0
Supply-side Option Table
L,OLP
Weighting Schemes

.
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Parking Lot Issues
During the course of the public input meetings, certain concerns or questions needed additional
follow-up froin PacifiCorp. These questions or issues were taken off-line and addressed in a meeting
report or at a subsequent public input meeting or workshop.

Public Review of IFW Draft Document
PacifiCoi-p distributed the draft docuinent inaterials on February 23 and March 7 , 2011 for public
review. Public coininents were requested by March 24, 20 11. Parties that submitted comments
include:
e
e

e
e

e
e
e
e

e
e
e
e

Encana Corporation
HEAL, Utah and Utah Physicians for a Healthy Environment
Intenvest Energy Alliance
Powder River Basin Resource Council
Renewable Northwest Project
Sierra Club
Utah Association of Energy Users
Utah Clean Energy
Utah Public Service Commission Staff
U.S. Department of Energy - Northwest Clean Energy Application Center
U.S. Department of Energy - Intermountain Clean Energy Application Center
Washington Utility and Transportation Coininission
Western Resource Advocates

Many of the clarifications and information requested through the written coimnents, verbal
suggestions froin the March 23, 201 1 conference call, and data requests, have been incorporated into
the final version of the IRP.

Contact Information
PacifiCorp’s IRP internet website contains many of the documents and presentations that support
To access it, please visit the company’s website at
recent Integrated Resource Plans.
littp://www.PacifiCorp.com click on the menu “Energy Sources” and select “Integrated Resource
Planning”.
PacifiCorp requests that any informal request be sent in writing to the following address or einail
address below.
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PacifiCorp
IRP Resource Planning Department
825 N.E. Multnomali, Suite 600
Portland, Oregon 97232

Electronic Email Address:
__.
IRP @I? acifiCorp,coni
Phone Number:
(503) 813-,5245
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lntroduction
This appendix addresses two Public Service Commission of Utah analysis requirements
pertaining to price hedging.
e
e

“At a minimum, we direct the Company to include the costs of hedging in its IRP
analysis of resources that rely on kels subject to volatile prices.”
“We also direct the Company to perform sensitivity analysis to determine a hedging
strategy which minimizes costs and risks for customer^."^

To address these requirements, this appendix presents a comparison among hedging strategies to
demonstrate that while the expected value of all hedging strategies is the same, different
strategies have differing risk profiles. The consequence is that selection of a hedging strategy is
made not by expected outcome but by risk tolerance, and that hedging outcomes net to a zero
expected value on a long-term basis.

Hedging

Hedging is done solely for the purpose of limiting financial losses due to unfavorable wholesale
market price changes. The Company has exposure to power and natural gas wholesale market
price changes due to its responsibility to serve retail load and to economically dispatch its
resources. The Company cannot avoid such exposure but can reduce it through hedging. A long
forward power position occurs when the amount of energy anticipated to be economically
produced by the Company’s resources exceeds the amount of energy forecast to be consumed by
retail customers, and the Company risks financial loss if wholesale power market prices fall. A
short forward natural gas position occurs when the Company’s natural gas generation is expected
to economically convert natural gas to power and the Company risks financial loss if wholesale
natural gas market prices rise. The Company may also have short power positions and, at times,
long natural gas positions. All of these open positions result in price risk.

Perfect foresight of future wholesale market prices is unattainable by any hedging entity,
including the Company. While the Company may have a view of where it believes prices are
heading - up, down, or no change - it does not have the ability to predict without error such
price changes. The Company has incentive to protect against unfavorable wholesale market
Public Service Commission of Utah, “In the Matter of the Acknowledgment of PacifiCorp’s Integrated Resource
Plan”, Report and Order, Docket No 09-2035-01, April 1,2009, p. 30.
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price changes and does so by hedging to reduce the range of net power cost outcomes for any
wholesale market price changes.

Hedging modifies the potential losses and gains in net power costs associated with wholesale
market price changes. Increased hedging reduces both the potential losses and potential gains.
Therefore, if the Company has a low risk tolerance it would liedge a greater amount than if it has
a high risk tolerance. Hedging does not, however, modiJSl the expected outcome of net power
costs associated with wholesale market price changes. Any hedging program, whether it utilizes
fixed-price forward or option products, would result in the same expected net power costs froin
the perspective of the time the hedges are transacted. Historical gains and losses due to hedging
are only indicative of potential opportunity costs for having pursued an alternate hedging
strategy once the outcome is already known.
With respect to hedging costs, whicli the Company defines as hedging program expenses, Figure
G.1 shows the trend in the Company’s annual costs for both electricity and natural gas hedging
activities (broker fees). As can be seen, the hedging costs are too small to be used as a
meaningful distinguishing factor among resources and portfolios.

Figure G . l - PacifiCorp’s Annual Electricity and Natural Gas Hedging Costs

Annual Hedging Costs, Electricity
700,000
600,000

$582,233

500,000

-2m

400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
0
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F3 Annual Hedging Costs, Natural Gas

The basic hedge products available to the company are fixed-price forwards and, to a lesser
extent, vanilla options. All basic hedging strategies are in theory iinpleinentable using
combinations of these two types of products. In practice, however, the Company almost
exclusively employs fixed-priced forwards. This is because forward markets relevant to the
Company are liquid, and the costs have been determined to be recoverable.
In contrast, options have a number of disadvantages to the Company. There are not liquid
regional options markets, meaning that any options available have a high additional cost
reflected in the spread between the buyer's bid price and the seller's ask price. There is an active
natural gas options market at Henry Hub, but the price of natural gas in the Company's region
does not necessarily move in lock-step with the price of natural gas at Henry Hub. This is known
as basis risk, and is undesirable. Finally, because options require payment up-front for benefits
that may or may not occur in the fbture, it is not clear that the Company would be able to recover
the cost of unexercised options in rates.

ging Strategy
Among the myriad conceivable hedging strategies there is no purely objective optimization
method resulting in the best strategy. Determining a strategy that is best for the Company is
necessarily in part a subject evaluation. Parameters that inust be considered are market liquidity,
types and availability of desired hedge products, customer risk tolerance, and cost of hedge
program management, to name a few.
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Sample Portfolio Simulations
Various hedging prograins have been simulated to deinoiistrate the impact to the range of net
power cost outcomes and to demonstrate there is no change to the expected outcome. The
measurement of range of net power cost outcomes is the “to-expiry value-at-risk” distribution.
This TEVaR distribution is a statistically-generated distribution of outcoines that is wider or
narrower based upon the aggregate volatility of the combined power and natural gas portfolio.
Inasmuch as being short natural gas naturally offsets being long power, one would expect the
TEVaR distribution of a long-power/short-natural gas portfolio to be significantly narrower than
the distribution of either individual component.
Five portfolios were simulated using Monte Carlo technique to calculate to-expiry value-at-risk.
The first portfolio, entitled “Reference portfolio,” is comprised of a 500 average MW power long
position and a (100,000) MMRtu/day natural gas short position. This represents the Company’s
hypothetical combination of retail load, economic generation and transactions that partially
hedge the position. The long power and short natural gas positions are largely offsetting. This is
used as the reference portfolio for the following scenario analyses.
The second portfolio, entitled “less hedged,” is coinprised of 625 average MW power long
position and (125,000) MMBtu/day natural gas short position. Relative to the reference
portfolio, this demonstrates the change in risk profile of a portfolio with 25% less hedged
position. In this portfolio, there are 125 average MW fewer hedge transactions resulting in inore
power length, and 25,000 MMBtu/day fewer hedge transactions resulting in a shorter natural gas
short position.
The third portfolio, entitled ‘(more hedged,” is comprised of 375 average MW power long
position and (75,000) MMBtu/day natural gas short position. Relative to the reference portfolio,
this demonstrates the change in risk profile of a portfolio with 25% more hedged position. In
this portfolio, there are 125 average MW more hedge transactions resulting in less power length
and 25,000 MMBtu/day inore hedge transactions resulting in less short natural gas position.
The fourth portfolio, entitled “Hedge only power,” is comprised of a fully hedged power position
and (1 00,000) MMBtu/day natural gas short position. Relative to the reference portfolio, this
demonstrates hedging all power but no natural gas.
The fifth portfolio, entitled “Hedge only natural gas,” is comprised of a 500 average MW power
long position and a filly hedged natural gas position. Relative to the reference portfolio, this
demonstrates hedging all natural gas but no power.

Results
Charts of the results are shown below (Figures G.2 through (3.5). In addition, for ease of
coinparison among portfolios, Table G. 1 below shows the expected value, the fifth percentile
outcome (very unfavorable prices), and the 9St” percentile outcome (very favorable prices).
These values shown are relative, so that $0 expected value indicates the potential change in
portfolio value due to market price changes is expected to be neutral. This is the statistical
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equivalent of the earlier assei-tion that hedging can only reduce the range of potential net power
costs, but cannot reduce expected net power costs. .
The reference portfolio, shown in blue in each of the four charts, has an uiisyininetrical fifth and
95“’ percentile result due to the likelihood that prices may increase inore than decrease, and due
to the reference portfolio being net short. A log-nonnal price distribution is used to represent
this effect.
In the less hedged sample portfolio, both the power and natural gas volumes are 25 percent larger
than the reference portfolio. Conversely in the inore hedged sample portfolio, both the power and
natural gas volumes are 25 percent smaller than the reference portfolio. As expected, the less
hedged poi-tfolio shows a wider distribution of outcoines representing a higher risk to price
changes. Similarly, the inore hedged portfolio shows a narrower distribution.
The “hedge only power” portfolio shows a much wider distribution due to the severe reduction in
the natural offset between power and natural gas in the reference poi-tfolio. The “hedge only
natural gas” has a similar distribution. Of note is the 5thpercentile “hedge only power” portfolio
is much greater downside than the “hedge only natural gas” portfolio, and this is due to the lognormal prices.

Table G . l - Comparison of Multiple Sample Portfolios
c

~

Portfolio Simulation
(open hedged positions)
Reference portfolio
500 average MW power
(100,000) MMBtu/day natural gas
Less hedged
625 average MW power
(125,000) MMBtu/day natural gas
More hedged
375 average MW power
(75,000) MMBtu/day natural gas
Hedge only power
0 average MW power
(100,000) MMBtu/day natural gas
Hedge only natural gas
500 average MW power
0 MMBtulday natural gas

5‘hPercentile
(million $)

Expected Value
(million $)
~

95’hPercentile
(million $)

($40)

$0

$27

($48)

$0

$33

($29)

$0

$20

($92)

$0

$66

($48)

$0

$62
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Figure G.2 - Reference Portfolio versus Less Hedged Portfolio

Reference Portfolio vs Less Hedged Portfolio
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0 Less Hedged Portfolio
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In the “Reference Portfolio versus Less Hedged Portfolio” chart, the less hedged portfolio has a
wider distribution of results than the reference portfolio. While both portfolios have an expected
value of zero over all potential scenarios, the less hedged portfolio will return a wider range of
outcomes.
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Figure 6 . 3 - Reference Portfolio versus More Hedged Portfolio
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In the “Reference Portfolio versus More Hedged Portfolio”, the more hedged portfolio has a
tighter distribution of results than the reference portfolio. While both portfolios have an expected
value of zero over all potential scenarios, the more hedged portfolio will return a tighter range of
outcomes.
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edging Only Natural Gas

13 Reference Partfolio
Hedge Only Natural Gas
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In the “Reference Portfolio versus Hedging Only Natural Gas”, the portfolio where only natural
gas has been hedged (and electricity positions left unhedged) has a significantly wider
distribution of results than the reference portfolio. While both portfolios have an expected value
of zero over all potential scenarios, the alternate portfolio will return a significantly wider range
of outcomes. This is due to removing the natural offsetting features of one commodity (i.e.,
hedging the short natural gas position) while leaving the long electricity position unhedged.
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Figure 6 . 5 - Reference Portfolio versus Hedging Only Electricity
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In the "Reference Portfolio versus Hedging Only Electricity", the portfolio where only electricity
has been hedged (and natural gas positions lefi unhedged) has a significantly wider distribution
of results than the reference portfolio. While both portfolios have an expected value of zero over
all potential scenarios, the alternate portfolio will return a significantly wider range of outcomes.
This is due to removing the natural offsetting features of one commodity &e., hedging the long
electricity position) while leaving the short natural gas position unhedged.

Conclusion
Hedging does not modify the expected outcoine of net power costs associated with wholesale
market price and natural gas price changes. Consequently, the long-term gains and losses fioin
hedging are expected to net to zero. As shown in Figure (3.1 above, the Company's hedging
costs are not material enough to warrant adjustment to resource costs or influence portfolio
selection.

In regard to assessment of hedging strategies, a hedging strategy should be tailored to fall within
a designated risk tolerance and conform to Company financial and administrative capabilities. A
rationale must be created taking into account risk tolerance for adverse impacts to net power
costs, and effects including inarket liquidity and hedge product availability, credit risk, and costs
such as collateral funding for margining,
Finally, PacifiCorp shows that there is no objective ineasureinent to indicate the optimum
amount of hedging, as demonstrated by a sensitivity analysis that compares a reference portfolio,
a less hedged portfolio, and a inore hedged portfolio. Nevertheless, the analysis shows that
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hedging should take full advantage of any natural offsets between long power and short natural
gas positions. Not taking advantage results in high risk (a wider distribution of outcomes) as
indicated in the “hedge only power” and “hedge only natural gas” portfolios.
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Introduction
The Utah Commission, in its 2008 IRP acknowledgment order, directed the Company to conduct
two analyses pertaining to the Company’s ability to support reliance on market purchases:

Additionally, we direct the Company to include an analysis of the adequacy of the
western power market to support the volumes ofpurchases on which the Company
expects to rely. We concur with the OfJice [of Consumer Services], the WECC is a
reasonable source for this evaluation. We direct the Company to identi& whether
customers or shareholders will he expected to hear the risks associated with its
reliance on the wholesale market. Finally, we direct the Company to discuss
methods to augment the Company’s stochastic analysis of this issue in an IRP
public input meeting for inclusion in the next IRP or IRP ~ p d a t e . ~
To fulfill the first requirement, PacifiCorp evaluated the Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC) Power Supply Assessment reports to glean trends and conclusions from the
supporting analysis. This evaluation, along with a discussion on risk allocation associated with
reliance on market purchases, is provided below. As part of this evaluation, the Company also
reviewed the status of resource adequacy assessments prepared for tlie Pacific Northwest by the
Pacific Northwest Resource Adequacy Forum.
Finally, this appendix describes a study that involved the development and stochastic simulation
of a market “stress” scenario. In developing this study, the Company received input from
participants at the June 29, 2010 Utah IRP stakeholder’s meeting, and described its proposed
study approach at the October 5 , 2010, IRP general public input meeting. This appendix
describes the study methodology and presents results of the stochastic simulations.

Western Electricity Coordinating Council Resource Adequacy Assessmen;
The Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) 2010 Power Supply Assessment (PSA)
shows WECC needing additional resources in 2019. Resource need is identified when load
(including a target reserve margin) exceeds available resources5. Since 2006, each subsequent
PSA study defers resource need to later years. This deferment is a function of net changes to:
load growth expectations, class I capacity entrants, scheduled retirements, resource performance,
transfer capabilities and modeling
Public Service Commission of Utah, PacifiCorp 2008 Integrated Resource Plan, Report and Order, Docket No. 092035-01, p. 30.
Available resources = Existing Generation + Class I Add/Retire - Outage/Derate Adjustments + Net Imports.
The 2010 PSA defines Class I capacity as being actively under construction and online before January 1,2014.
The 2009 &-. 2008 PSA require Class I resources to be online by January 1, 2013 and January 1, 2012, respectively.

‘
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As seen in Figure 1, there were two significant capacity deferments: from 2012 (per 2008 PSA)
to 2016 (per 2009 PSA) followed by 2019 as seen in WECC’s 2010 PSA. While the forecast
power supply margins (PSM) of the studies fioin 2006 through 2009 are comparable, the 2010
PSA employed a different, and superior, modeling convention. Namely, the 2010 PSA used
PROMOD IV, a chronological production cost model to assess WECC resource adequacy7.
PROMOD IV, unlike W C C ’ s previous model, uses coincident peak demand and employs a
more robust optimization of sub-regional transfers. It is noteworthy that even the 2009 PSA,
using the old modeling convention and non-coincident peak demands, did not forecast a capacity
need until 2016.

Figure H.1- WECC Forecasted Power Supply Margins
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Of particular interest is Basin, a summer peaking sub-region comprised of Utah, Idaho, and
northern Nevada. A review of PSA studies from 2007 through 2010 reveals a similar pattern to
that of WECC.8 The 2009 PSA identified a capacity need in 2013; the 2010 PSA defers the need
until 2018. As seen in Figure 2, the target reserve margin is maintained at the “zero” horizontal
axis.

’

PROMOD IV is electricity market simulation software licensed through Ventyx, an ABB Company.
http:ll~.ventyx.com/analytics/promod~asp
Basin was not broken out as a sub-region in WECC’s 2006 PSA.
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The PSA’s target reserve margins, as developed by WECC, are not mandated. Instead, they serve
as a reasonable proxy for expected target reserve margins in WECC’s modeling construct.

Figure H.2 - Basin Forecasted Power Supply Margins
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The 2010 PSA, and previous PSA versions, use a four-tier building block approach to calculating
a sub-region’s target reserve margin. The first block, contingency reserves, is set at 6% of a
balancing authority’s (BA) load. The second block, regulating reserves, is the amount of
spinning reserves needed to instantly match increases in electric load. Expected regulating
reserve levels were furnished by BAS to WECC in a 2010 data request. The third block covers
additional forced outages beyond what is covered by operating reserves in the event of a second
contingency event. The fourth block, temperature adders, is the incremental amount of reserves
needed to cover a 1-in- 10 temperature event. For modeling purposes, a BA’s load requirement is
the sum of the BA’s peak demand forecast plus the WECC’s four-tier target reserve margin’.
As such, a sub-region’s calculated target reserve margin should cover a second contingency
event in tandem with a 1-in-10 temperature event. Moreover, with the addition of Idaho Power’s
A BA’s peak demand forecast incorporates a 1-in-2 chance of temperature exceedance.
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Langley Gulch’o in 2012 arid PacifiCorp’s L,ake Side 2” in 2014, additional capacity will not be
needed until 2019 as shown in Figure H.3 (Note: Figure H.3 is a modified version of tlie Original
PSA chart that includes the Langley Gulch and L,ake Side 2 resources.)

Figure H.3 -Basin Forecasted Power Supply Margins with Selected Capacity Additions
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Note: WECC Power Supply Assessment includes Class I Planned Resources only. Langley Gulch, currently under
construction, and Lake Side 2 as proposed by PaciJCorp are included here to better reflect BasiM’s capacity status
in later years.

l o Langley Gulch is a 280-MW summer rated combined cycle under construction in Idaho. It was not included in tlie
2010 PSA as a Class I entrant since it was not under construction at publishing time.
l 1 PacifiCorp is seeking to acquire Lake Side 2, a 637-megawatt combined-cycle combustion turbine plant at the
L,ake Side site in Utah.
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As seen in Figures 4 and 5 , neither the Desert Southwest nor the Rockies subregions are
expected to need additional capacity prior to 2020.12
Figure H.4 - Desert Southwest Forecasted Power Supply Margins
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l2 Coolidge Generating is 512-Mw gas turbine under construction in Arizona. It was not included in the 2010 PSA
as a Class I entrant since it was not under cons!mction at publishing time.
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Figure N.5 - Rockies Forecasted Power Supply Margins
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Market depth refers to a market's ability to accept individual transactions without a perceptible
change in market price. While different from market liquidity13 the two are linked in that a deep
market tends to be a liquid market. Market depth in electricity markets is a function of the
number of economic agents, market period, generating capacity, transinission capability,
transparency, and institutional and/or physical constraints. Based on the 20 10 PSA, WECC
maintains a positive PSM through 2018. The Desert Southwest, N~rthwest'~,
and Rockies
subregions are forecasted to maintain a positive PSM through 2019. Only Basin is forecast to
need capacity in 201 8.15 In total, known market transactions, generation resources, load
requirements, and the optimization of transfers within WECC show adequate market depth to
maintain positive target reserve margins for several years.

l3

l4

Market liquidity refers to having ready and willing buyers and sellers for large transactions.
The Northwest is comprised of the Pacific Northwest and Montana.
L,angely Gulch and Lake Side 2, as discussed earlier, will defer Basin's need until 2019.
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Pacific Northwest Resource Adequacy Forum’s Adequacy Assessment
The Pacific Northwest Resource Adequacy Forum issued resource adequacy standards in April
2008, which were subsequently adopted by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council. The
standard calls for assessments t h e e and five years out, conducted every year. The 2008 analysis
of 20 1 1 through 20 13, conducted before the economic downturn, indicated that “the region has
ample supplies over the next five years to avoid significant power c ~ r t a i l m e n t s . ~
A~resource
’~
adequacy report update for 20 15 is under development. However, the resource adequacy
inethodology is now undergoing review. The release of the 2015 report is now expected
sometime in 201 1. Based on WECC’s adequacy evaluation, the Pacific Northwest adequacy
situation is expected to remain adequate through 201 5 and beyond.

Market Reliance Stress Test

PacifiCorp’s underlying assumptions for the stress test are as follows:

0

0

Based on the WECC resource adequacy assessment, the market reliance risk does not
become a factor until at least 2015. Consequently, the market stress period was defined as
2015 through 2020.
Availability of front office transactions for this period is reduced to 50% of levels
assumed for development of the test portfolio.
Market prices experience a corresponding increase, reflecting reduced market liquidity;
the June 2008 Official Forward Price Curve was applied to simulate high market prices as
shown in Figure H.6
To make up for the reduced front office transaction availability, PacifiCorp assumed that
it would lease mobile simple-cycle combustion turbine units with a fixed cost of
$267/kW for a three-month period (July-September). The annual SCCT capacity
requirement ranges froin 330 to 550 MW to cover the lost FOT capacity.

PacifiCorp selected a portfolio from the core case group, Case 14, as the test portfolio for the
analysis. Case 14 had the highest front office transaction reliance of the core case portfolios for
2015 - 2020. Table H. 1 shows the replacement SCCT resource capacity added to the portfolio by
year to make up for tlie reduced FOT, as well as the annual dollars/kW fixed cost assumed for
leasing the peaking units.
The Company then simulated this portfolio with the Planning and Risk model, applying tlie
above set of market stress assumptions. Portfolio cost (stochastic mean PVRR and stochastic
upper-tail mean PVRR) are compared against the original stochastic run for Case 14.

l 6 The Pacific Northwest Resource Adequacy Forum’s Web page can be accessed with the following link:
hth,://~~~~v.iiwcouncil.org/enel-rv/resource/Default_.asp.
The 2008 resource assessment paper is available for
download.
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Figure N.6 - Front Office Transaction Market Price Comparison
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Table H . l - Peaking- Resource Megawatt
Capacity Requirements and Fixed Costs
FOT Product and Location
Mead Q3, Heavy Load Hour
Utah Q3, Heavy Load Hour
Mona, Q3, Heavy Load Hour
COB Q3, Heavy Load Hour
Mid-Columbia 43, Heavy Load Hour
West Main Q3, Heavy Load Hour
Total
Annual Fixed Cost of Peaking Resources,
2010$

2015

2016

2017

2018

$36,683,030 $34,624,326 $31,706,250 $22,272,873 $23,176,101

$31,706,250

._

-

100

I50
0
200
25
475

0
0
I50
0
184
0
334

2020

150
0
_. 200
25
475

50
94
I50
0
200
25
519

0

2019

0
0
150
0
197
0
347

50
100
150
25
200
25
550

0
100

Table H.2 reports the PVRR line items details for the base stochastic simulation and the stress
test stochastic simulation. The stress test conditions resulted in a $387.3 million increase in the
stochastic mean PVRR.
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Table H.2 - Stochastic PVRR Details for Stress Test and Base Portfolio Simulations
Stress Test
Cost Component
Variable Costs
Fuel & O&M
Einission Cost
FOTs & Long Tenn Contracb
Deinarid Side Management
Renewables
System Balancing Sales
System BalancingPurchases
Energy Not Served
Dump Power
Reserve Deficiency
Total Variable Costs

8,461.6
3,098.1
2,647.2
$1,715
$657
(3,389.3)
1,710.3
70.9
(23.0)
0.0
14,947.9

9,312.7
3,533.6
2,415.5
$1,715
$671
(4,273.9:
1,805.5
71.1
(24.0:
0.0
15,2257

851.1
4.35.5
(23 1.7:
13.35
(884.6:
9.5.2
0.1
(1.o:
(0.0:
277.8

Capital and Fixed Costs
Total PVRR

The higher costs for the stress test portfolio are driven by greater generation costs resulting froin
increased thermal resource utilization to cover the replaced FOT, as well as the higher fixed costs
of the replacement peaking units. These costs were partially offset by increased market sales and
lower purchases steimning froin use of the replacement peaking resources during peak periods.

Customer versus Shareholder Risk Allocation
Market purchase costs are reflected in rates. Consequently, customers bear the price risk of the
Company's reliance on a given level of market purchases. However, custoiners also bear the cost
impact of the Company's decision to build or acquire resources if those resources exceed market
alternatives arid result in an increase in rates. These offsetting risks stress the need for robust IRP
analysis, efficient RFPs and ability to capture opportunistic procurement opportunities when they
arise.
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INTEGRATION STUDY

"

This appendix provides the 2010 Wind Integration Study conducted during the 201 1 IRP
planning process. This is the version sent to participants on September 1,2010.
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2010 Wind Integration Resource Study
I. Executive Summary
The purpose of the 2010 Wind Integration Study (the “’Study”) is twofold. First, the Study
quantifies how wind generation affects the amount of operating reserve needed to maintain
historical levels of reliability. Second, the Study tabulates the cost of integrating wind
generation by measuring how system costs change with changes in operating reserve demand
and by ineasuring how system costs are affected by daily system balancing practices.
Based upon historical and simulated wind generation data and historical load data, the Study
shows that operating reserve demand for both regulation reserve service and load following
reserve service increases with higher wind penetration levels. For purposes of this Study,
regulation reserve service refers to operating reserves required by variability in both load and
wind over ten-minute time intervals and load following reserve service refers to operating
reserves required by both load and wind variability over hourly time intervals. Table 1
suimnarizes how operating reserve demand for both regulation and load following services
increases as wind penetration levels grow froin approxiinately 425 M w to approximately 1,833
MW. Table 2 depicts the change in operating reserve demand that is incremental to a load only
calculation of the same types of reserve service.

Table 1. Annual average operating reserve demand by penetration scenario.

I

Load Onlv
97
72
101
106

425 MW
105
84
114
113

1372 MW
137
120
- 139
132

1833 MW
137
120
141
133

West

Regulation Up
Regulation Down
Load Following Up
Load Following Down

West

Regulation Up
Regulation Down
Load Following Up
Load Following Down

0
0
0
0

7
12
13
7

39
48
38
26

39
48
39
27

East

Regulation Up
Regulation Down
Load Following Up
Load Followintl Down

0
0

3
3
4
3

63
78
68
54

93
116
106
93

0
0

I
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The costs of integrating wind as calculated in this Study include costs associated with increased
operating reserve demand as outlined above and the costs from daily system balancing practices.
Both types of costs were calculated using the Planning and Risk model (PaR), which is a
production cost simulation model configured with a detailed representation of PacifiCorp’ s
system. For each wind penetration scenario, a series of PaR simulations were completed to
isolate each wind integration cost component by using a “with and without” approach. For
instance, PaR was first used to calculate system costs without any incremental operating reserve
demand and then again with the added incremental reserve demand. The change in system costs
between the two PaR simulations drives the integration cost calculation. Table 3 summarizes the
wind integration costs established in this Study alongside those costs calculated as part of the
2008 Integrated Resource Plan.

Table 3. Wind integration costs per MWh of wind generated as compared to those in the
2008 IRP.
Study
Wind Capacity Penetration
Tenor of Cost

2008 IRP
2,734 MW
20-Year Levelized

2010 Wind Integration Study
1,372 MW
%Year Levelized

2010 Wind Integration Study
1,833 MW
3-Year Levelized

lnterhour / System Balancing ($/MWh)

$2.45

$0.82

$0.86

Reserve f$/MWhl

$7.51

$8.03

$8.85

Total Wind Integration ($/MWh)

$9.96

$8.85

$9.70

As shown above, the Study finds that operating reserve demand and the associated costs increase
with wind capacity penetration. System balancing costs, driven by day-ahead forecast errors for
wind and load, trend similarly as wind penetration increases froin 1,372 MW to 1,833 MW;
however, as expected, system balancing integration costs are much lower than integration costs
for operating reserves.
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ata Collectio
2.1 Overview
The calculation of Operating Reserve demand was based on load and production data over the
2007 to 2009 period (the “Initial Term”). Figure 1 shows that over this period, tenminute
interval data was not available for all wind resources included in the Study. Nonetheless,
PacifiCoip chose to use this data because it represented the best base of observed data available
within the company, it includes significant concurrent load and wind generation data, and it
includes year-on-year variability in weather and other variables affecting load and wind
generation levels.

Figure 1. Raw historical wind production and load data inventory.
I

I

= Internal fine resolution data (10-rnin, I-hour)

*

= Data to be dewloped by technical adisor
Capacity represents portion of the plant in PacifiCorp’s control area

The data inventory summarized in Figure 1 contains as much real, observed, concurrent data as
possible, owing to the volatile and unpredictable nature of wind generation output as well as the
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inany fine variations available in real load data that can be difficult to capture with simulated
data. Nonetheless, the data set selected for the Study contains gaps, and as a result, PacifiCorp
utilized the services of the Brattle Group, the technical advisor that assisted with this study, to
simulate inissing wind data pertaining to the Initial Term. The simulation of wind data is
discussed at length in its own section later in this report.
2.2 Historical Load and Load Forecast Data
The historical load data for the East and West Balancing Authority Areas was collected for the
Initial Term froin the PacifiCorp PI syste~n’~.These data were used for all the calculations
involving historical load in the Study. The hourly day-ahead load forecasts were gathered from
PacifiCorp’s load forecast group, as were the day-ahead hourly load forecasts used to set up the
generation system through the Initial Term period.
2.3 Historical Wind Generation and Wind Generation Forecast Data

Ten-minute interval metered wind generation data were available for a subset of the wind sites as
summarized in Figure 1. The wind output data were collected by PacifiCorp at each physical
project location using the PI software system. In addition to historical wind generation data, the
Study required historical day-ahead wind forecasts, inodeled day-ahead wind forecasts for
simulated data, and the creation of an ideal wind profile. All of these data sets were needed to
establish wind integration costs using PaR and are discussed in turn below.

As shown in Figure 2, a cluster of PacifiCorp owned and contracted wind generation plants is
located in Pacific Power’s service area (PacifiCorp’s West Balancing Authority Area) and
another is located in the Rocky Mountain Power service area (PacifiCorp’s East Balancing
Authority Area). It is worth noting that two wind sites, Wolverine Creek in Idaho, and Spanish
Fork in Utah are part of the East Balancing Authority Area, but are geographically distant froin
both the western and the eastern clusters.

l7 The PI system collects load and generation data and is supplied to PacifiCorp by OSISoft
http://www.osisnSt.coi/soStware-support/’~~liat-is-pi~~~liat
is PI .asp&.
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Figure 2. Map of PacifiCorp wind generating stations used in this study.

The available historical ten-minute wind generation data were examined to produce some initial
statistical diagnostics for each site and between sites. For each site, Table 4 shows: (1) number
of 10-minute interval data observations available, (2) standard deviation of observed capacity
factors, (3) the minimum capacity factor, and (4) the maximum capacity factor. Small negative
capacity factor values (that show up as the minimum) in the data are the result of power
consumption associated with routine operation of the wind projects even during times when the
project itself is not producing energy. Table 5 shows the correlation observed among aggregate
hourly load and wind generation data in 2008. By and large, hourly changes in load and wind
generation output, which drive operational planning, do not appear to be correlated.
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Table 4. Statistical properties of wind site capacity factor data.
Plant Name

Number of Observations

Goodnoe
Leaning Juniper
Combine Hills
Stateline
Marengo
Wolverine Creek
Spanish Fork
Mountain Wind
Foote Creek
Seven Mile Hill
McFadden Ridge
High Plains
Glenrock

Standard Deviation

Min

32%
35%
38%
24%
33%
29%
29%
29%
30%
31%
34%
21%
29%

0%
0%
-3%
- 1%
- 11%
- 1%
-4%
0%
- 2%
0%
- 1%
0%
0%

83,520
157,824
157,824
157,824
79,776
157,824
74,736
66,096
157,824
52,704
11,952
15,840
50,256

Max
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
87%
100%
100%
100%
100%
67%
100%

Table 5. Hourly correlation of system wind and system load.

I

Overall
Rolling 6 hour Rollinn 12 Hour I
January
-2.5%
-2.9%
-3.4%
-2.8%
-0.6%
February
-1.7%
March
-0.4%
-1.4%
-2.2%
April
-6.4%
-3.5%
-5.9%
-3.0%
-6.4%
May
- 10.4%
June
-12.0%
-9.2%
-11.9%
12.3%
- 14.2%
-12.4%
July
-9.1%
-8.4%
-9.8%
August
- 6.5%
-0.6%
-4.0%
September
-3.5%
-4.8%
-6.7%
October
-7.5%
-3.6%
-4.4%
November
Decembe r
-2.0%
0.3%
-1.1%
~

.

2.3.3 Historical Day-ahead Wind Generation Forecasts
Day-ahead wind forecasts were collected froin daily historical files maintained by PacifiCorp
coimnercial operations. The files contained day-ahead hour-by-hour wind generation forecasts
for the wind projects operating during the Initial Tenn. For those projects not operating during
the Initial Tenn, day-ahead forecasts were created using the daily volumetric day-ahead forecast
error from projects having coinplete data sets. As such, these data were used to bootstrap" the
daily day-ahead forecast volumetric errors for the 1,372 MW and 1,833 MW scenarios, and the
daily error (positive or negative) was applied to simulated wind generation data to create a

'' Bootstrapping is a coinmon statistical method used to estimate data by extrapolating from existing data.
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modeled day-ahead forecast. The modeled day-ahead forecast maintained the same general
hourly shape as the simulated wind generation data but was shifted vertically hour-by-hour on an
equal percentage basis to keep the aggregate volumetric error constant.

2.3.4 Ideal Shape Wind Generation
In order to isolate wind integration costs from other system costs, a flat production profile is
required for PaR modeling. This profile, deemed the ideal wind shape for purposes of the Study,
treats all the energy produced by wind projects as monolithic blocks. Comporting with standard
trading products among forward energy markets in the Western Interconnect, the energy
produced in each 16-hour daily block between hour ending seven and hour ending 22 was treated
as a single block. Similarly, energy produced in the 8-hour block between hour ending 23 and
hour ending six was treated as a single block. For each block, the total energy delivered from
wind generation is averaged, thereby flattening the generation pattern.

2.4 Wind Generation Data Simulation
The technical advisor assisted PacifiCorp in developing the Study methodology and in
supplementing the historical wind generation data with simulated ten-ininute interval wind
generation data. This section summarizes the methodology used to simulate wind generation
data and provides sample data and graphics to illustrate the details involved in each step of the
process.
The overall approach to siinulatiiig wind generation data involved taking an historical data
inventory; addressing data quality issues in the data inventory; identifying gaps requiring
simulation; and finding the best suited relationship between pairs of sites; and using that
relationship to approximate the wind output for periods with inissing historical observations.
However, it is worth noting that for sites with no historical data, the necessary numerical
relationships were estimated between relevant locations by using simulated wind data made
available by the National Renewable Energy L,aboratory (NREL). Additional detail on
simulation procedures is available in Appendix A.

2.4. I Catcgorizntion qf

eteriitiire Siiit tclatioii Scope

The historical wind data were classified into three groups to determine the periods requiring
simulation for each site. The three categories are defined in turn below, and Figure 3 depicts
how each site was categorized.

( I ) Fully Available-this

category refers to sites for which output data are available for the
entirety of the Initial Tern. Specifically, these wind plants include: L,eaning Juniper,
Combine Hills, Stateline, Wolverine Creek, and Foote Creek. These plants sum to 425
MW of capacity.

(2) Partially Missing-refers

to sites for which output data are unavailable for a portion of
the Initial Term. The wind plants that fall into this category are: Goodnoe Hills, Seven
Mile Hill, Marengo, Spanish Fork, Mountain Wind, McFadden Ridge, High Plains, and
Glenrock. One important feature of the partially missing data profiles is that the missing
portions are always chronologically located at the beginning of the time period-oiice a
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partially inissiiig data profile begins, it coiitaiiis no further data “holes”. These plants
sum to 848 MW of capacity.
(3) Completely Missing-refers to wind projects, for which no output data are available for
the 2007-2009 Initial Term. Those sites are: Dunlap I, Rock River, Rolling Hills, Three
Buttes, and Top of the World. These plants sum to 560 MW of capacity.

Figure 3. Categorization of wind generation data.

2.4.2 Siiii ~liiitionPsocess
The siinulation process used in the Study evolved to become iterative in nature to ensure that
simulated wind generation data used to establish operating reserve demand was reasonably
aligned to the operating reserve demand calculated using observed wind generation data. As
such, different methods of error sainpling and siinulation techniques (multiple linear, Tobit; for
example) were evaluated in this manner. Tables 6 illustrates an example of how operating
reserve demand calculated from observed and simulated data were used to evaluate different
error sampling and re-addition methods used in this iterative process for the West Balancing
Authority Area.

Table 6. Comparison of operating reserve demand calculated from actual wind generation
plant data and simulated wind generation plant data estimated using a least squares
regression and applying different scaling of errors added back into the raw prediction.
Actual Wind Generation Data
Load Following Up
15.0

Load Following Down
( 19.1)

Regulation

Test (Developed Wind Data)
Error Scaling (%)
Load Following Up
10
9.9
SO
10.6
75
11.7
100
12.4

Load Following Down
(13.0)
(13.9)
( 14.2)
(15.9)

Regulation
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Several simulation attempts ended with values above the feasible generation capacity range, or
values beneath zero. Attempts to add the error tenn back into the prediction (a necessary
siinulation step) also faced significant hurdles in developing reasonable results. The highly
variable ten-minute output led to error terms with ranges larger than the simulated values in
many cases, which would also test the boundaries of either zero or inaxiinuin plant capacity
delivered. Several processes were attempted to return a sampled error estimation back to the
inodeled estimate, per proper regression, including sampling of truncated error distributions,
medians of the enor distributions, and various bins of errors sampled and added back to the
regression estimate. Various coinbinations of these methods were put through the operating
reserve demand estimation calculations to assess whether the results were reasonable.
Ultimately, the Tobit siinulatioii method (described in inore detail in section A.4.3) and a %step
smoothed median of the sampled errors proved to offer reasonably stable results.
TJltiinately, the iterative simulation process produced a siinulation methodology comprised of
several sequential steps:
(1) estimate the Tobit regressions;
(2) using the regression coefficients, generate estimates of the mean output of the
predicted variable”
(3) calculate the regression residuals;
(4) randomly sample the residuals according to predefined simulated output ranges;
(5) apply a non-linear %step median smoother to the sampled residuals;
(6) add the smoothed residual series to the predicted mean output.
A inore detailed description of each step appears in Appendix A, and the resulting regression
coefficients appear in Appendix B.

These are generally referred to in the literature as “y hat”
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3.1 Method Overview
This section of the Study presents the approach used to establish the enumeration of operating
reserve demand and the method for calculating wind integration costs. Ten ininute interval load
and wind data is used to estimate the amount of operating reserve, both up and down, needed to
manage fluctuations in load and fluctuations in wind within PacifiCorp’s Balancing Authority
Areas. The operating reserve discussed here is limited to spiiming reserve and non-spinning
reserve, which are needed for regulation, load following, and contingency reserve services. For
purposes of this Study, regulation service refers to the operating reserve required to manage the
variability of load and wind generation in ten minute periods, and load following service
represents tlie operating reserve required to manage the variability as measured in hourly
periods.2o Contingency reserve, although mentioned, is supplied in accordance with the North
American Reliability Corporation (NERC) standards and remains unchanged by the wind
generation contemplated in this Study. Therefore, the operating reserve quantities discussed
herein are oidy pertinent to supplying the demands of regulation and load following services,
which are assessed in for load, and load net wind scenarios.
Once the amount of operating reserve is established for different levels of wind penetration, the
cost of holding the reserve on PacifiCorp’s system is calculated using PaR. In addition to using
PaR for evaluating operating reserve cost, tlie PaR model is used to estimate wind integration
cost associated with daily system balancing activities. These system balancing costs result fioin
the unpredictable nature of wind generation on a day-ahead basis and can be characterized as
system costs borne fioin coimnitting generation resources against a forecast of load and wind
generation and then dispatching generation resources under actual load and wind conditions.
3.2 Incremental Operating Reserve Demand

A dense data set of ten-minute interval wind generation and system load drives the calculation of
the marginal reserve requirement in two components: (1) regulation, which is developed using
the ten-minute interval data, and (2) load following, which is calculated using the same data but
estimated using hourly variability. The approach for calculating incremental operating reserve
necessary to supply adequate capacity for regulation and load following at levels required to
maintain current control performance was based on merging current operational practice with a
survey of papers on wind integration, as well as advisory from the technical advisor.21 The
Initial Term load data is used as the baseline case (zero wind generation) in each scenario.
Coincident wind data (as observed, plus that simulated by the teclmical advisor) were added in
increasing levels of wind capacity penetration to gauge the change in operating reserve demand.
For purposes of the Study, the regulation calculation coinpares observed ten-minute interval load

2o PacifiCorp’s definitions for regulation and load following are based on PacifiCorp’s operational practice, and not
intended to describe the operational practices or terminology used by other power suppliers or system operators.
21 The external studies PacifiCorp has relied on can mostly be found on the Utility Wind Integration Group ( W I G )
website at the following link: I i t t ~ : / / w w v l ~ . u \ ~ i ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ i i n p a c t ~ c l o ~ ~ . l i t ~ i i l

~
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and wind generation production to a ten minute interval estimate, and load following compares
observed hourly averages to an average hourly forecast.
3.2.1 Regulation Operating Reserve Service Demand
With no sub-hourly clearing or imbalance market, PacifiCorp must plan to meet sub-hourly load
(and load net of wind) deviations with its own resources. This includes generating units on
automatic generation control (AGC), demand side inanagemerit (DSM), and tlie ramping of
flexible generation units in real time operation, which requires that existing units be committed
and then dispatched to provide operating reserve. Wind variability among ten-minute intervals
can represent a quantity of generation required to ramp up or down to maintain system stability.
Regulation service demand for wind generation variability was considered first. To parse the
ten-minute interval wind variability froin the ensuing load following analysis, a persistence
forecast of the rolling prior 60 minutes was used to analyze the variation of each ten minute
interval. The actual wind generation in each ten minute interval was subtracted froin the rolling
average of the prior six ten-minute intervals, and tlie standard deviation was computed for each
monthly period. This approach follows the one used by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NWL) for its recent “Eastern Wind Integration and Transmission Study”.22

Where:
Pcpsz = The percentile of a two-tailed distribution equaling the Balancing Authority Area’s
C P S p~ e r f ~ n n a n c e ~ ~

Windi = the wind forecast error defined as (WhdAcWailomin-Wind~o-,in-forecast)
WindlO+,,in-fOrecast
= the rolling average of the wind generation in prior six ten-minute
intervals, also referred to as a persistence forecast of the rolling prior 60 minutes
WindActuallOmin
= the observed wind generation for a given ten-minute interval
The load variability and uncertainty was analyzed comparing the ten-minute actual load values to
a line of intended schedule, which was represented by a line interpolated between an actual topof-the-hour load value and the next hour’s load forecast target at the bottom of that (next) hour.
A sample of how the intended schedule compares to actual load data is shown in Figure 4. The
method approximately mimics real time operations process for each hour. At the top of the
given hour, the actual load is known and a forecast for the next hour was made. For the purposes
of this study, a line joining the two points was made to represent the ideal path for the ramp or
decline expected within the given hour. The resulting actual tenminute load values were
compared to this straight line so as to produce a strip of error tenns, as depicted in Figure 5 with
data froin February 2009.
22 N E L , Eastern Wind Iiztegmtioiz and Dansnzission Study, prepared by EnerNex Corporation, (January 10,2010),
p. 143. The report is available for download corn the following hyperlink:
http:i~www.nrel.gov:~~~~i~~isystenisinte~ra~io~pd~si20lO:ewils
final report.uclf
23 The Control Perfomiance 2 is a reliability standard is maintained by the North American Electric Reliability
Council. A definition is available on page 3of the document at the following hyperlinkr
http://\~www.nerc.coiil/files/ReliabilitvStandards Complete Set 2010Ja1125.pcIf
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The errors were assembled inoiithly and their Regulation demand estimated similarly to the
method used for the 10-minute values of the wind data:

Where:

Loadi = the load forecast error, calculated similarly to Wind;
Figure 4. Sample of intended schedule ten-minute load estimate and observed system load.
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Figure 5. Variability between the line of intended schedule and observed load with errors
highlighted by green arrows.
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As the ten-minute load and wind errors each represent unpredictable change in the need for
dispatchable generation, their variability was assessed separately and combined. The regulation
demand of load net wind generation was estimated assuming short term variations in load are not
correlated with changes in aggregate wind generation output through the use of a geometric
average (shown for Regulation Up):

As the need for regulation service can vary whether the wind is up or down, both Regulation Up
and Regulation Down services were estimated at each end of the error distributions.
A sample of the errors logged for the same period, for load and wind, are shown in Figure 6. The
independence of the forecast errors for wind and load was assumed. These errors, or differences
between forecast and actual, comprised an estimate of the demand made on regulation service
operating reserves during power system operations. These differences were calculated for every
ten minutes of operation through the Initial Term period, and separated into monthly bins for
further analysis.
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Figure 6. Independent forecast errors in ten-minute interval load and wind generation
ecember 2008, approximately 890 MW of wind penetration).
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Analyzing the results on a monthly basis as opposed to grouping all the calculations together
annually allowed for the fact that some months’ power service actually required less regulation
(for example, July and August) than others, and so costs could be more accurately attributed with
a weighted average of results as opposed to grouping the entire year’s operations into a single
analysis bin. This is due to operating reserve being employed to inanage the tails of the
distributions involved, and a single annual bin would apply the greatest tail occurrences to the
entire year, as opposed to only the month in which it occurs. Figure 7 demonstrates the resulting
distributions of regulation deinand for wind generation, where regulation down deinand is the
negative side of the distribution. The vertical lines drawn on Figure 7 illustrate the operating
reserve threshold defined in the Study and data labels are added to denote outlying data points.
Similarly, Figure 8 illustrates the resulting distribution of regulation deinand for load, where
regulation up demand is the positive side of the distribution.
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Figure 7. Wind Regulation errors plotted for the Mays of the Initial Term at the 1,372 MW
wind capacity penetration level.
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Figure 8. Load Regulation errors plotted for the Mays of the Initial Term.
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3.2.2 Load Following Operating Reserve Demand
PacifiCorp maintains system balance by optimizing its operations to an hourly forecast with
changes in generation and market activity. This planning interval represents hourly changes in
generation which are assessed within roughly 20 minutes each hour to account for a bottom-ofthe-hour ( 3 0 after) scheduling deadline. Taking into account the conditions of the present and
the expected load and wind generation, PacifiCoip inust schedule generation to meet demands
with an expectation of how much higher or lower system load (net of wind generation) may be.
PacifiCorp’s real-time desk updates the next hour’s system load forecast forty minutes prior to
each operating hour. This forecast is created by comparing the current hour load to the load of a
similar-load-shaped day. The hour-to-hour change in load from the similar day and hours (the
load delta) was applied to the “current” hour load and the sum is used as the forecast for the
ensuing hour. For example, on a given Monday the PacifiCorp operator may be forecasting hour
to hour changes in system load by referencing the hour to hour changes on the prior Monday, a
similar-load-shaped day. If the hour to hour load change between the prior Monday’s like hours
was S%, the operator will use a 5% change in load as the next hour forecast.
As for the corresponding short term operational wind forecast, the hourly wind forecast is done
by persistence; applying the instantaneous sample of the wind generation output 20 minutes past
the current hour to the next hour as a forecast and balancing the system to that point. The
resulting operational modeling process therefore went as follows; at the top of the hour, wind
generation output, dispatchable generation output, and load values were summarized, and
trended using the methods above. The result was compared to the next hour’s schedule for gaps
as soon as possible, with the generation and load values updated at roughly 20 minutes past the
hour. In real time operations, this result would then be balanced through a combination of
market transactions and scheduling adjustments to PacifiCorp resources to produce a balanced
schedule for the ensuing hour; with all transactions having to be complete by 30 minutes past the
hour. Meanwhile, for purposes of the calculation made in this Study, the hourly wind forecast
consisted of the 20th minute output from the prior hour, and the load forecast was modeled per
the approximation described above with a shaping factor calculated using the day from one week
prior, and applying a prior Sunday to shape any NERC holiday schedules.
Using the Initial Term data for PacifiCorp’s Balancing Authority Areas, a Comparison of the load
and wind forecasts was implemented to measure the seasonal or aivlual trends in the variability
between the hourly interval load and wind forecasts and the observed average hourly load and
wind generation values. These differences were segmented into bins by load magnitude and
wind generation magnitude using load and wind data, in order to facilitate making a weighted
average of the reserves demand by load level and wind generation output level. An example of
load and wind data segmented into bins appears in Figures 9 through 12. Figure 9 depicts
forecast load in West Balancing Authority Area with a range of over and under predictions tied
to Control Performance 2 (CPS2) performance level. Figure 10 shows the same data for the East
Balancing Authority Area. In similar fashion, Figure 11 displays forecasted wind generation in
the West Balancing Authority Area with a range of over and under predictions consistent with a
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97% CPS2 performance level. Figure 12 shows the same wind generation forecast data for the
East Balancing Authority Area.
Figure 9. Example of bin analysis for load following reserve service from load variability in
the West Balancing Authority Area (May 2007-2009).
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Figure 10. Example of bin analysis for load following reserve service from load variability
in the East Balancing Authority Area (May 2007-2009).
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Figure 11. Example of bin analysis for load following reserve service from wind variability
at the 1,372 MW penetration level for the West Balancing Authority Area (May 20072009).
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Figure 12. Example of bin analysis for load following reserve service from wind variability
at the 1,372 MW penetration level for the East Balancing Authority Area (May 2007-2009).
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Probabilities implied by the population of each bin, representing the expected amount of time
spent in each load state, were represented by the historical data. The percentile equivalent to the
historical CPS2 performance of PacifiCorp was sampled above and below the median of each of
the bins. The average CPS2 performance for PacifiCorp’s East and West Balancing Authority
Areas over the period 2004 to 2009 was just below 97%. As the goal of this Study is to
incorporate wind integration in PacifiCorp’s current operations, the CPS2 performance of 97%
was emphasized in these calculations. An assessment of the overall system power quality is a
standalone topic that is beyond the scope of this Study, and thus, the Company assumed this
level of reliability will be maintained. The difference between the CPS2 percentiles and the
median of the bins represents the implied incremental load following service for operating
reserve demand within that bin. As each respective bin also has an implied probability by the
number of data poiiits falling withm it, the volumetric position over the study period was
calculated as a simple weighted average.
To further explain the calculation method for load following reserve demand, the following
example follows from the illustration in Figure 10. To assess the load following up reserve
position for Bin 5 , subtract the lower bound value (5,532 MW) froin the system load forecast of
5,687 MW to arrive at an estimate of 154 MW for the occurrences within that bin. Integrating
this process through all bins produced a composite load following up position for the East
Balancing Authority Area in May, and the process was repeated for each month in the up and
down directions. Wind generation was analyzed in exactly the same procedure, but with
generation output representing the individual state variable. The wind and load reserve positions
were combined using the root sum square calculation in each direction (up and down), assuming
their variability in the short term is independent.

3.3

Determination of Wind Integration Cost

3.3.1 Overview
Owing to the variability and uncertainty of wind generation, each hour of power system
operations features a need to set aside increased operating reserve (both spinning and nonspinning reserve), in addition to those set aside explicitly to cover load and contingency events
which are inherent to the PacifiCorp system with or without wind. Additional costs are incurred
with daily system balancing practice that is influenced by the unpredictable nature of wind
generation on a day-ahead basis. To derive how wind generation affects operating reserve costs
and system balancing costs, the Study utilizes the PaR model.
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PacifiCorp’s PaR niodel, developed and licensed by Verityx Energy LLC, uses the PROSYM
chronological unit coininitirient arid dispatch production cost simulation engine and is configured
with a detailed representation of the PacifiCorp system. For this study, four different PaR
simulations were developed for a range of wind penetration scenarios as defined in Table 7. By
carefully designing the four simulations, we were able to isolate wind integration costs
associated with operating reserves and to separately calculate wind integration costs associated
with system balancing practice. The former reflects integration cost that arises froin short-term
(within the hour and hour ahead) variability in wind generation and the latter reflects integration
costs that arise from errors in forecasting load and wind generation on a day-ahead basis.

Table 7. Wind penetration scenarios used in PaR, as a percentage of total fleet capacity.

The four PaR simulations used for each penetration scenario in the Study are suininarized in
Table 8. The first two simulations are used to tabulate operating reserve wind integration costs,
while the third and forth simulations support the calculation of system balancing wind
integration costs. Table 8 identifies how key input variables change among the simulations. The
simulations were run over the 2011 to 2013 forward term (three years), wherein 2007 wind
generation and load data are used as inputs for 201 1, 2008 wind generation and load data are
used for 2012, and 2009 wind generation and load data are used for 2013. This calculation
method combines the benefits of using actual system data available for the historic three-year
Initial Term period with current forward price curves pertinent to setting the cost for wind
integration service on a forward basis.24 PacifiCorp resources used in the simulations are based
upon the 2008 IRP Update resource portfolio.25

The Study uses the March 31, 2010 official forward price curve.
The 2008 Integrated Resource Update report, filed with the state utility commissions on March 3 1, 20 10. The
report is available for download froin PacifiCorp’s IRP Web page using the following hyperlink:
http:/~~~~w.~a~ifi~0ip.~01i1/~01iteiitldan~~acificn1ddocJE11errv
Sources~Integiatedliesouice Plan/2008IIU’Updatd
VacifiCoi-p-2008IKI’Update 3-3 1- 10.pclf
24
25
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Table 8. Wind integration cost simulations in PaR.
r

PaR
Model
Simulation

Forward
Term

Load
(Initial Term)

Wind Profiie
(Initial Term)

Incremental
Reserve

Day-ahead
Forecast Error

1

2011 - 2013

Actual

Ideal Shape

None

None

2

2011 - 2013

Actual

Actual

Yes

None

3

201 1 - 2013

Day-ahead
Forecast

Day-ahead Forecast

Yes

None

4

201 1 - 2013

Actual

Actual

Yes

Yes
(Commitment from
PaR Simulation 3)

3.3.2 Calculating Operating Reserve Wind Integration Costs
To assess the effects of various levels of wind capacity added to the Balancing Authority Areas
on operating reserve costs, each penetration scenario was simulated in PaR using both ideal
(Simulation 1) and actual (Simulation 2) wind profiles. Both the ideal and actual PaR
simulations excluded System Balancing costs. The ideal wind profile is a “flattened”
representation of the actual profile, where wind generation is averaged across on- and off-peak
blocks. Such a profile requires no additional operating reserve to support wind generation
variability, and as such, Simulation 1 only included an operating reserve needed for load
variability. In suinmary, Simulation 1 included actual historical loads, ideal wind profiles, and no
incremental operating reserve to account for wind variability.
Simulation 2 used the actual wind generation profiles, which reflect the 2007 to 2009 observed
and developed Initial Term wind data as inputs for the 2011 to 2013 forward period. These
actual wind generation profiles reflect the same variability used to derive the incremental
operating reserve requirements needed to integrate wind generation. Thus, the second PaR
sirnulation includes the incremental operating reserve demand created by the variable nature of
wind generation as well as the actual, variable wind generation profiles.
The system cost differences between these two simulations were divided by the total volume of
wind generation in each penetration scenario to derive the wind integration costs associated with
having to hold incremental operating reserve on a per unit of wind production basis.

3.3.3 Calculating System Balancing Wind Integration Costs
PacifiCorp conducted another series of PaR simulations to estimate daily system balancing wind
integration costs consistent with the wind penetration scenarios studied. In this phase of the
analysis, PacifiCorp generation assets were committed consistent with a day-ahead forecast of
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wind and load, but dispatched against actual wind and load. To simulate this operational
behavior, two additional PaR simulations were necessary for each wind penetration scenario.
Siinulation 3 was used to determine the unit cornmitinent state of generation assets given the
day-ahead forecast of wind generation and load. Simulation 4 used the unit cornmitinent state
froin Simulation 3, but dispatches units based on actual wind generation and load. This actual
wind and load data is pulled from the Initial Term , and thus, is identical to the actual wind
generation and load inputs used to derive operating reserve wind integration costs as described
above. In both of these PaR simulations, the amount of incremental reserve required for each
penetration scenario was applied.
The change in system costs between Simulation 4 and the system costs froin Simulation 2
already produced in the estimation of operating reserve integration costs isolates the wind
integration cost due to system balancing. Dividing the change in system costs by the volume of
wind generation in each penetration scenario produced a system balancing integration costs on a
per-unit of wind productiori basis.
3.3.4 Allocation of Operating Reserve Demand in PaR
PaR Simulations 2 through 4 require operating reserve demand inputs that must be applied
consistent with the ancillary services structure native to the model. The PaR model distinguishes
reserve types by the priority order for unit commitment scheduling, and optimizes them to
ininiinize cost in response to demand changes and the quantity of reserve required on an hour-tohour basis. The highest-priority reserve types are regulation up and regulation down followed in
order by spinning, non-spinning, and finally, 30-minute non-spinning.26Reserve requirements in
the model need to be allocated into these PaR reserve categories and are expressed as a
percentage of load.
The regulation up and regulation down reserves in PaR are a type of spinning reserve that must
be met before traditional spiiming and non-spirming reserve demands are satisfied. The
incremental operating reserve demand needed to integrate wind generation was assigned in PaR
as regulation up and regulation down. The traditional spinning and non-spinning reserve inputs
are used for contingency reserve requirements, which remain unchanged among all PaR
simulations in the Study. The 30-minute non-spinning reserve is not applicable to PacifiCorp’s
system, and thus it is not used in this Study.

In PaR, spinning reserve is defined as unloaded generation which is synchronized, ready to serve additional
demand and able to reach reserve amount within 10 minutes. Non-spinning Reserve is defined as unloaded
generation which is non-synchronized and able to reach required generation amount within 10 minutes,

2G
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Note that given the hourly granularity in PaR, there is no distinction between operating reserve
categorized as regulation and load-following in terms of how the model optimizes their use.
Thus both regulation reserve service deinaiid and load following reserve service demand are
combined as a geometric average and input in PaR as regulation up and regulation down.
Further, owing to the hourly granularity of PaR and the fact that PaR optimizes dispatch for each
distinct hour, regulation reserves are effectively released for economic dispatch froin one hour to
the next. The PaR model requires separate inputs for spinning operating reserve and nonspinning operating reserve. Table 9 summarizes how the services for operating reserves are
applied in PaR.

-_.___

Reserve Service

PaR Regulation Up

PaR Regulation Down

PaR Spinning Reserves

PaR Non-Spin Reserves

RegulationUp1oMin

RegulationUpjo~,,

0

RegulationDownloM,n
Load Following Up
Load Following Down

0
Load Following Up
0

RegulationDownlouin

0
Load Following Down

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

I Geometric Awrage of the abowl

Geometric Awrage of the abow

Contingency
ITotal

I

Sum of the abow

I

I

Sum of the abow

3.3.5 Satisfying Reserve Service Demand in PaR
PacifiCorp’s thermal and hydro units are able to meet the reserve demand entered in PaR as
shown in Table 10. Regulation reserve is typically held by units operating in automatic
generation control (AGC) mode.

Contingency Reserve is specified by the North American Energy Corporation in per
htto://\vww.nerc.cnm/files/BAL-STD-O02-O.ocIf.
27
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3.3.6 Modeling gas plant utilization in PaR
One of the objectives in calculating wind integration costs using PaR was to emulate observed
real-time unit coimnitrneiit and dispatch behavior of PacifiCorp’ s thermal plants during the
simulation period. A specific focus was placed on east-side gas plants capable of providing
regulation reserve service. The coinmitinent status of these gas plants, consisting of Currant
Creek, Lake Side, and Gadsby units 4 through 6, was initially set to “must run” in PaR to inirror
recent utilization of these units. In the PaR framework, must run status means that the unit is
coininitted, but not necessarily fully dispatched, at all times. PacifiCorp then coinpared the
resulting simulated capacity factors for the siinulation year 20 13 against actual plant capacity
factors for 2009 keeping in mind that 2009 wind generation and load data are used as inputs for
the 2013 PaR simulation year. Differences in the capacity factors were reasonably small.
Given these findings, PacifiCorp concluded that PaR was reasonably aligned with actual
operational characteristics of the east-side gas plants when setting Current Creek and Gadsby
units 4 through 6 as must run. Consequently, this inust run configuratioii was applied in PaR to
circumvent the fact that PaR establishes unit commitment on price and not necessarily on
operating reserve requirements. In this way, and consistent with recent operational practice, the
Current Creek and Gadsby units 4 through 6 are available for meeting operating reserve
obligations even when out-of-the-money froin a pure market dispatch perspective.
The must run setting on Currant Creek and Gadsby units 4 through six was applied in PaR
Simulations 2 through 4. In each of these simulations, incremental operating reserve demand
needed to integrate wind is applied in the model, and inust-run configuration ensures that the
select set of east-side gas units will be available to meet the added reserve obligation even at
times when they are out-of-the-money. In contrast, PaR Simulation 1 does not include any
incremental operating reserve demand, and thus, the must-run setting was not used.
3.3.7 Transmission Topology in PaR
PacifiCorp used the PaR transmission topology consistent with the 2008 IRP Update as shown in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13. PaR transmission topology.

3.3.8 Carbon Dioxide Cost Assumptions in PaR
Given the 201 1 to 2013 forward tenn used in the Study, there was 110 COz cost applied to fossilfired thermal generating resources. This assuinption simplifies any comparison of the calculated
wind integration cost among the t h e e forward simulation years and avoids the possibility of
disparity between plant dispatch costs and wholesale electricity inarket forward prices used over
the tenn. This is in contrast to the 2008 IRP TJpdate, in which PacifiCorp assuined that federal
cap and trade carbon dioxide (CO2) allowance prices go into effect in 2013, with prices starting
at $8.58/ton in 2013 dollars and escalating at 1.8 percent per year thereafter.
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4. Results
4.1 Operating Reserve
Based upon historical and siinulated wind generation data aiid historical load data, the Study
shows that operating reserve demand for both regulation reserve service and load following
reserve service increases with higher wind penetration levels. Table 11 summarizes how
operating reserve demand for both regulation and load following services increases as wind
Penetration levels grow froin approximately 425 MW to approximately 1,833 MW.

Table 11. Annual average operating reserve demand by penetration scenario.

I
Load Onlv 425 MW
West

[Recrulation UD
I
Regulation Down
Load Following Up
Load Following Down
Regulation Up
Regulation Down

ILoad Following Down1

1372 MW
137
120
139
132

1833 MW
137
120
141
133

97
72
101
106

105
84
114
113

138
107

140
110

201
185

231
222

144

147

198

237

1

I

The increase in operating reserve necessary to support wind generation in grid operations is
apparent in each of the penetration scenarios. For example, very little wind generation is added
to the East Balancing Authority Area between the load-only and 425 MW scenarios, and
understandably, there is little increase in the resultant incremental operating reserve demand.
The same situation occurs between the 1,372 M W and 1,833 MW penetration scenarios on the
West Balancing Authority Area, where again, there is little change to the calculated operating
reserve demand. Additionally, as significant wind generation development impacts the East
Balancing Authority Area between the 42.5 MW and 1,372 MW scenarios, and again between the
1,372 MW and 1,833 MW scenarios, there is clearly a proportionate growth of the operating
reserve required to satisfy higher levels of wind penetration.
Tabular monthly results for each Balancing Authority Area aiid for each type of reserve service
appear in Appendix C. For convenience, Figures 14 through 21 summarize monthly operating
reserve demand results. In reviewing these figures, it is helpful to compare the growth of
estimated reserve demand per MW of wind penetration recognizing that most of the wind
capacity in the 425 MW penetration scenario is in the West Balancing Authority Area and that
most of the incremental wind capacity in the 1,372 and 1,833 MW penetration scenarios is in the
East Balancing Authority Area.
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Figure 14. Load following up operating reserve service demand in the West Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figure 15. Load following down operating reserve service demand in the West Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figure 16. Regulation up operating reserve service demand in the West Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figure 17. Regulation down operating reserve service demand in the West Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figure 18. Load following up operating reserve service demand in the East Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figure 19. Load following down operating reserve service demand in the East Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figure 20. Regulation up operating reserve service demand in the East Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figure 21. Regulation down operating reserve service demand in the East Balancing
Authority Area.
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Figures 14 through 2 1 identify both the seasonal nature of the operating reserve required to cover
wind integration services and the tendency for the services’ demand to be increased in months
where more wind energy is generated. The monthly variation in operating reserve demand is
built into the costing of the services in PaR, considering that the allocation of operating reserve
for wind generation is less in the months where there is less need.
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4.2 Wind Integration Costs
Tables 12 and 13 present the wind integration cost results for each wind penetration scenario.
Costs are reported in both present value revenue requirement (PVRR) dollars and dollars per
megawatt-hour of wind generation for each year in the study period. Levelized costs across the
three year study term are also included in the far right column of each scenario table.

Table 12. PaR simulation results for the load only scenario and the 425 MW wind
penetration scenario.
Total variable costs
Base (NoWind)

2013

Levellzed

1

2011

2012

2013

1 Levellzed

thousands

Simulation 1

$ 1.192.794

$ 1,311,178

$ 1,301,577

$ 1,141,308

$ 1,251,695

$ 1,249,391

Simulation 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

$ 1,150,552

$ 1,261,783

$ 1,259,733

Simulation 3

$ 1,188,903

$ 1,300,920

$ 1,286,758

$

$ 1,251,190

$ 1,241,733

Simulation 4

$ 1,201,530

$ 1,322,377

$ 1,313,055

$ 1,152,348

$

$ 1.254.277

1,145,876

1,254,907

Calculation of Integration Costs
Operating Reserve
(5im 2less Sim 1)
system Balancing
(5im 4 less Sim 2)
Total

thousands $

-

$

-

4

-

$
$

thousands $

Wind Generation (Actual)
.
.
East Wind

GWh

West Wind
Total

GWh

Operating Reserve
System Balancing
Total Wind Integration

214

VMWh

-

4

-

-

4

.

$

-

$
$

-

534
754

4

s
W W h

-

$

4

-

$
$
$

-

$
$

5

*

$
$
$

-

-

$
$
$

7.18 $
1.39 $
8.57 $

603
794

$
$
9~46 $

7.Z
2.24

520
665

I

8.73 $
3.83 $
12.56 $

1,446
1,937

764
2.39
10.03
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Table 13. PaR simulation results for the 1,372 MW and 1,833 MW wind penetration
scenarios.
Levellzed

Total variable costs
Base (No Wind)

thousands $ 1,192,794 $ 1,311,178 $ 1,301,577

East Wind
West Wind
Total

GWh

Operating Reserve
System Balancing
Total Wind integration

2,319
1,462
3,781

GWh

$/MWh
$/MWh

$
$
$

7.49 $
0.50 $
7.99 $

2,520
1,556
4,076

7.66 $
0.58 $

8.23 $

2,232
1,332
3,564

9.14 $
1.50 $
10.64 $

Levelized

6,175
3,805
9.980

803
0.82
8.85

3,230
1,462
4,692

$
$
$

8.29 $
0.72 $
9.01 $

3,483
1,556
5.040

8.44 $
0.70 $
9.14 $

3,106
1,332
4,438

8,576
3,805
12,380

10.01 $
1.21 $
11.23

l$

885
0.86
9.70

Table 14 compares the results of the Study to integration costs developed for the 2008 IRP on a
component by component basis using Levelized costs over the applicable terms. The primary
differences in results are most apparent for inter-hour (2008 IRP)/systern balancing (2010 Study)
wind integration costs. This difference is explained by improvements in method. In the 2008
IRJ?, market transaction costs were used to estimate inter-hour integration costs, whereas the
current Study calculates system balancing integration costs derived from the operation of
PacifiCorp resources.
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